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PRErACE

This guide has as its focus the development of short-term faculty
' development programs for allied health faculty located Tollealth care

facilities and academic institutions. The program may be conducted for
faculty from one'allied Wealth discipline or for fatuity from across a
numiler of dihiplines.

t
Selection of allied heatith faculty is usually de; ermined by the

specific discipline preparation of the iniiividual and adequate work
experience as a professional practitioner. Specific preparation for
teachtng.is not an essential condition of employment sinte,few allied
health professia4als bave teacher education backgrounds. Because of
this lack of specific preparation for college or hospitalrbased teaching,

*adequate orientation programs for new faculty, as well as inservice programs
for refreshment-Vend improvement of existing faculty, are imperative fOr the
program or.school intent on maintaining standards of teaching effectiveness.

_ -
Also, faculty development is being mandated by the Council. on Medical

Education as the accreditation essentials for allied health disciplines are
updated. .The council will require allprograms seeking accreditation from
the American .Medical Association to demonstrate evidence of faculty'
development.

,

This guide is designed to hep:edministAtors and prOupm ditectors
plan and develop orientation and inservice education programs to increase
the teaching effectiveness Of their faculty.

GUIDE USERS
41.

Two-Year and,Four-Year Allied Health Administrators. Thisrguide.is
intended to assist deans and heads of schbols or divisions of allied health
in planning and developing facult' orientation and inservice education
programi. It is structuredto accommodate a mixture of participanti from
multiple disciplines since tfis approach would be of cost benefit to a
division'composed of a number of programs.

Academic Department or Program Coordinators. This guide is also meant
to assist specific discipline program director's or coordinators in planning
and developing faculty enrichmene'programs to increase the teaching
effectiveness of their faculty.

ft
vii
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Pro ralff Directors from,Health Facilities. This gUide is intended to
help pFo m or education directors from health facilities pl-an and:develop
short-term faculty development programs. The health facility may be a
hospital, rehabilitdtion center, laboratoryany community facility where
allied health workers aret.rained. Training may include both didactic and
clinical aspects, or it may include4onl'y the clinical eduLation component if
the facility is a, clinical training Center for aoedemic institutions.

Teacher Education Specialists. This guide can alitlFprovide help to
teachej- education specialists who are interested in planning and conducting
short-term teacher preparation programs for allied health practitioners and
educators,

GUIDE OVERVIEW
f

The, first two chapters provide the philosophical framework for-planning
short-term faculty. development programs. The first summarizes the issues
and concerns in. faculty development. ,The second focusevoc a theoretical.
approach_to program planning.

Chapter Three discusses administrativJ procedures and details forthe
, planning and development Of faculty preparation programs.L.Theie include use
of a planning committee; selection'of a program- 'type, time; place, faculty,
and speakers; budgeting; program evaluation; and use of'course Credit.

k

111

.
.

- Chapter Four Identifies a list of teacher tompetencies at specifies
the skills necessary for teaching in allied health programs. The competencies
or skills arenot limited to classroom teaCliin2 activities- bu. encompdss the
responsibilities appropriately perfOrmed by thE faculty member These skills
or.competencies form the starting poin* for the planning anddevelopment of
facUlty preparation or deve,lopment programs.

. .

.
.

.

Chapter'Five provides guidelines for those wlo will coordinate and teach
in the faculty development program, It focuses on two major areas of
cOmpetendles or skills, those for a director of learning and for a facilitator
of interpersonal relationships. It describes four curricillum resource units
that might be used to plan, and develop a short-term faculty - ,,preparation program.
The(sejobnits are (1) classroom methods and teaching techniques, (2) use of _

instructional Media, (3) evaluation of Classroom learning, end (4) cliryccal

education and evaluation. 1b unit includes arationale, an 2verview, a list
of the general objectives, for testa; unit', a.suggested Workshop fbrmat and schedule
of.)activrties, evaluation forms, and administrative details necessary ftpr the
plancliq o1 the unit. , -,, 1

Chapter Six is comprised of. the seven insmctionar modules listed and
sequenced in Chapter File., This final chapter provides the framework for each
instructional module, including such items as an overview of the'module; the
competency-based objectives, a' content outline, suggested participant activities,
required participant readings, and a selected annotated bibliography.

,

° .

A.
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'CHAPTER

Faculty DevelOpMent

Al lied 'healthiiealth education is now at a point where the emphasis is on ,

qualitative improvement of existing programs rather than onproliferatio'n of
new programs. Crucial to he "success Of existing programs is 'the availability
of effective faculty. Yet during a peri,cid of no growth it is difficult to
recruit ,faculty members without unfairly terminating present staff who have
their strengths as well as weaknesses. Since try-ming "programs can no tons*.

, afford the luxury of improvement throUgh addi t ion, of new' faculty, the current
emphasis for faculty development must cleirly be on an attempt to ikter the. °

behaviors of existing faculty .members. Madditiori, with he rapt growth in,
knowledge, improvemerrts in technological devices to estisrirr teaching, and" ,

new student groups such as ethnic.minorities, first-generation college students;
. and older adults entering post - secondary education, the tabl isliment of better

ways to update faculty must be sought: 4

.Exitting faculty must accept the resporisibility fof p gram. imprdvement.
to improve'
those happy
that more-

a

Steps, thus, must betaken tolgetherby fatuity and adminis ators
'`fecultydcapabi 1 i ties., Fortunately, faculty developmen is one of
concepti about which faculty and administrators .universally ce.gree

wought to be done. ,

% & .

,..

While tnan'imity of Opinion on the need for faculty' development exists, ,
.

"efforts to develop specific plans often go'awryt. Faculty .development can
be neitherimiterstood gor improved, however;, unless it.is approached from a
perspective that allows systematic eana,lysis 3f the process., In such an analysis
the following areas of concerh should be=exa How can school =help faculty
members design effective learning extriJ

en s and adopt innovative-methods kif
instruction? What strategies can administ torsemploy to encourage faculty

members to improve ther teaching? How' can administrators develop programs to
increase the faculty.members knowledge of the management and goverrrance of.
the sehool? .

.'-- ,

CurreniTy niany idminiStrators v ew faculty development as an activity
that takes place durjrrg periddic int rruptions in' he normal institutional ,'

routine when internal or exterQal e perts provide new information or during
periods when .faculty )nembel-s are sent to wo'rka:4s ad /or professional meetings

fto upgrade current knowledge acid acquire new ledge. Obviously, faculty
4,mernbers'need to attend workshops and professional meetings, but these activities
represent only artin6 point. Many allied health programs.are,timited at
present-inestablishing effective faculty development programs by the absence
of a conceptual, framework that relates activities designed to upgrade faculty

as, to the ortgoirig processes Of the institution. Unless faculty members integrate
their new, knodledge into their teaching,, their newly acypri red information loset
its effectiveness. I f faculty development is a priceii; then faculty y _members
mast not only be cogoizant of new ideas, but they-mot relatethese ideas to.

J
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1 rnSt! t:UVOi-ialipOCS05 and settings andi)e'slifficientl.YmolivAted to turn/

the,neOty occurred flIflormat ion intti. act ion. ' I , t
,,, -,

, .
, .

,-Afit ...t.ent.,;tp 44.1111th admi n i.s tratots .can help fecal ty, members al ter :the I r

at t i tliais.0' **sal c ,betie:korS , dePends on' the 'odMin i sera t i oh' s . cpMmi tment to '-
ftcul ty.gro..iiit-:Nlil- example; the adtlii Os trat ion can encoura4e innovation's 1-n ., .

'classroom teaChilig. techniques or it can encourage the 'status quo. It' cep reward '',
10

_excel 1 ende:t in teechi nig. or" it' can 's tress pupl i coti 0rts -and advanced graduate

educatiOn. Ift other wOrEds, tile valueS of an administration as expressed through

its reward system deterpina' ehe gbd e s s or failure of an effective-feculty
,

development program.-- 1-$ . . . . . %- ..
., _.

t.

AcccircAg tO Lahti (1973) , al 1- inst i tut ions pa'sS through a growth .Phase .

. charlcterjzed by initiative, vision, determined leadershim, amd Experimentation.
.

.
Aftet apprwimacely four'years,.the growth i-ate levels off, an.d the institution

enters a critical period during which' the groundwork is laid for Fonnnyed
growth or eventual decline: The determinants of fut-Ure:directlor'r include the.

folloWtng:, 44..# .

. ' la
\ . ) . ,

Effective ptiann,ing , -; , _
so

4 .
4 lump. Development .of subordinates . ,

i

(
.1:

-.

, 0 4 ' lihe values promoted by the systemof rewatV.s° -

.,
.

.. . * .

:
-

* 11.1111-'

The tile of, effective planning, teamwork, del elgati on of :Tesponsibi 1 i ties : ,.

-and evaluation leads to improVed performanU for the insatuxioh and continuings

development for the 'fAculty. 1p, contrast,. institutions that demonstrate lack,of .-
contr'ol's, crisis management, and lack .of teamwork enter'a period of decille

e
. .

dill,ractetized by llte'or no faculty development.
.4

'

. ,
.

,
A

,

. ' The 6'11)1 i cattoris/ are Clea..1 The environment ...o? the, col lege. or .university .

.
4

is a crucialidetermin t in the process of,Continued fACuLty 'growth. Given .the

most effecti -ve consult nts, ah' adequate budget for attendahce at prtifossional '', .

meetings, and othr vi ible signs A faculty development', faculty behavJr will
not change unless the adminiStration.supports, the, concept of an academic corn-,

munity where All participants learn and 'grow- -not just students..

Ino

A

V

/

THE ACADCMIC MARKETPLACE
t

Since piecemeal ef fifrts to improve col lege and.university teaching have
-generally p9oven ineffective, we mat turn to a mote comprensive approach
through which we can develop new methods of classroom and clinical evalution/
find.viable ways-.of ictmoducing new technology, and' explore new ep0.roaches to
Instructional improvement...,

4...Dcu lty development hgs become an' increesingli.important concept for'q

g roving number of faculty members qnd 'administrators. currently pbstsecondery
education faces the,harsh realities of decreased fund ing, steady- state' or

declining enrollment, and declining faculty mob i 1 i fy simultaneously with

'demands for iccountobi 1 it), voiced by students1 parenti f' administrators- and
government.

e

VI,.
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,Although institutions have focused attention on what they .can do to
facilitate the development of 'their allied health aculty, most active
prOfehtional'development programs, have been those that. help ntructors
update their knowledgein their 'respective alptiedhealth fields. Travel
to professional associpton meetings, sabbatical leaves, etc] research '

support have been typical de,ielopment41 activities. . e

it is 'generally accepted ty many allied health admiisfraAga that a
discipline- related degree is sufficient reparation for teachjOg While II

necessary cpndilti.ca for teaching of ectiven it, is not.a 'sufficient
666-ition. ConSequently, while teaching s ant perVrof,the faculty-

' member's reli andshould be highly valued, y it is not a'serious,'
con,cern'in the education or hipng of college teachers. )?et faculty members_
are definitely concernedabout.the quality of "theil- teaching (Shird and
Fregdmen, 1973). ;These researchers concluded thaecoLlege and irversity,
prorfessors'li)(e to teach and cloot neglect.their teadhing"duties in favor -

of research. Most of ihe:faculfy embers they Pnterviewedlworked hard at
teaching and wanted to,b'e seen es e ective.° - .. 'il ' .,

...., . .

. , .

EXISTING.' APPROACHES TO FACULTY DUELOPM T PROGRAMS___,

'...........

'Existing approaches fo.r.improving teaching have, in isolation failed
to meet the challen-ges.posed by changes in higher educationenThisliPailure

,- -is particularly disappointing 4gAn one considers'the amount of money-available
to colleges and universities in the eSrly,indmid-1960.s.

,
.

,0

-Three of the Most' widely used approaches to facul't'y elopmer#t are the
.following:

- -, ,
,N

... .
i

. Attendance
-

at professional association meetings: While atte ante, at

>--4r- professional associeion meetings Oryprovi-de faculty members w'th )

.,.' the opportunity tOupgrade nd.update their knowledge in their lr ,

respeeiive allied health fields, it does not neceTsarity improve th
quality of tealing. Although this knowledge can enfichadd compleme ti..
teaching, iL-does potassist fadUlty members. in expanding their

4 . instructional strategies and increasing their skills in working with
.- stuaents.

, .
. .

1
IP

f
tt/

# .
. '

,
Purchase of advanced=technology equipment: Thei:ehase of costly
n

4 ,.

new instructional equipment sucti as videotape sy, ems, computers, an'd'
bearninglimehines has not been a great success for many-reasons. Many,

college teachers, because of loW interest or few resources,-remain
unacquainted with the potentials of instrucbdionaJ rechnology. Even '

_when-resources and programs are available,many faciilty members strong*,
. resist them. For exaMple; the videotaping of his/her lecture may -

threaten a Jaculty meMber. Mere, purchase of highly technological
ecfaipment is ineffective unless an ongoing program related to use of ,

the equipment is alSO implemented. instructional technology has rarely
been intrOducdtlby in administration as'paet of an prigoing.longitudinal

`. faculty development program.
J_ - - f ,.

p.
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Recruitment of instructional resource personnel: The recruitment
of .instructional resource persdnnel'can provide opportdnities for
facultyrembers to improver the quality' f their teaching. ,However,

1

encoura ing the faculty to Lige these co sultants is a challenge for
the most competent administrator. Whi1 faculty members are comfortable

. with the use of consultants in such areas as computer programming,
their use of teaching consultants is quite new. Often the initial task:
1pf convincing tenured faculty that an instructional resource person can,
bffer valuable assistance is a difficult'one. Furttermore, serious,
problems are encountered by the staff member who has been recruited to
assist the faculty iri instructional improvement. The position is often
a marginal one sandwiche.betwe-the faculty and administration. Many

instructional' resource_4ersonnellhave'faculty appointments, but are not

- fully. fundtioning members of an academic department. In contrast, some

have administrative appointments but have no. administrative authority. .1

These marginal positions create anxiety'and are unattractive to many
professionals..

Recent efforts at faculty development have often been ineffective. The

mere attendance at professional association meetings, purchase of advanced-
technology e9pUppent, and/or recruitment of instructional resource personnel
remain by themselves ineffective approathes,to improved teaching.

NEW APPROACHES /,

To accomplish significat changes in faculty instruction, Bergquist and,-
Phillips 9975) propose thaIrchanges must take place at three levels: (1)

attitude, (2) process, and (3) structure.

ups esist-change; fatuity members are not immune ,to this phenomenon.

OTien a fatu ty member will adopt a quiet passive resistance to-exploririg alSy,
alternttive instructional method. He/she maybe fearful of'displaying
shortcomings as a teacher. Consequently, a faculty development program mus4
consider the attitudes and values of the faculty member,

Even when the faculty member has a positiv&attitude concerning ne
teaching methods and technologies, he/she may encounter'institutional
restrictions of barriirs. As administrators beglii, planning for facult

development programs, they must consider organizationil barriers as well as

personal attitudes. t

CoSequentl.,y, the first task for the administrator is to.dealleffectively

with the attitudes of the faculty member ands then to remove in4ltutlonal

restrictions. Finally, Attention can focus on the prOcess ofstruction, for
'example, current-instructional methods and technology curriculum development',

-and classrobm and clinical evaluation./

Similarly Toombs (1975) suggests a three-dimensional plan for faculty

deyellipment. The three dimensions proposed are: the professional dimension,

the curricular dimension, and the institutional dimension. From a consjderation

of these dimensions, Toombs dejvelops a set of principles for planning and a

.matrix for programming.

14
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For profes ional drmension, he conclUdes that professional-development
pro rams must b determined in some way by the Career stage of the individual,.
siOiy designat d as one of the following:

Pr'service: interns, visiting students, part-time students,
student teachers

rr
New inexperienced: recent gPeduates With credentials but a
minimum of applied experience

New experienced: arrivals from the field of practice, but new
. to the educational setting

Established experienced: tenured profestionals

Nonteaching.academics: counselors and placement officers

An early step in the design.ef efaculty dehlopment program must be
consideration of the various stages of career development representd by the
faculty.

The....uoriclar d' nsion comprises the instructional side of the faculty
role. It involves a thorough review of t tir curriculum and the total,
teaching-learning system. It encompasses not on y e teaching of facts and
principles. but .also he development of .ottitudes and values and permits an
unlimite4variety of teaching- learning.ituations.. Fadul* members become,
expert at instructional goal setting with the ability to write behavioral
objectives. Jn addition, they become adept at assessing enteri1g behaviocof
their students and planning appropriate learriing strategies based on this

"information. Finally, within this curricular dimension, they develop the
OOP ability to assess the learning and teaching that has taken prate and to

replan experiences, based on this Oosesassessment.

.

. ,

%

. To enhance the institutional dimension of their faculty role, faculty
'members should become more knowledgeable about the management and governante,
of an institution. According.to Toombs, basis fgcts related to student flow
and costs per gxedit hour, per student, or per degree should become= economic
information.' when faculty members are aware of the institution as a whole
can they, sense the implications of their collective efforts. Toombs states drat
this-in formation should become familiar for all academic circles. Faculty
members also need to become more-aware of the extra-institutional factors that
affect the life of the institution: areas like manpower, tao:es, statewide
involvement in academic program approval and l'egional planning.

In cbncl'uding, Toombs recommends, a baiic matrix within which 'program'
profiles can be described (see-Figure 1). The matrix simultaneopslyocop.s4..ders

the career stages of individual faculty members and the three-dimenallinal view
of facillty development.

5
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The third conce ual-framework'of staff developmett to be presented is one

proposed by Richardson (1975): Richardson suggests six necessary stages of
staff development. **he first two encompass staff development; the next three
incorporate organizational 'de'velopment, and the'final stage involves evaluation
and Weintenance::

. I

Stage 1. InclitIdual and small- group; learning experiences. At this I.

' stag the primary methods involve attending profissional
meetin.9s; workshops-, and seminars, 'I'eading professional

- publications, attending structured internal sessions, and
visiting other institutions.

$
%

Stage 2. .Applicationof information fromStage 1' to classroom.

Stage'3. Antlysii and revision of the adrbinistrative'and goVernance
vstructure to allow,for the changes encouraged by stages 1
and N. ,

. .'

a 'AO AI ,' 7
Stage 4. EstablishMent of goals and prioriti 'for the institulon.

- Theeffect of stage 3 should be ah ni.iiiint,tal structure

and governance procedure that'encou ges a re cohesive ,

Irittitution_and mikes it possible fOr the,qp lege' to
,-

,,' establish mutually agreeda.on tasksatd priorities.
). .- -

%Stage 5.. Identification ofi goals for i'ndivi'duals ajid attainmen of

:goals. C2ce an institution has identified its major
0irection and-priorities, these must be translated in o a.
slategy.fortactipon Each faculty member must iden y his/
her.own goali and relate these to the larger purpos of the
inttitutian:: This stage is, critical to development b th of
the indiyrduarandAhe institutiorial goals and priorities.

"
6
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. Stage 6. Evaluation and feedback. An effort must be made to assess ,
.the individual and institution 1 changes that have been
effective and to maintain h Alternative solutions are
proposed for Ineffective th nges. Through a continuous'
process of. evaluation, the desired -direction of the
institution is maintaine

. Richardson (1975) proposes that the six stages are totally interrelitilk
He believes that the failure of colleges to coordinate, these stages leads . .%,
to Ineffective staff development and institutional decline. -The experiences
that occur during examination of the institutional structure and goals, as
well as in the process of relating one's indivillual efforts to the direction
of the total institution, are far more likely'0' change behavior than any
individual development experience. Integrating-the cgncept Of staff developmsRil-
within the context of organizational develo nt points the Way toward changing
the attitude1 and behaviors of existingifac ty members.

sittm these three app)oaches, it i$ clear that staff attitudfv, organizational
. ,

and institutional structures and career stages of individual- faculty members all
have oan impdttion_faculty development programs. This curriculum guide focuses A
on the process of instruction; however, before plannina for faculty development
programs begins, ,the other factors must also becon$idered.

THE CHALLENGE
4

.

Successful faculty development programs will not solve all the problems of
an institution. However,,changes in faculty attitudes, knowledges, and skills
may move us all toward faculty and instructional renewal through the improvement
of teaching. Obviously, faculty development ist,m0t. the panacea,of all the ill's
of higher education, but used effectively it can be a strong and valuable fSrce
enhancing the claim that both faculty and student-growth are our business.

If faculty members believe that institutions of education stand slightly
apart from society, to be-ih some special measure a center for Independent. ,

thinking; a place where creativity and criticism are encouraged, then -Jet them
also know in a time ofincreased pressure for accountability that. they.are .

and evalual heir own faculty development programs:
themselves igfessionals who must assume leadership in helping plan, implement, .

4

4
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CHAPTER P40

a

.

A SyStems Appach to Proirim Planning

t " '. , t
_,-

.:While one the primary. problems In
hIL

igher education is,how to provide ,

- meaningful* f'a y development\proqranii, an equally perplexing problem exists
_.:1Vrn---determlni-ng what specificatt9 'should be incttlded in .such programs so that
faculty they Thcrease their effetviveneit: Fdr initance0411,ied health faculty
members here diverse, educ-ational'biaCkgrounds. Many have been, practitioners

' for a number of yeirsbeforen entering teaching; 'others have become teachers. .,
-; after only a few years,i in the field. Some dallied health faculty members hew(/'

taught . for several years,while,others are new to the feabh)ng_field. Solo, . May have used informal teaching methods /in. a hoepi tal-baseij prograth and are .al tinding.if difficult tp teach largerAhore imperional .classes, wittijewer
-readily rel4ant examples 'at hand as wife available in the hospital'. The

. -. need for fec64ty cleveloPm4t programs; has been presented, le the previous
Lr--- ? chapter, 'but. the ..questl on'Tt 11 1- remains i gi ten ,a hetbrogeneous. group 0'7 ..
, al 1 ied heal tk Wu' ty .eemberi, what should -they knbw to enhance their .

at ,

effect lvehess ; , Zect ,experlentes,' procedurei, 'and materials should. they,. . ." 'reCeivei, and hovi ' can it lie astertainecilkhetiher- they have 'behefi ted from
texperith, enrichthent ilicoef' , . -

. :. .. ,,. . .

Thii chapter 'prNi'cles a ttieotetical ifremewo' rk for a systemitic approach
to planning and i-mplementiang'faculty.,development prOgrams. . These programs
might involve a*varibty.of eXperi ncei such as seminars, courses, apd

s
,..

wdrkshop. . . .,
.. . .

- -, , ,

, . i 1 .. ?;

THE-SYSTEMS CONCEPi\.- .'' I. .- - '. :. ,., ----,,-,---r . . ..
J

',
0 ,

inverse learrane sistems
)
have'ebben deieloped Over -the. past two decades,

&Q. the fiele,of initruCtional:technology has reached high levels of
sophistication.' Some',6ri tics, such as Knel ler "(1972)- contend that the sySteei

' approach 'to i ratructi on, l'restS, on. assumptions- about humah behavior: that are v
reduction i st deterthinkstic- and physicalist. It '1s opposed to the view that .

-

,0,,i'liarnifig 14 self-directed,, and 141 large part unpredictable." ,

,-. / -However,,,there- is .corivincing evidence that instructional systems models have
x,, % .fourie broad appiicatfon anctacceptance in ,educitl,on in general .1-ea., Roueche

bnd Pi tnian , . 1972 ; Popham' and ,Baker; .1970) and En:medical- and heal tir'rel ated
curricula in paiticular (e.g., Heidgerken1965; Holcomb and, Garner-, 1973.; ,
Segall et ii., 1975)' , *

4

. The concept Of e 'system has been,generally defined by Bad, thi (1968Y, "v,tho
in part notes that: , , ,, , - .

. (

4

,* _Systems are assemir; ages 'of pai-ts that are signed, and built

by man into organized wholes. for the attainment of spec' fit
,purposbs. The' 'purpose of a system is peal ized through processes

'V

9
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6 V.,A
. ,

y, ') "'
in which

.

interactihg'components of 'the system engage.in order.
to proglime %a predetermined output. Purpose determines the . ..

,process required and the process will imply the kinds of
components that make up the.systeM , . , (p. J2)./

I. .... .

The concept of a..systeM has been related to education:by Kemp (1971;
5t

who suggests that a system essentially comprises a process that establishes
a way to examine instructional Problems and sets a procedure for dealing
with them. Applying-the systems approach to instructional problem solving
has provided a number Of Moaels. The basic elements of1/4an. instructional

system are objectives, criterion levels of. learner performance, learnlng
activities, and evaluation and revision procedures (Roueche and Pitman,

designed as a closed loop that is constantly-self-:adjusting (e.g.dtanathy,

1972). These components can be ordered in many ways and aregenerally

19681 Kemp, 1971; Popham, 1965)/Merrill, 1971).

While each system tends ,to have its own paricular aspects and
idiosyncrasies, all systems are similar in that they are nontraditional
learning-oriented systems. Table 1-indicates some of the differences'
betweenlearning systems and more'traditionalfaching-oriented approaches

A th9t are prevalent in higher education.
4,

Banathy's,definition of .a system is, easily Seen in jts.applicationto
the instructional.learning-oriented; system presented in Table . The '

.components are interactiyes with the purpote4 of instruction clearly stated:-
in terms'of behayioral objectives: This al166-4for selection of learning

.experiences and selection of the Methods and media for teaching. Finally,
an...effective-evaluation process determines to what'extentthe system has
worked (learning Haspccurred among students). '

_While-the syst4 approe to instruCt ional planning is appropriate for
curilcul,m-div.40p,orlt, it is quilly applicable for planning allied health

`.faculty development programs. ihere areseveril justifications for using
a systematic approach to plannir4. Some of these are:

To provide for a more integrated, coordinated, and complete
program of faculty development

To provide for consideration of individual differences in
-academic background, teaching experienCe, etc., "of ailed

. .

health faculty members

,To provide for specific competencies that allied health
faculty members need in order to Improve their instruction

,,To provide for systematic deyelopment of learnint experience%
with.approPriate teaching methods and Materials for allied .

health faculty members

"

6
itodproviae for:mdaes of assestment'to determine wnether faculty
developMent programs arehelping all* health teachers imprdVe
their teething

.1 ..

1

w' I
.,4 .

i
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TABLE 1
,

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS

4-

TEACRING7ORIENTED SYSTEM (TRADITIONAL)" LEARNING/ORIENTED SYSTEM (NONTRADITIONAL)

-`1

,101
mmof

Ins ruction is unsystematized..

Groups are instructed _undei controlled
c ditions.

`.eacher'presentation is. equated with learning.
Whatever has"beerilcovered in class is
constdered learned by the student.

Objectives-are vague and general;

A'udiovsuals are used as-aids toNaching.

.°.
A V

Only "essential" knowledge is dealt with-

Testing is used to categorize students.

The teacher is.the actor; the students are the
audience. The teacher controls the seleCtion
of ollotectives, content, and learning experiences;
studeAts simply react. .

t

Instructional technology ,underg rds Entire system.

Instruction is individualized.

Teh'ching has not occurred unless
learned. :

4

student has

Objectives, are specific and measurable..

. Media are.used not as a supplement but as a
Component of teaching, selected on the bati4 of
potential to cause student learning.

Content iA chosen orythe basis of its relevance.,

Testing is used to assess teaching.

The students are the actors; the teacher is the
manager. Students parficjpate in the selection of
objecei\ves, content, and 'learning experiences.

Unifoiliqy and regulation prevail: 30 students
per teacher; 50- minute class periods; 18-week
semesters,or'll-weekquarters.

.

Freedom prevails: flexible student/teacher ratio;
flexible period length and scheduling; flexible
semester.

, .

SOURCE: Quoted,Withwilltrmission.f

. .

roi John E. Aoueche and Barton A. Herrscher.
. Of Instruction." Junior College Journal (October 1370)% 24

. .
'P. .

"A Learning Oriented Sygtem
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Besides integrated program planning, use of'the systems approach can
have he following additional benefits as allied health faculty members are
exposed to systematically designed learning experiences:

The applicability of systematizedapproaches to altied health
curriculum planning in general wiIll-become evident.

The need to change from traditional, teac hing-oriented,
modes of insIruction to learning-oriented modes will emerge. /.

The diversity,of methods, materials, and assessment processes' /

that are available to enhance and reinforce the instructional
process will became evident.

The desirability and utility of an objective-based format for
*planning instruction and the nonthreatening environment that
is created whe9 terminal behaviors are specifically'stated as
a condition for learning will emerge.

The need for allied health facuil members to acquire a Strong
sense of accountability for student learning will become clear. a

4 1 t

'*As stated previously, many systems models have been developed and are
useful in instructional planning. Tha,model. presented here f uses on a
competency-based approach that includes,as the system's comp ents: general
competencies, competency-based objectives, iyistru6lional exo riences (methods
and materials)-, and assessment. The systen is reprefehted n Figure 2.,

40.
t

ir FJGURE 2

Competencies ompetency-Based--->instructional--10sessment
Objectives Experiences

All of the elements are interactive, each addresping'itself to a specific
task; they build on one another to create the detired behaviors. Thy
assessment component interacts throughout in a cyclical feedback.process to
monitor all phases of the system continuously. Many other sy#ers are far
more involved and sophisticated, with many 'components and variables to consider
.in,instructional planning. This system, in its simplicity, works'as well as
any of the other models and provides the'instructional planner with a basic
conceptual frame of reference that may be applied to any manner of instructional
problem.

The rest of this .chapter' discusses.the elements of a comfttency-based
system, particularly as,they relate 'to'Rianning faculty, development programs
for allied health teachers.

t

4

0
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IDENTIFICATION OF FACULTY COMPETENCIES

The first step In.identificeion of faculty'competencies is to specify
the competencies or tasks a faculty, member must eAkibUt. The ersential
question to be asked is: what should faculty members be able,to do that will
make them effective faculty? The competencies identified should encompass
all the tasks and responsibilities required of_faculty and should nbt be
limited to the role of classroom teaching.

41.

.Through identification of the competencies.needed by an'allied health
faculty member emerges a clear description of an effective fiacylty member.,,,/
Thus1a starting point and all_ending point have been established' that will
serve as effective guides in developi-ng specifiprograms'. Then specific
competencies can be selected to give direction to a faculty development
program.

DETERMJNATIONOF COMPETENCY -BASED OBJECTIVES

Haying selected specific ctpetencies for a faculty development program,
planners can identify specific mpetehcibasesi objectives. '-Competency-based
objectives are a type of behavioral objective. 'Their most important feature
is their evolution from the overall competencies identified. Without the
competency statement, the ends of the instructional experience, the competency-
based objectives would be vague and ambiguous.

Indnd their use have been well'explored (e.g., Mager,- I962;
Cohen, 1974). Bloom (1963) notes that they provide both teachers and students
with direction on the subject content and the learning processes through which
the learner.ii expected-to develop.

Competency-based objectives can be established by asking the following
*question: when a faculty member exhibits a specific competency, what is the
underlyingtCognitive base for that competency, what specific skills are
necessary, and what attitudes are desirable? The answer can be stated in
terms of specific behaviors that the faculty member shwid be able to exhibit.
These specific behaviors can'then be classified or sec:lanced.

op'

The taxonomy or_ classification domains of objectives have been well
developed for the cognitive and effective areas of learning (Bloom, 1956;
Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, 1964). The cognitive domain ranges from the
memorization of facts to the useof problem-solving skills.

'--- The first level of cognitive learning is knowledge. By knowledge is
meant that evidence that something is remembered can be given through recall
or mecognition of the information. Knowledge is little more than remembering
a piece of informatidn in a form very close to that in which the information
was originally encoatered. However,'Meeting such low-level objectives is
extremely important because later learning will be limited, or facilitated,
by the amount and qualityof information_ stored. Unfortunately, objectives
are often at this level whin, in fact, only -higher-level cognitive objectives
would ensure acquisition of the competency, desired (Roueche and Pitman, 1972).

1
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The second leyel of cognitive - learning Ls com ehensio, which is pro 1 iy
the largest category of edUcational objectives. here are 'three types of
comprehens,ion hehavior. hrsttil comprehensio through transia, n, in whith
the learner, puts abstract ideas into concrete or'everyday,terms. 'Second is

comprehen010 through interpretation, in 'whicil the learner is able to reorder)
ideas and,concepts and communicate these effectipely in'their new form. Third . .

is'comprehension through extrapolation, which includes making judgments based
on trends, tendencies, or conditions described'in the communication.

.

,k
1 , 'The third level of cognitive leaping is Appl ication. ,BY application'is

L..% meant that,-given a problem, the learner will chdose and apply. the appropriate
responses based on prey cos abstract knowledge. This level includes an ability

...,.... to transfer previous learning., Since most ideas, principles', and theories ai
meant to be applied, competency -based objectives that provide for application
-are extremely imTrtant. .

,

These three comprise lower cognitive levels of objectives, while the *

last threecare considered to be'of'a higher cognitive level. -The fourth level
of .cognitive learnins, is analysis. In analysis, the learner must"be able to
'break down ideas into parts and perceive new relationships or hierarchies of
ideas. This level includes an ability to analyze elements, relationships,
and organizational principles.

The'fifth level of cognitiVe learning is synthesis. At this level the .

learner should be able to combine elements in order to form new-ideas or
concepts that were not evident before. Included at this level is an ability
to produce a unique communication, produce a plan or proposed set of operations,
and-derive a set of abstract relationships.

The sixth level of cognitiye learning' is evaluation. By evaluati'on is
meant that the learner can make judgments(iii terms of internal eviderite (which
might include the accuracy of a communication from such evidence as logical
accuracy and consistency and internal criteria. Also this level includes the
learner's ability- to make judgments'in,teyms of external criteria (which might
-include selected.or remembered criteria). On the basis of such judgments, the
learner can either modify ideas or maintain them intact. The learner is able
to judge what is reasonable and what is"not.

The initiation of affective characteristics in students has ppsed a

difficult dilemma for educators, particularly in terms of'how appropriate
learning'experiences can be planned and how such experientes can be assessed.
Krathaohl, BlooM, and Masia (1964) have provided a taxonomic hierarchy of the
affective domain wilich focuses on the process of internalization of attitudes,
values, appreciations, end interests. The first stage is receiving, which is
a willingness 'to be aware of stimuli. .The learner must be aware of the stimulus,
show a willingness to receive it, and give it some degree of controlled,or
selected attention. The learner is Rot expected to respond to or become
emotionally involved with'the.stimulms. Initially, this awareness is unconscious,
which may give way to the4iearner!s willingness to receive the stimulus: 4 ,

ti

The 'second stage of affective learning is responding. Now the learner
goes beyondreceiving and acts or responds to the stimulus. 'Three substages
of responding have been defined: (1) acquiescence in responding, (2) willingness
-A-

4'l4
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/ If
. .

to 'respond, and"(3) satisfaction' in response. First', the learner, tries
out new b.ehaviOrs to determine theit'apprOpriateness. (f'positive u.

reinforcement follows( this response, the learner' will' receive satisfactioh
and will desire to use the behavior'again.

.

These two stages allow for ttpe. inst rpctiohal prdcess to be used as a,
mechanism for initiating affective changes. ,

. .

1

The last three stages require the learner to somehow manifebr the
:lbehaviors desired. it is.porgftte'to structure situations (cliWTcal setting,

.., ,

teachirig laboratory) in which appropriate-behaviors may be reinforced, but
the learner must have continuous reinforcement of the desired affective
behaviorOover-a lengthy pe ;iod before the behaviors can be said to be part
of, an internaiized "value system..

. .

. ,N
,

y
, .

,,,..

g
.

, 'the third, stage of affective learning is valaVn. In this stage the
learner has the ability to attribute worth to a particular behavior. The
learner comes to yalue'the,behavior and perceives it to be in hariony with

.

his/her overall value Structuresand relatively consistent with the environmental
value structure in which he/she must function. ,The following three substages
have been identifie: (1) acceptance of a value, (2) preference for a Value,_._

and (3) commitment to or conviction toward the values

,

The fourth stage of affective learning is organizing. "In tni% stage,
the learner manipulates previously internalized values into an order or system
that assigns priorities tc and determines the intefrelationspip of the learner's
values. Two Substages have defined: (1) conceptualization of a'value, 4111r,

and (2) organization of a value system.

The fifth stage is characterizing. In this stage, the learner's values
are already hierarchical ill ordered and are part of an internallyconsistent
systeln. The individual is clearly characterized by the value complex which
is easily manifested itrippropriate situations.. AO .

4iste

"'The taxonomy for psychomotor learning has not yet been provided with.a
structure that has received wide acceptance. However, several models are
available to provide a skill.hierarchy (DeCecco, 1968).

The first step in planning for psychomotor learning lsto analyze the.
component parts of the'skill. This essentially involves a task analysis of
the distinct part's of the skill. The second step is to assess the entering
behavior of. the learner. -+The instructor must assess the learner's general

readiness, past learning experientes, and overall motivation.- The third step
is to divide the skill into component units for teaching. The fourth step is\
to give an actual demonstration of theoverall task. This should probably be
performed even before step three so tile learner has an overall concept of the
skill to be learned and cart develop skill with the component units NI le equipped
with a relevant frame of reference. At this tilne the learner must b gin to
develop proficiency in sequencing component-parts of the skill into the, overall
psychomotor task. It is important to remember that verbal instruction should

kept to a minimum and-should deal with only the most essential aspects of .be

the skill. Forcing excess information ditto the learner will tend to confuse
the learner and produce.,/,Ror. performance; too little information may produce.

15.
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equally poor proficiency with the task. Step five aliows'for the, student to

experience three learning conditlionscontiguity, practice, and feedback - -in

a single step because they must be provided concurrently rather than-sequentially.

By contiguity is meant that the learner must be able'tO sequence the subtasks of

athp skill.in.proper order without unnecessary pauses 0 The learner must-be able

to havedpractice toll) rehearse specific subtasks of a skill that are only

partially learned, (2) sequence tasks in proper order of performance, (3) prevent

extinction and forgetting of the subtasks, and (4) develop sophisti'4cation and

effi_ciekcy in use of thetskill. Feedback must be provided so' the Jearner can

compare his/her. actualigerformanites with the standard,pec,formance of a skill.

Through sygtematiC plannid§, a rational approach to deOtloping competencies
and competency-based objectifies can be attained. Next comes the process of

planning and'designing.structured learning.experiehces and selecting appropriate

methods and materials. to achieve the competency-based objectives.

PLANNIRG OF INSTRUCTIONAL ,EXPERIENCES

The designing of instructional experiences requires that planners first

decide on the appropriate knowledge base for the competencyrbased objectives.

Since content folloWs from the objectives, the content areas will probably

fall easily intp a sequence that indicates,ehich parts of the content must be

'mastered as a basis for subsequent learning (Kemp, 1971). SOme assessing anci

ordering may alsO be.necessary to eRsurt that the content' is presented in a

logically ordered pattern. If sequencing is chronological, understanding will

come more easily and retention-willlast longer for IN) learner.

Planning for the presentation of content requires that decisions be made.

`'regarding the 'Selection of appropriate teaching methods and audiovisual learning

aids.' Adiversity,of teaching strategies Sre available to choose from, each'`' .

with advantages and disadvantages, depending on the specific outcomes desired,

There are at .least five criteria by which appropriate teaching met dc may

be chosen.
. .

The first c iterion is that themethod must be suited to the compurncy-

based, Objectives the content4mse. Depending on the types of objegives

to be.met, certain instru ional Methods may be better than other . Davies

(1973) has summarized the jor trends in the research-literature. ee Table 2)

and ouggests the following generalizations in choosing-'an appropriate teaching

method

.411 \` Cognitive objectives: Alt teaching strategies can' be.eMployed

to realize cognitive objectives ".' However, -)

4

Lower-o?der cognitive objectives can best be realized

by lecturers, ,lesson demonstrations, programmed learning,

and computer-a sted instruction.
me

walk Higher-ordir cognitivtobjecties can be realized by all

. " teaching strategies.
. .

."..,

. - .
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TABLE 2
N..

OPTIMAL TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR OBJECTIVE

.:
.

TEACHING STRATEGY
, .

CLASS OF LEARNING OBJECTIVE - .It

Cognitive Affective Psychomotor

Low High Low High Low High

Lectures 1'

LIks'sofi demonstration

Group discussions

Tutorials

i .

.,

Role playing,
.

Case studies-
.

.

Gaming . .

,

.

Brainstorming . .

,

.

,

'Programed learning .

. Computer- assisted instruction
. .. -

.

,
.

,

Il dependent study .

Leaderless group%

Sensitivity trai

.

.

.

.

.

x

x

x

x'

t

x'

x

x

x

x

x
,

.

x

x

x

x

x,

x

x

x

. x --,

x

x

x

x
.

K.

x

x

\ x

x
x

f

.

x

x

x
x

f
. x.

->.

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

)i

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

.

x

x

x

x /

x

x

x
x
.

.

-' x

x

x

. ,
x

x

x

x

11

x

'

.

..

.;

x

x

x

,

.

..,

s

x

,

x

x

x
x

-

.

...e

.

x

x`

ti
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Affective objectives: All teaching strategies, except perhaps

gaming, can be employed to realize affective objectives. -However,
41111k

A LoWer-order a ctive objectives can be realized by all

teaching tegies.

Higher -order affective objectives can be realized by group

,discussions, t4orialss, role-playing,cate studies, Iv

brainstorming, computer-assisted instruction, independent
study, leaderless groups, and sensitivity train:TT.

Psychomotor objectives: Lesson demonstrations, practical tutorials,

and independent study are the only teaching.4trategies most likely

to realize Otychomotor objectives.

The second criterion is that methods...must be chosen in accord with sound

learning principles. Several writers have shown the releva1ce of learning

, theory to the selection of learning activities, with perhaps the best being

Hilgard and Bower (1966). At least five principles seem to interface these

theories and provide a common criterion to aid in selection of teaching

method :

Rewarding of achAVement: Behavior that, leads to th achievement

of competency-based objectives should be rewarded wi h a feedback

response to communicate that the achievervMas respon ed appropriately.

The nature of the reward would vary, depending on th learner and

learning situation. An adult learner Ayneed only t'e feedback
which can be internalized as a reward for correct beh vior. A

younger learner may need an extensive system of rewards for assurance

that the behaviorls correct and"for motivation to perform other

desired behaviors.

Differences in learning rates: 'Learning is a unique expert nce-

occurring at di.fferent rates among individuals.. Some learne i do

not, comprehend a set of informayon in,the same way as other earners.

Many have distinct learning def ciencies. (e.g., in reading lev 1 or

verbal comprehension) thatClear,jy affect their ability1to asst ilate

inforMation; Some. learners have learning disabilities that must be

compensated for before learning can'take place.

Whole.learming before part learning: Learning Is re effective i

It is relevant. When the whole of the problem, skill; knowledge

base, etc., is perceived, a relevant outcome to which the learner

can 'relate is established.' Movement toward this outcome through. the

various learning parts is thus more easily effected.' For instance,.

in demonstrating a psychomotor skill, the wholdi skill should be

dembnspreted first,then the smaller skills that compriie the whole

skill should be dembnstrated. When teaching sOteroS,theory, the ,

- '. instrocear'sfiould diScos the major components of the -system and

shovi a diagrammatic moiler first. Then, when the components 'are .

discussed in more dep'th, %the learner can understand the specifics

mere effectively in terms of the interrelationships within the

whOilie system.

,

v.

.
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Learner Involvement in learnin : Active involvement'7n the
Tearning process is more e fective than passive observation..
Instructors allow for more active involvement of students in a
lecture situation through' the use of communicati.on skills such

, 'as questioning, cueing, and reinforcement techniques. Effective.
4,:audiovisual aids allow for greater involvement of the learner.

f. ProgcamMed learning texts involve the learner through a-continuing
process of testing and feedback.

Teaching for transfer:. The teaching-learning situation muyr
allow, for transferability of 'knowledge. Guided practice,
mediated by the teacher, increases the probability of kngwledge

. transfer to new problems that require .the use of the samT principles
for .thei r solution. For instance, a m-solving model i

taught to clinical instructors so they can ajd students in working
'through specific patient-care situetiofis.

yhe,lihird 'end fourth criteria for use in selecting appropriate methods
are the entering behavior (academic background, learning styles, etc.) of
the learner and the teaching preferences of the instruct*. These criteria
are dis&issed together 'because they are interrelated and critically affect
one another.

In choosing an ap priate method .of instruction for a faculty 'development '

program, planner% must carefully consider the background of thejr.audience':'
Lecture's or demonstrations may be perceived by participating faculty members
with many years'of teaching experience as very authoritarian. Such individuals
may perceive the instructors as talking down to them On the otherhand,,many
faculty members,' particularly those in allied health, are used to structured
modes of learning and tend to be more comfortable with them. While more
permissive strategies may be Aore useful, a problem still exists in that
faculty members cguid be unused to and. ill-prepared for such styled and thus
not benefit from them. For instance, a'faculty deOelopment program may use
sensitivity-training methods to enhance interpersonalv communication among
participating faculty, -but may have the adverse effect of raising anxiety
Level's and defenses to the extent of total ineffectiveness.

(1973) notes that teaching styles may be categorized into two
gener areas: autocratic, or teacher-centered modes and permissive or

`student-centered, modes. The teacher-centlered modes teed to be\more conventional
, in style. The, content is determined by the teacher's emphasis intellectual,

changes, and there is little or no'attempt to .develop or use group cohestveness7
Autocratic eea"a hing methods include lectures and lesson demonstrations.

. .
. - .

'Student-centered modes tend to be, less conventional in style. Content is
largely determined by the partfCipants; emphasi4s is on attitudinal as well as
intellectual changes; and attempts are made to dtvelop and use group'cohesive-
ness.. Permissi4e teaching methods include tutorials, group discussions, role-
playing,computer-assisted instruction (problem solvhq), independent study,
leaderless groups, and sensitivoity training.



e

. . ,

-instructors will h -specil, preferences -aboUt special les they will

use in Ille..classroom, dOending. on individual eertonality and levels of -- .

learning to dccu,r. Some w111.feel more comfortable in itsformal saall-group

situations where there is ample opportunity for interpersonal interaction' .

and group responsibilily,mfgr diOction of Learning. Conversely; others. will

desire to have ver11 -cont126-1.:-.4f the leaTning 'situations and-will feel more

li
comfortable usin, formats such-asthe-4ecture method. Being able to mediate

between his/her. n teaching prefvences;'1114enlering behavior of,tHe learners,

and the type of content-to be learned is one oi' t critical planning

considerations of the teacher. .

The fifth criterion for determining 6 method of instruction is that the ,-------

method should be efficient. Using small - group-seminars todiSsemihate knowledge .

may be a more comfortable 'method for same --instructors,.but it is.nbt necessarily

as, efficient as the lectlife method.. The important considerition iswhether the .

method chosen is tl1e Most efficient in' terms of time available for instruction,

- : complexity of subject matter, expenie,etc. Clinical elucatiqc is a most

inefficient mode of instruction because of the extensive. time, personnel, and

expense involved. However, it is a vital component of any allied health program

because of the complexity of learning involved, including applicationeanalysis°,
and evaluation; demonstration of psychomotor skills; and demonstration

and practice of,affective attlitudes in a clinical setting.

In addition'to appropriate teaching methods,' audiovisual ,aids provide an

important resovrce in faci4.itating the learning process and ,comprise an

important component in instruskionaPplannirig. Many instructors may tend, to

i

shun audiovisui?-aids for older, more experienced "audiences, thinking'that they .

would not actually reinforce learning. However, audiovisual.aids have been
found to contribute to the teaching - learning process (KIevins, 1972).

. Nii....
. -, . , .

.,- 'In determining the. appropriateness of.audiovilsual alas, in the teaching- ;

turning situation, Davies.(1973) has drawn three broad geniqlizations from

''. the research l'iterature: '--

'.....

People do learn from audiovj ual materials.

The amount they learn depen s on the appropciateness of ....

the audiovisual aid to the learning' objectives and on the
stOuctUral properties of the task.

Learnin from
i

audiovisual aids cars be directly and appreciably

enhanc l if teachers
.\

Introduce the'materials state the objectives

/ to he realized

Qbtain student participati * -

Employ attention-getting devices like arrows and
pointers, questions and discussions, assignments,and

projects

Use audiovisual Materiels to repeat-student exposure

to the content,-

20-
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These findings oint up not only that audiovisual materials(are applicable '

. tothe teaching-1 rning ehvironment'byt also thaethey. are worth using well.
l't follows that selettion of appropriate atadiovisual media must be based on
specificv&iteria. The'-f.kielcriteria presented in .the selection of instructional
methods are equally approprtitte for the selection of audiovisual aids

.4b

,..
, r, .

.

. -

The first criterion is that the media should be suited to the learnin
objectives. The research literature indicates that, depending on the actUal-
cdnditions, particular types of media are appropriate for specific domains

of 'competency-based objestiveS-1 94.Y.Les-449733 ,QMtlines the selection process
in terms of -6=alizations (see Table 3):

cognikive objeckives-can be realized by all.audlovisual
+

. Affective objectives are best realized by audio aid§, pictur es,
'films, television, simulators, and language laboratories.

Psychomotor objectiyes are best realized by audio aids, large
models of'reality, simulators, langu e0aboratories, and field
visits.

-
/ . The second criterion is that media should,be selected in accordance

with sound learning principles. Appropriate media will help to promote

P
ception and' understanding, aid in the transfer of learnin, provide

rei fordeMent or knowledge of results, and assist in learner retention of
kn ed t(Kemp, lg,§; Davies, 1973).

T1 third and fourth ce-teria are that instructional media should be
comPrible with the enterin46ehavioroef the learners and with the,personality
of the teacher. Although the personality of the instructor is sleis a critical
factorw4th Mea4a selection, some teachers do find themselves more' uncomfortable
when uSiygtoverhead transparencies, slides, or films. The background and
sophistication of the !earners is:also-an important consi eration. Some Tearness
lick4ot accustomed to sophistiCated media'equipment and experience operational
diffhculties-fhat might hinder learning. Many learners also-may not4e accustomed
to self-instetionai methods using mediaaids and may experience 'difficulty in
learni:eg frorkslidetapes, fIlms,oketC.

The fifth criterion is,thatlhe chosen medium be efficiAnt. The question
is::d9es the medium present the content in the best way possible allowing

othe learners tacquire ithe subject matter in the most effective mAnner?

Competency-based objectiveslhave proVided.the basis for sequenced
instructional plaqning. Relevant subject matter has been structured in the
most presentable folOm to learners, and appropriate methods-and media materials
have been selected as mechaiisms for the dissemination of content. The'system
has reached the odinf where it may be implemented. However, careful planning
also dictates that a mechanism for assessing the adequacy of this planning be
provided.

hi

ASSESSMENT'AND_EVALUATION
---r---, $

. p
the final phase,Of t6e competency-based systems approach to instructional

,plannjng,is the evaluation component. An effective evaluation strategyis a
1 continuous process thpt icorporat'es assess tent throughout the systems cycle.

32
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.Nevedata-are regularly received and save as feedback,into each component
of the mode In one faculty ,'development workshop, a competency-based
objective re red that instructors be able to demonstrate an ability to
counsel'students. The method.chosento,achieve the objective was lecture-
discussion In. which the Concepts of facilitative communication were discussed
along with various types of student problems. 'A paper-and-pencil test

indicated that the particfpanti, cOuld recall the material; however, A
mid-Gourte assessment of objectives showed SOarthe participants had difficult'
applying this knowledge in actual situations. Reassisment of methods led
to the inclusion of role-playing in .the workshop. ,PArticipants then had the
opportunit.o practice and gain skill in'counseling interactions in a controlled
environment. Further assessment prOvided feedback to determine whether this
method was more effective.

tt:,1

An effecti-ve evaluation process will provide continuous-assessments and
hence feedback intoevery component of the systems model. In general', the
major purposes,of an evaluation protocorbara as follows:

To/measure the extentto which learners have achieved the
competency -based ob' ctives

/To determine which competency-based objectives have not
' been achieved'io that appropriate,remedial action can
be taken

To provide data for the instructors on.the appropriateness
of the teaching strategy so that strengths and weaknesses
can be determined

, Tosprovide data to improve course or curriculum revision and
determine whether additional learning resources are necessary

Two types of evaluation processes exist: formative and summatife.
/: Formative evaluation relates to periodic assessment of an instructional

/`, sequence to determine the degree of mastery of a given learning task and to
pinpoint the-parts of the task that.are not mastered. The intent is, to

determine in a partiSan fashion if the objectives, subject matter, instructional
methods, etc., are appropriate. The formative evaluator wants the instructional
sequence heAlle is working with to improve and will use, short -term assessments,
sample tryouts, -and the like to help. develop a-more effective sequace. In a

faculty.deve)opment program, tests, anecdotal records, rating scales, and
course assessments provide data for formative decision making.

a.' a

qummilive evaluation appraises the worth of a completed instructional
sequence. It is a general' assessment of the degree to which the larger
outcomes have been obtained over the entire course or some substantial pact
of it (Bloom, Hastings and Madaus, 1971). Thi 'evaluation process tends
to be nonpattisan and influences more global c stons regarding overall
programa, systems approaches, etc. SumMati aluation of a faculty
develbpment program might include data from- .e lame assessments used in the

formative

evaluation ,process, but' used. to determine ierleral,olierallOinds or
outcomes. ,Addiyornally, other data - gathering mechanisMs of a general natmre

22
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might, be used such as 'past gradire'longitgdinakstUdres or assessments from
i-ndividualslaho are in a posit to observe the program or system !nit are
not directly associated with it.

'The important point to be made is that,all assessment be based on
preplahned outcomes that have been clearly. stated at the (inset of the
learning experience throlob competency-based objectives.

SUMMARY
-

q ,

% N f,
.

The competency-Based systems approach to init ctjonal design has been

based objectives, instructional experienceS, an assessment. These components1,
discussed-with regard to its Primary components: ompetencies, competency-

components
provide the basis for a logical sequence of program and course planning. Each
focuses on a specific aspect of the decision-making process that must occur as
a final design is developed.

.

In terms of planning for faculty development, this system prAides an
ordered'approach,t6 acquiring only a few competencies in a one-day workshop 1*
or to acquiring several competencies through integrated interrelated learging
sequences or workshops over an 'extended 0#riOd of time. The strongest

.

justification for competency-basedsystems planning is the combination of
flexibility and a decision-maki,structure. The competence-based system is .:.

certainly more appropriate than the current haphazard approaches to faculty,
development planning.

.
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_ CHAPTER THREE
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0

Administrative Procedures for Program Implementation'

.
.

.
. . O.t,

'A successful ?acuity development "program cari.be likened to.aft icebIrt*-
three-fourths of it lies below, the surface. Theone-four
meetings themselves) 4s too often taken for the whole ice
three-fourths (planning, organizing, and- evaluating) is
important in the long run. .

.

t does show (the
g . The mhseen

s
n ally lore,

4011Mi

The first step in planning a faculty evelopment program is toAdentify
its specific purposes. 'This guide focus on seven basic modules of instruction
that might be the primary building bl for short-termefaculty deVeloplient
.programs. You could-irbitrarily'dec e which modules would be uieful for ltkir
"faculty; however, you, and your faculty, will probably benefit from A more
objective assesuent'of facility need. Identification of specific faculty
needs with the development of program objectives and program details can best
be Ilandleeble planning committee.

PRO PLANNING COMMITTEE

1 .
. t

This committee shouldbe composed of individuals who are the accepted . . t
representatives of the faculty members who will participate in the program.
With a committee composed of people who represent the interest of the faculty;
you can aim at meeting the needs perceived by the facutty,,not just the desires
o the administration.

PARTICIPANTS

The basic weakness in most workshgps or conferences is frequently traceai;le
.

to the fact that program planners did not take time to" analyze their amp-once.
Planning begins and concludes with the most important element: the participants.
This means that the planning committee must involve facultypewbers in A
planning process by finding out what teaching problems are most crucial to them.
This important step not only provides.information that is helpful in plannio
but'also helps convince faculty members that the program actually will be,
planned _according to their interests.

This involvement can be accomplished by having faculty members react to
the tlo' major areas of competencies identified in Chapter Four'and the seven
basic Modules of instruction. A ranking of their needs can be accomplished
through a questionnaire, through interviews With a cross section of the'faculty,
or through a preparatory meeting of the planning committee with the faculty
',members who will be attending the prqgram.- The purpose of this communication.,
whateWer its'form, is to provide informationto the planners and to allow the ,-

faculty members who will be attending the program to think ahead about the
subjects to be discussed 'during the program...

.

PROGRAM TYPE

Ape Aype of program selected depends op the objectives set for program
partfcipants. Ttr seven modules in Chapter ix include tee major kinds.

. .1 .- . * , -25 36.
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Some objectives focus'on development of a content base (e.g., identify and
discuss the common types of instructional media presentations or describe
the components of a good-test instrument). ,

4

Other objectives focus on skill in applicatioror construction (e.g.,
"".,._ demonstrate the ability to.make a variety of types of overhsad, transparencies

or wite adequaIe,test directions). Still other objectives focus on the -

problOm-solving ability needed:to identify a teaching problem, develop a.
method for solution, test out the method, and improve the, method after adequate
.testing and feedback (e.g., develop an adequate assessment instrument for Ai
particular' course, including analysis of the objectives and course' contentir '

developing the instrument, administering the Instrument, and refining it
basedIon feedback following its administration).

Three basic types Of programs may be considered to fit these three
major kinds of objectives. Each has both advantages and, disadvantages.

Courser A course usually provides for content expert's and for
sharing of.staff members'experiences and can best provide for
the three kinds of objectives described. It may nvolve a series
of short meetings over an extended period. The advantages include
a more flexible time schedule and meeting place. A course also
allows time for participants to prepare for each meeting and to
develop an in-depth project. The ,ditadvantages include limited
time during each meeting for disseminating information and sharing
experiences and the necessity for securing content experts over
an extended' period.

Conference: A conference, the least desirable format, usually
involves content experts and a limited sharing of participant
experiences within a one- or two-day format. The advantage is
a cost savings because experts are engaged for only a short time.
The disadvantages include limited time for sharing experiences
and for disseminating codlent, no time for projects, and no time
for feedback to participants as they implement ideas.

4

Workshop: A workshop max.involve content Averts and\the opportunity
'for sharing expeniences. It usually runs from three to five days.
'The advantages include"the opportunity for in-depth investigation
of a particular topic by participants. The disadvantages are
scheduling for an extended time ehd insufficient time for participants
to prepare for eachkmeeting and try out ideas in their teaching.
If a workshop format'is chosenvva three-,phase experience will
provide for the three types of learning. Phase 1 would be used
to provide a content base for the workshop,anwould involve content
experts. During Phase 1, participants would identify problerris and

action alternatives. Phase 2 would be a bark-home experience
in which particiOnts test, out alternatives and review the results.
Phase 34mould be a secondrworkshop to review the problems and
results and come up with reconvnendailons forochange. The three-phase

format is utilized for.the workshop outlines described. in Chapter
Five.

- PROGRAM SETTING

_Once program planners have carefully examined the interest of the
pamticipants who will attend the program and have selected objectives aril

J" 26 _37
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a format, they can consider appropriate times and locations for the meetings.
As they plan, they must keep an eye on interfering holidays, seasonal pressures,
and other conferences and meetings. They must also decide whether to hold
sessions during work hours, after hours, or on weekends after they ponder
the possible effects of their choice on the participants.

TI' location should suit the majority of the participants and contain
all the necessary physical facilities. Such things as suitable parking,
comfortable tables and chairs distance from business interruptions, and
reasonable traveling ,time should be considered. Often program planners Like
to- conduct a meeting in an off -the- beaten - track. location to assure greater
privacy. This may be.a good ideas long as participants can get there
easily and the facilities are adequate and comfortable.

PROGRAM STAFF AND SPEAKERS

"Finding the right staff members qr speakers may spell the success or
failure of the entire program. Staff members must have three things: useful
information, the'ability td deliver the information, and the ability to make
the information relevant to the needs of the allied health-oriented participants.
Those who can blend applied,educational theory with- the needs of allied
health, instruction are difficult to find but the most likely places to look
are the several Kellogg-funded Centers for Allied Health Instructional Personnel.

Another staffing alternative does exist. An institution can achieve
this combination by inviting selected faculty members from the school of
education to cooperate with experienced allied health teachers. The selection
mot be done with care since the basic orientation of most educational
faculty members is towards primary and s5condary education.. It works best
to seek' faculty members from departments of higher education, adult education,
or vocational education because those departments focus on adult learners.
The allied health faculty-members can work in an advisory capacity with the
education specialists to develop programs relevant to the needs of the allied
health participants. They will needadequate lead time to plan togither-r----

Once selected, the-program staff should-gajn a complete understanding
of the program. Part of their familiarity will come,from reading this manual,
whose basic guidelines can be adapted to the specific interests of the
participants.

PROGRAM BUDGET
r

The program budget will be determined by the type of program and the-
resources available locally. Prior to the program, you will probably need
to budget for such things as committee meetings; telephone service, supplies,
printing, and travel but expenses will continue to accrue during and after
the program.

During thethe program items such as signs, harouts, and teaching supplies;
rental of video'equipment, overhead projectors, and slide projectors; faculty
honorariums'and travel; room rental fees; and secretarial services will be
needed.



After the program, preparing ,reports,'maili evaluation forts, or
, shipping materials will require funding. These costs too, should be anticipated.

and included 'in the budget.

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT AND EVALUTION

2the final step in the program process is to seek answers to two questions:
How did we do?' Would we have done better if we had tiled something else?
'One of the major weiknesres.of many workshops and conferences hal_been the

lack of yacditicks to measure results. Although evaluation takes rime, it

is worthwhile.

Evaluation of the program is crucial to planning subsequent programs. A

word of caution: evaluation is not limited to the traditional postconference
huddle when members of the planning committeeagree, it was a huge success."

Evaluation requires program assessment. Nqw did we do?, It'also requires

participant asscswicili. Did the participantS meet the objectives that were
set:for the program? Evaluation moy include the opinions of the participants
as well as the planners and may also include a content-based assessment of
what th'e participants learned. Examples of these types of assessment are
described for each of the fouraworkshops outlined in Chapter Five. ,

PROGRAM CREDIT '

Most allied health aisciplines mandate continuing education for registration,
certification, or licensure renewal. Effort's should be. thade during the planning

period to grovide either academic credit or*CEU's (continuing education units),
for the program., Academic credit may be awarded, by the institufrftsponsoring
the program or may be arranged with a nearby-two-year or four-year school that
offers credit and would be interested in a joint program.' Continuing

educatiacredit may be awarded by these same educational institutYons
may be secUied through the specific allied health professional associations. -

Mast associations will grant CEO's only after a pre-program evaluation, so one
must be incorporated into the planning phase'.

-14r, Wil."
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CHAPTER FOUR
v

Teacher :Competencies"

If a teacher preparation program is to be effective, it must be relevant
to the'real world of teaching. Nothing is. more devastating to a faculty
development program than to prepare individuals who-cannot function in a
teaching situation. Curriculum planning,lbased on identified competencies,
has developed in recent years-as the most appropr4ate means for pedviding
the relevancy necessary for-ensuring student success ---

The Inventory of Teacherjompetencies described in this chapter defines
the teaching competencies necessary for faculty members teed-141g in allied
health programs. It 'should be noted that the competencies are not limited,
-to, classroom teaching activities but encompass the responsibilities ®'

appropriately performed by the teacher in his/her total loielas a facy
member.

The definition describes the facility member's role,in perforMance terms
for each ofrfive.areas of competency. These areas are not totallif discrete
but to a great degree are integrated4 They are only separated for the purpose
of analysis and clarification.t . )

The effective alli
.

ed health faculty member demonstrates,competence i
JJJeach of the following areas:. ?

As a Director of Learning, a lothe teacher plans and deveps'
effective learning experiences for swaents. He/she also
implements theplans and effective14. evaluates the results.

As a Counselor and Advisor of Indents, the teache.menifpsts
a concern for students'and assists the student in developing *
self-awareness duri 9 prepoliatjon to assume geocational role
in the health care liverytyStem.

. l 'r" 100
,

...-!

As a Facilitator of ter ersonalRelationships, the teacher
assists the student ndeveloping effective interpersonal

.., relationships through - utilizing communication skilfs;

..,

,-;...... . ..4

. Ai a Meer:Cif:athing
Stiff:*

the teacher contribRtei to the '.-7

planning and evaluation of the objettives of the school and, of
the specific allied health 'program arti4ulating:these objectives
with his/her classroom objective,.

As an Educatorvithin a Health Care Specialty, -the teache
understands the total healthcare systentapd his/her relatioaships
asan educator and as an alliedhealth.practitioner to the system.

Each of these five areas is presented inoutline'format.
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,: , The Inventory of Teacher Competencies is the result of data compiled
from a variety of resources. ' Thetbasrs for the Inventory Was developed L'.....-.

by the Apartment of Health Sciences Education and Evaluation 'at slate .

' URIversity of New York at Buffalo as a result of developmental grants f.rbm
the W. 1(.1(ellogg Fouodation, 4he'Office"of Education and theBureau of

.Health Resourcellivelopme4. Additionally an extensive literature search
' as well as a review of the instrOent for Comprehensive and Relevant"

Educatior; (ICARE)- Program developed by R. Merwin Deever and.1114,1l4am Smith

through,a,dontract awarded by the Bureau of Health Resources Devalopment,
,,.

li.S: Public Health. Service was accomplished., A draft listof*teacher
rpetencies was refined#and an advisory comittee waconvened to react
.this list, adding and deletinq,as fts- members considered appropriate.

The final competency list became the basis for development of the .

competency-based objecti* 'described in this chapter. ,

t -
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INVENTORY OF TEACHER COMPETENCIES

.Directon.of Learning

1:Y Prans performancerobjectives..

401 .11 DeveThps learning objectives consistent with Job expectations

-1.12 Develops learxin460jeCtimes consistent with 'the students'
'learning,Itiles,-.aptitudes, and Previous experienCes

41.13 'Formulates measurable learning objedtives

1.14 pOeMohstrates abif tly,to write learning objectives
i .

. i 'N 4

t

.

1.15, Provides ior.s6
- objective%°IWO

.paOicipatLon in developili learning
4

l
. r.e/ .

1.2 Adapts leanhilig experiences to Individual- students .".; ,

. 4
1.21. DeMonstratesawartnessof physical and emotional detielopment '

'. of students '. ''., -,
.

...4.1r '.
.1.22 Devolopuand.Uses:iniormation-on student needs fhiojh'clit nuo

1

asSestment of individual growth.

1.23 Demonstrates an'undersiadbing of leSrhing theory-
s

,Z4 r.
. g: \Developsa variety of- learning experiences WiacdomPlish the, performance

,
Objectives *

.
N. ` 4 I,

1

4.
1 k . ' -4I s .

1.31 Demonstrates proficiendy fn selecting and using a variety .

of instructleal methods relevantAtb; leatriing objectives, .. .. k
#11% r,, 4 . 14

strateelproficiency in sc iiectng and using -a variety of-
'P

1
1.32

/
i ructional matertalS relevant to learning objdctivps

. , . , N

' '"

1.33 instructional ;let ds, and materiali tb meet individual
. student needs t''

1.34 Uses area .resoUrce'specialists in the-learning experiences
,

,
' '1.35 0%110%4s for flexfbility,4n, leotiag learning Up riences:to allow

for individual needs of st0de s ,

i
1.36 Plans an approprrate,Sequence of. .learn4. ing exp eriencesibased on the

. ,

-.* needs' of the students so 6
.

, 4 .
1

Coordinates'clinital and classroom learning experiences A

. .6: .
- 31 4

,
t. .,

.

,,
,10-
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1.4 Provides aA earning environment that facilitates individual
development

1:41 Maintains an effectNie balance of freedom onecurity in the
learning experiences' -'

1.42, Demonstrates effectiVeness
ofindividual students

dealing with health maintenance

4

1.43 identifies and resolves learning difficulties

1.5 Uses an effective evaluation process

1.51 ContinuoUsly assesses the instructional process in terms of
identified learning objectives

-1.52 Develops and uses appropr to assessment instruments and
techniques to collect ,d

'1.53 in/olves studentspin e evaluation process

41
.1.54 Wolves 'consumers and Ileagues in the evaluation process

T.55 Assists each student too assess his /her own progress as a learner

1.36 Uses assessment data to improve through adjustments the teaching-

. learnlhg process

Counselor and Advisor of Students

2.1, Manifests a commetment and concern for students

2.11 iderifies problems that affect the learningprocess and
eff tively deals With then,

2.12 Accepts each student as unique and able to work at his/her-own
At: level abilites, achievements, and interests

.2:2 Assists each student to achieve greater self-awareness during the students
growth and development

2.21 Creates on accepting environment for students

.

2.22 Assists each student to know his/her potential'

*2:23 'Assists each student in defiriingrealistic goals

2.24 Directs each student to sources of,information on vocatiJal
opportunrties Arid careers. in the health care field

Aistits each student to assess his/her capabilities. in relation
to fob requirements ok

1

32
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-inters into facilitative relationships/with students 0

2.31 Uses suitable counseling techniques

2 Uses ePecialized services to help students with.problems

4

r

10
'

,

Facilitator f Inter er 1 Relationshi s4
...,

, -

3., Assists s denS.,toward gaining greater awareness ofthemseives during'
the studen growth and development , t

3.2 Assists stude A to be open.to andvunderstanding of individual. and
. cultural disti tibos

'

3.21 GUilks stud- in developing yespect for the dignity of the
individual

'' .. ' '.
. ,

\k

`3:22- Seeks to build uden respecpforlpthe4aiv Fultures

3:23/Providev-.1 variety f experiences in which `students can
-" interact 410 indiv uals of ther cultures

\ . , r , r ., , ,
. , .

, -

3.3 asists student*, In clevelop tive interpersonal relationships
. .

- n ,. V
3:3t ProvidesiAlvariety. ofix rises for siUdeks to develop .P...

communcd$406 ikidls:

Assist students in using c Olcation skills'in solutioa
'

,,
of prAikterms

.

,

;
,,

.''4 .' .

3.4 Aiiiets Students in the develcOmentlf attitudes and skit-1s that',
allowtheli to, funct n effecVNely as amember of a groupA. '

, .f
`3.41' Develops in students an understandini of the elements of

"group-process.

/,' I, ' .

4 3.42 Assists'students in developing grouplinteractive skills
r

1 V

3.43 Prides students with a variety of experiences as group leaders

1

)3.5 Asslus istudents In using intepirsonal cogmuncation skills for .

' effective partiepatidn inl changing health care delivery system
. . 4 / 1 2 AIC

.

-3,51
1

Assists students in dealing with patients and their families

. I ,

3.52 Provides students with experieves to practice interrelating-
effectively with'ot* mars ofthe health .team

4

ii. ' '
414

4
1 r
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0

No.

Wilber of Teachin. Staf

4.1 Contributes to definit on of the overall objectives ofthe school

4.11 Works w ith other faCplty members to define 'school`-objectives

4.12 Articulates his/her program objectiveq with those.of school

4,2 Contributes to definition of:the objectives of the allied help program

4.21 Works with other faculty members to defihe program objectives

4.22 rks with appropriate members of the health care profession and
community to define program objectiv46

4.23 Demonstrates knowledge of the regulations of the accrediting *

agencies and peofessional4associationg

4.24 Demonstrates, awareness of current curricular trends

4.25 Works with,other institutions in the area to4ffect horizontal and
16 vertical articulation

4

J

c .

4.26 Articulates program objectives with those of cooperating health
a:care' institutions

-4.27 Works wlth cooperating health care institutions, to implement program
objectives

4.28 Effectively participates in team teaclIting and planning efforts

4.34100trticulates classroom objectives,as directorof learning wit h the
objectivel of the program.

il

4.4 Contributes to the planning and implementation of school ac'tivites

' 4.41 Participates in policy development for the operation of the school
* 1

4.42 Participates in planning and guidance of studemthactivities '

.,

4.43 Participates in internal governance of.the school

I
4

.

4.5 PirtIcipateeln program evaluation
.. .

_ .1
l ,

4.51' Plerticipateiin-a continuous evaluation of program
...

4

A

4.52 Develops and uses appropriate assessment instruments and techniques
to collect data 4 .

411-

4.53 Involves censumers_and colleagues in the evaluation process
, ,

.1
4.54 Uses-the data to improve through adjustmenis'the programs

34 45"
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4.55,1Partipates:ir; Orofessronal accreditation of the ogram

4.6 Assumes appropriate -administrative-responsibility for o eration of
the.program

duiator Within a Health Care Specialty

5.1 Understandsathe total health care system

5.11 Is aware of current trends in the healt care syAtem

5.12 Is aware of the ways the changing nat reoof the health care system,
may influenct--kis/her health caresp cialty

4111

5.13 Understands the iMportance of the nterrelationships and cdoperatfon
AP among health specialists in the d= iverity Of health sore

V

5.2 Demonstrate professional.competency Vn the health care specialty
4 *

.64

, .. .. /

5,21 Demonstrates
e

knowledge of the/theoretical basis the'special'ty
. ,

N 5.22 Demonstrates current Imola] ge of the specialty
. . -'

.
. .

. 5.23 Demonstrates current skiyls in the specialty .
p

5.3. Demonstrates responsibility or continuing educatibn as an'educatbre
witHim the health *Zare sPec alty

A

5.31 Increases his/her oWledge of 'current literatgme and. - research
N.

i in: the specialty k, ..

...

4

.

.
..,

5.32 Increases hi,s/ _knowledge of current ,literature and.research
in the field education -

5:33 Appliiss cur exit educational trends and practices to the teaching
of en sp ialty

5.34 Upgrad skills in the specialty.''

5.4' Participit s In professional activities _e, .

e

1.1 5.14 P rticipates in professional activities of the health care specialty

, 5.42 Partiipates in professional educafiOn activities
.

417

i
. g f J.,.:., . ... ,.

..,.

'46. Contributes to. the development. of professional standards for both'
,

allied healtheducation and the specialty '.

.. . ef . . !..',-..

,

.

5. Assists ,lay groups in usderstanding'Ihe heatth,care del ivery.system (

. .,

, . .
. ....

. .

5.5t Provides informition on the specialty

-

"4

5.1

.40



/ .,. .

5.52 Provides information- on the health care delivery system in
relationship to the specialty / ,

.
.

. .
.

5.53 Seeks and supports legislation to improve the fiealth care system

- .x ..

7

5.6 :Assists lay groups in underrandi40'the goals and praCtices of educatioq
,. ,

5.61 Provides informati on edU

5.62 Seeks and - is 1 g s atfon to improyr.education

.4

'." .

REFERENCE.

, {instrument for tomprehensive_and Relevant Education ({CARE).
Coinract'supported by Division'.of Associated Health Professions, Bureau
of Healthflanpowe*;-Health'Resourtes Administration, Public Heilth
,Service, Bethesda,Maryland;,..,
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CHAPTER FIVE

Curriculum Resource Units

/,

volution of the Units. Among the generally, defined roles or comp4ncies
essential 'for an effectlife allied health faculty'memer, two of the. most,
criiicalto actual-teaching are those, here labelled director of learning and
facilitator of interpersonal relat+on.ships. Because Of their special importance,
these two competency areas were chosen for the development of sample curriculum
resource units.

. I

General participant-centered objectives were developed from the two roles
or competency areas selected. These objectivet,which desCribe the general
participant behavick, that ;is desired. as an outcome of the, faculty development
program, were developed and ordered according to the types of learning and
levels of-learn,kg desired.

After the general objectives were set, four broad curriculum resource
units emerged: (1)-.classroom methods and teaching fochniqup, (2) use of

4 rrfstructional media, (3) evaluation of claisroom learning, and.(4).clinical
education and evaluation:

The next'step involved listing the appropriate objectives under each of
the four majorurriculum headings. *It became apparent that a separate common:
set of objectives involving a-systematic approach to teaching- learning was
shared by each of the four units. This set of objectives formed the basis for
a specific module for instruction to be Ind-Wed.:in each of the four broad
curriculum units,

Another set of general objectives common to the "areas of classroom methods
and teaching techniques and use of- instructional media was identified. Dealing
with the process of communication, this setformed the basis for another specific
Module for instruction.

A third set of gerieral objectives common to the' units on evaluation of
classroom learning and clihical education-and evaluation became apparent:
Involving the evaluation system,, this set of objectives formed the basis for
a third new module for instruction.

'1

This left four large sets of objectives dealing with classroom methods.
and teaching,techniques, use of instructional media; evaluation of classroom
learning,, and clinical education and evaluation. 'Thus, a total of seven
specific modules`for instructioh--threersmaller modules and four Larger ones--

. :appearecil.necessary to oover the four Curriculum units of the two roles or
Competency areas. Eaofrof the curriculum resource units would incorporate a
a module on its major subject and modules on two other importpt topics. The
minor topics would each overlap at least tworesource curriculum units aOd
woul4 provide informational and skin prerequisites for the larger module
(see Figure 3).

48
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Figure

Classrood Methods and ' Use of ' Evaluation of, Clinical Education
Teaching Techniques, Instructional Media Classroom Learning and Evaluation

Systematic Approach to
Teaching-Learn4ng

Communication System Evaluation
System

Classroom Methods and Use of Evaluation of Clinical Education
Teaching Techniques Instructional Media Classroom Learning and Evaluation

Description of the Units. The remainder of this chapter outlines in detail
the four curriculum resource units that were designed incorporating the seven,
modules for instruction. Each resource unit has been planne0 as a complete
instructional package that can be used by an administrator oot.program director
in planning specific faculty development programs. Each resirce unit intludes
a specific rationale for the units an overview of the unit (a list of the
appropriate instructional modules), a list of the -general unit objectives, i
suggested workshop format, suggested schedule of workshop activities, suggested
evaluation forms for the unit, and administrative considerations for implementing
the unit. *

38
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CLASSROOM METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES.

I. RATIONALE

. 'Nis unit on classroom methods and teachinginhniques is designed
to introduce a systems approach to selecting and planning educational
Methods for allied health education. Emphasis will be On encouraging
participants to develop advanced levels, ofd competency in using selected
methods.

'11. --OVERVIEW

This resource unit is comprised of three sequential instructional
' modules: .

T SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TC THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

,i CLASSROOM METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES

t III. GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

A. SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS

1.0 Describe the.design of an instructional system
'2.0 DiscUSsithe development of performance objectives,
3.0 Construct perfornAnce-objectives
4.0 Desctibe the relationships between objectives to the

instructional process

B. COMMUNICATION SYSTrK

1.0 Describe the communication-system
2.0 Describe the model for perception

C. CLASSROOM METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES

1.0 'Identify various methods of instruction and employ
appropriate criteria in their selection

2.0 Use the lecture method in the instructional program
3.0 Use the discussion method in the instructional prograM
-4.0 Use the demonstration method in the instruction program
5.0 Discuss the use of the laboratory method in the

instructional program'

. 6.0 Discuss tIi use of the independent study method in the
instructional- program

39
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1V. SUGG!STED WORKSHOP FORMAT

The format suggested for a workshop on Clavroole Methods and
Teaching Techniques is organized intq three distinct phases,.

Phase 1. Phase 1 provides for an intensive five-day workshop. A
detailed.schedule for Phase 1 folloivs in-Section V..

Phase 2. Two of the principal goals of the workshop are (1) to
change participants' attitudes in the direction of greater_ eceptivity
to employing ivariety of methods, and (2) to develop in participants
advanced competency in using selected methods. Despite the intensive
approach of Phase 1, participants need additional practice in order to
acquire the advanced ,'problem- solving competency involved in method
selection and to develop advanced skill in using the methods.

.
,

.

. Phase 2 provides a supervised practicilm that develops in participants
the ability,to solve the problems they encounter whi,le selecting methods
for achieving learning goals. Following Phase 1 of the workshop, when
participants have returned to their fegular teacging assignments, they
will be expected to complete a series of three practicui projects. Each
participant will submit to the workshop staff the follaing three
assignments for review:

Assignment 1, One month after Phase 1, each participant will
prepare an analysis of the competency-based objectives for a

m -Wit he/she is currently teaching. This analysis should identify
the competencies and specify the levels of objectives to be
achieved. -

/ .

'Assignment 2. Two months after Phase I, each participant ..
11 submit a planning protocol designed to help the participant

achieve the objectives specified in the first field assignment.
This plan will 'identify the methods the participant will employ

i to acquire the identified competencies.

. Assignment 3. The,workshop staff will complete two
, observations of each participant's teaching in his/her classroom.

Zach'observation will be followed by a conference to assess the
articipant's progress toward acquiiing anradvanced level of

competence in using the methods emphasized in the workshqp.

Phase 3. The final phase has been designed to follow up on the
partaT5ias' achievement of the advanced goals for the workshop. This
session will be a problem-solving seminar in which participants and
staff will work together,to solve significant.problems in selecting and
using educational methods. Phase 3 will also provide any areas inwhich

--participants need additional opportunities to develop competence.
,

40
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V.' 'SUGGESTED SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES .(PHASE 1)

.
Day I

Time Topic , Type of Group

9:00.1!:00 AdministratiVe Details and Large group and small
Orientation to Workshop discussion groups

11:00 -12:00

12:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

2:00 -5:00

5:00-7:00

7:00-9:00

r '

Introduction of Systems Approach Large group'
Instruction .

Lunch

Setting General Program Competencies

Course Development Laborato6i

Cocktails and Dt.innerU

Objectives Laporatory

Lab Assignments: 1. Develop general competencies'and
specific learning objectives for
a disciplinarse

2. Review self-instructional materials
on development of objectives

Large group

Alai! d)sciplinicy labs

Small disciplinary



.

. #
. * ,°* .

' \

Day 2

Time ,1

t
7

'

:00-11:00,e

12:00-1:061

ir1:0D-2:
5

2:30-4:00

,-,4:0075:30

St

. .

Se

.

..

Top i c

System of Communication

oduction to MethOds of Teaching,
Criteria for Selecting Methodsr4

Ltinal 41

Lecturejtei.hod

ipt..roduditim to M cripach I ng

Cold Teach Laboratory
4 .

Evening Asiignment:

. .

5*

1

4'

-I. Prepare a
including:

^ e e

1

Type of ,Grolp

large group

'Large croup

Large group

Large ,group ,

fhree interdi$01P1 I nary
labs -7

10-minu te microteaching session
Introduction .

Cloure
''Objectlyes

Content
- v.

Two skills--Use ?f examples
Planned repetftion.

I

'10

e- I
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)1 .
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.1
.44.1

-

. .
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Day 3

*

:'Time

. ,
9:00 -10:00

V0:00-11:00

.114 00-1200
3

1 2 : 00- r:00

1:00-2:30

Z:30-5:30

V30-7:30

Evening Assign

I v.

Topic

cussion Method

Gtioupenteracion Laboratory

a

4

4

Txpe of Group

'Large group

. -

Two interdiscOlinary labs

Elements of Group interaction . Large group

Lunch 4
,

Is .
t..

Critique of Group-interaction Laboratory Large group
A

Three interdisciplinary labiMicroteaching Laboratory 1

Cocktails and Dinner

t:- 1., Prepare a' I0-minutj microteaching session,
including: i iihroduction

Closure
Objectives and content

including: Two skillsQuestioning
Cueing.

J
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TiMe

900110:00

14002:10:30

10:30 -12:00
- ,

12:00:1100

1:0042:30:
.

.2:304:00
44 .

f.

et

a

1 It

. 'Topic '

Lndependent Study Method

Use of Computer- Assisted Instructi

Independept Stud? Laboratories:
Computer- Assisted Instruction
Programmed Instruction
Slidetlpe

Lijechr..

Demonstration Plethod.
4

Microteaching, LabtigorY 2 ;

. t

Evenling Assignments: 1. Plan ,for a five-minute demonstration
2. Study for test

4:1

.

I

Type of Group

Large.group

Large group

.Three `interdisciplinary

libs

Large-iv-our!)

Three interdisdiplinar% 4
labs -

3

-AP

a
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.

r.6 t- L 9.*

. Day 5 .

Time_

I/

6.

I

I

4**

"P.

Topic'

3:00-1:00 Laboratory Method

11:00-.12100 Lunch

12:00 -2:00 Demonstration Laboratory

2:00-3:00 'Examination
4

3:00-3:30 , Workshop Evaluation

4

t

. 60
. .

b.

Type of Group

lib'
large.group

Three interdisciplinary labs

741P Carge grOup o-'

Large group
-4.,

61
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SU9GESTED EVALUATION FORMS

_ .

0

0

Clssroom Methods and Teaching Techniques Examination

1. 1,Please classify the following objeCtives as belonging to either:
o

A. Affective'

4;
C. Cognitive
P. Psychqmotor

a. Is able to identify and.labelihe parts of a respirator

b. Demonstrates concern for patient by protecting him/her
from any unnecessary fear stimuli

c. Is able to fabricate splintslhfor a disabled patient

d. Plans a treatment care plan for a diabetic patient with
extensive peridontal disease

e. Sets upend operates a computer terminal

2. Which of the objectives mentioned'in item I can be classified as
higher-level cognitive (circle one)?

a b c
I

3. List the criteria employed during the workshop to select
.

a.

b.

F.

d.

e.

a

.

4. Using the-criteria you identified in Question 3, please analyze any
one of the methods discussed in class.,

_ 4

I
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\ \
Post-Assessment

1. The objectives below were identified as the goals of this workshop. We
are anxious to have your assessment of our success in effectively teaching
you these skills. For each objective, pleas* rate your achie'Vement, using

- the following scale:

4 r .3 2

I have fully I have achieved I have owl), I Aid not
_achieved this- , this objective but partlfily.achieved achieve this
objective and need more praitAre .this,objective objective
feel confident
about it

Alm Describe the'dlsign of an instructional systeM
d...--.......,.

. .

-\
.

.
.-

4. ...Discuss the development of performance objective
. . ,

c. 1, 'Cons-truct performance objectives

. d. _Describe the relationipips between objectives and the
instructional Orocess . .

. .

e. Describe the communication system

1

. f. Describe the model. for perception

.

g. Identify various, methods of instruction and employ appropriate.
facri.teria their selection

h. bse the, lecture method in the iestructional progrmn,

i. Use the discussion method in the instructional program .1

r j. Use the demonstration method in the instructional program

k. Discuss the use of the laboratory method in the ;instructional method

P. Discuss the useof the independent study method in, the Instructional method

el 2. Piave assess.yOur understanding of workshop topics using the' following
scale% ,

.4 .3 . 2 1

I feel confident I understand . I have only a I don't
about this topic this topic but vague understanding . understand

need additional of this topic this topic
work in the area at all

411
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a: Instructional system

(1) Definition 6

.(2) Development of performance objectives

b. tommahication system

(1) Definition

(2) Components

(3) Modes of communication

(4) Barriers to comdunication

c. Perception system
ffler

-(1) Definition

(2) Components

(2) Principles of Perception

d. Range of methodologies available

(1) Types of.metFtods

(2) Criteria for .electing methods.

(3.) Role of teacher in' learning

e. Lecture method

(1) Definition

'ID

(2) Purposes..

(3) Characteristics
'-"-k

(4) -,\Oppllcation of criteria for selecting lecture method

(0 Ability to plan and use lecture method '

f. Discussion method

(1.) Definition

4 (2) Purposes

10
(31111 'Characteristics

(4) Appl tion of criteria for selecting discussion method

40

64

Ow,
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,3

.41

(5) Preparation for a discussion

(6) Elements of group interaction

(7) -Ability to'lead'a discussion group,

g. Demonstration method

(1) Definition

(2) . Purposes
. .

(3) Characteristics

(k) Application of criteria for selecting demonstration method

(5) Preparation of a demonstration

(6) Ability)to conduct a skill demonstration

h. Laboratory method

(1) Definition

Purposes

Characteristics

(4) Application of criter4a for selecting laboratory method

(5) PrepiratiOn of a laboratory ex*ience-.

Independint study meth

(1) Definkton

.(2). 'Purposei A

Cfiaracteristfcs

(4) Application Of criteria fositOcting independentltudy method

(5) Preparation of an independent spdy
, .4

65.
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Staff Eialuation

Please rate each orthe staff behaviors below, using the scale from one
. to five provided:

4

1. Discusses points of view
other than his/her own
if appropriate to the
spbcifie ;lass

Contrasts implicat ions
of various theories if
appropriate to the
specific class

. Discusses recent
\developments in the
field

Strongly
agree

1 . 2

Strongly Not
disa4 gree relevant

5

4. Emphasizes conceptual
underptanding

4//Explains clearly

6. Is well prepared

7. Presents content in
an organized fashion

8. Is careful and precise
in answering questipns

9. Summarizes major points

I

10. -States objectives for
Oa* session

11. '.Encourages class

participation .

invitcsoittudents to
share their knowledge
and experiences

13. Invites Criticism
of his/her own i.deas,-'

50

66
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r
Strongly Strqngly Not
Agree disagree relevant

1 .3 4 5

14. Knows whether the class
understands him/her

15. Has students apply
concepts in order to.
demonstrat. their
understanding

16. Has a genuine interest
in students

17. Relates 'o students
as individuals

18. Seems to enjoy
teaching

.4
19. Is enthusiastic

about his/her subject

20. Seems to have self-
, confidenfe

21. Anticipates'problems
and ti es to make

'difficult topics
easy to understand

22. Relates class topics'
Alk practical problems,
students can relate bb

4.

w'

51

E7
4

Instructor:

.
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Pleas* circle your choices..

16, .16 -.

Workshop EVa-luation ,

/1. AU things considered, 4this workshop was:
, ..

4
..

,,, :4, ,a. ,Excellent 'ac. Fair';
'4

?Ifb.- God -." ,, .,
d. Poor

A h
44 P

f ' l t

'2.. Ge ly, how would yOu describe the handouts and re'sourte materi alslk
for this. workshop? . ,-..,:,

, .

. , .... %. ,... a. Totally adequate, x . *Someviliat inadequate

b. Adequate. .4, d. Totally- inadequate .

l
-

tomments
.

a :
... 0 . J

-

4.

14

..0

Ge9erallsY,, how would youlrescribe the work
workshop?,

a. k -Exc

b. He

ss ve

Comments:,

0

load requi red during thi s

4
c. Just right

d. Rather 1 iOht

I

ii-
.0.

..

a, 411 9vera 1 i , how would you rate the 141,,fires in thisiworkshop?
.. t *

ei: Extrikiely iiitest i ng ' c. Dull .
.. .

4 ..° b SoMelghat i nteest i ng .d. Extrooneiy dul 1
J,

,

. Comments: 0

1. ....." . it
. , ' . ... Overall, 41w would you Tare the variety of teaching methods em 1{ in

this workshop? . k

4f
4

a. Hi gh ly4e 1 evant .. c. ' Somewhat inappropriate

b. Somewhat relevant . d... ropriate r-
. ,

Ccorrinents:

'52

68 /'
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-5. . ,;-, f'.
. . '

.

, .

,

. Overa r,.how would you rate the microteaching labs durin b s workshop?
$. .

off ,'
:.

tally adequate, c. Somewhat inadequate
. ti,

Adequate \d'. Tota inadequate .

*Comments :

(

4

Overall would you rate the group-interaction labsieonducteeduring,
this workshop?

.

a.' Totally adeqvai

b. Adequate
'40

Comments:

c. SOmewhat inadequate

d. Totally inadequate ' I

' Overall, how would you rate the audiovisuals use0 during this'workshop?
' '.

,.

a. Tbtally adequate ,,

c. Somewhat, inadequate
-

-4. :13. Adequate
,

t. .' d. Totally inadequite .°/ /.
-.-

, ,

.

Air ,
Comments,: . , ,c

.

.
.

,

/
,, .till

4

,4 %
. .

9. How well did this workshop meet your person needs an pectatrons?

.." .
. .....-

b. Considgrably d. NOt all ,
. 1 %

Comments: .. ..
..,-.

-,
.

: .*1110-.. Did yo0 enjoy thisoorkshop?- :
,

/
h.

a. Yes: iip :b.- Somewhat c. No L\ # /

, . ...-
. .

:,.

11. On the whole, how much do yoU think you jearned?
.., ch.

.
,... I , ,. to

4,
a. A great .deal

.

4. Nbt%vbry much.L. 4

b. .Some ^. d. Nothing

12. What do you consider the'principal strengths of, this workshop (please
at least two)?

S

9 et



17.

_o

13. What do you cohsidir 'the principal weaknesses of this workiholi (please
list at least two)?

,14. 'Is thervanYthipg ease you would like us to,impo?

.4
.

A.
sr

444

..t

'C.

ti

54

o-

I.

4
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1/1t. AD ISTRATIVE CONSJDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE UNIT
.. .

.
.

4"-

",,, Planning and implementing a workshop-takes considerable time and
effort from all involved and planning for administrative details is as
-frii0ortantAs the cur /icular detai4s In ensuring a smoothly run and
effective- workshop.v.Several administrative considerations are discussed
here tooNelp planners develop the workshop.

) ".

,; Group Size. Thls motkshop is'designed to focus on ttrategies for,
selictipg appropriate teaching methods and to develop advanced competency
In Arsingsetected methods ofiteachlng. In order to provide,maximum:,

,opportunity for participants to develop adyancetcompetency, the size of
the group ihould be conteolled. The workshOp.4sAtructured so that
participants sometimes meet in small: groups (no more thin five-perSons)
to develop proficiency in *sing certaln'sKOls and at other times as e
clasSToom group to consider various theofies. llec9use orthe high emphasis
on small -group .interation, the.t9tal group shOuld be lifited to 15-20

.

participants.

Equipment.- A central fe*ture"of this workAbp,is . the use of
microteaching tedhniquesto develop advanced competency in using selecte

w ethicat" na'l metighis; Mieoteachin9 does not depend:on videotapin,g;,

.: faci late by use of vitootaping laboratory'exerqses. Th* minimum,if
.',.. hawev the plIgses of feedbaci< and leltrcritkhue 'are enormously

11eqUipment needed for one microteaching laboratory is as follows:laboratory..
One portable videotape recorder, 1 portable video-sound w.
camera, a monitor, a 16 mm projector.

he cost of these materials is signillcant, our experience indicates
.'that ifist educational institutions already have or may readily borrdw
'hese materials-

The films necessary for conducting microteaching m ay be'rented through,
the General Learning Corporation, cited on page 151.

.

Styaff. Staff roust be -knowledgeable in the systems approach ;to
,instructional deslign,-communicaion and perception theory and clasi?opm.
methods and teaching techniques: It would also be an asset to have, .

staff skilled in the use of:microteaching.

.

Time The schedule is l'or a five-:.'day workshop. It may be exR
(for example, one-day workshop,s.eVery'to weeks for 16 weeks of a

')semester) but should not I* thortened.

'(-,*
Miscellaneous Considerations:

. k

.
....,04..) 1. It is important that pariicipmits cothplete as many of 'recited ,,.. fe readings as possible before the kiikshop..

2
4

2.
.

.It is necessary fllie9ch workshqp participant to have access to
.

. course outlines, textbooks, anther edvational materi,ols for
courses they are teachihg. 'These Oferiels-will tte needed for
planning and practicing methods dumpg.4the laboratory sessions.

.0.

I

t

- 4

.
.
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4.
USk OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

.

II. RATIONALE I'

t
account,Current thebiies of learning an ins.truetion take into account the

4

tentIal of instructional media presentations'in the teaching - learning,
. .., .' rocess. Increasing enr011ieents, a shortage of adequate clinical

. -

'facilities, new kids "of students to be served, andihe_very natyre df
v the subject Matter-Or the sitnlry allied health disciplines also motivate

use of the' newer appObathesIc ,instruction. -.

.
.

. . '."

. -'This, 4nit'focuses on, participants ' understanding the decision-making
- consideratidrs involved in selection of appropriate instructional Medjp.
.., packages; becoming familiar.wIth the media resources avai

.producing funCtItnpl Maaia packages suitable for classroom use. 4 A

II. OVERVIEW
. - . ...,

. , ,
. .

.

Th's resource unit s.comprised
.

of three sequential instructional
modules' = ' / '' %

.

k . ,

.. . -' . -,

.
.

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH. 10-THE TEACHING- LEARNING PROCESS

COMMURICATION'SYSTEM . '.

USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA .
...

4 t .
P - ' o 't .. 1 :

.

ANERALUNIT ONECTiVES

A. 'SYSTEMATIC APPROACH ,THE TEAMING- LEARNING PROCESS

1.0 Describe the design of an instructional system .

2.0 'Discuss the ldevdlopment of performanie objectives
3.0 Constr4t performance.ObjeCtives
4.0 Describe the relationships between 4jectives to the

instractional.procesA *

i! COMMUNICATiON,SYSTEM
: .

1.0 Describe the &Mum
2.0 Describe the model

titian system

r-perceptio%
f.

7C USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL 'MEDIA
.

...
4

ii . .. . ,
I,

'1.0 'Disaiss,the.oencept'af letrning'thtough use of media
2.0 Identify a9d distuss the common types of instructional media
3.0 Identify the major.resburceeavailable for"securing media

1. . .

-qt

1

A 56
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4k,

4:6, Define the criteria for selection of an appro Ake medium.
500 Demonstrate effective operation of tie major ypis_of media'

pquipment , , . . . ,
7.

6.p -list the elements: 40 a production planning model,anddemonstrate
the abilip, to prepare *production plan

.
I ' .., ".

7.0 Demonstrate the adllit? to prodfice selected media packages
, mP '

. iv. SUGGESTEQ/WOROOHOP 'FORMAT '

.A' five-day workshop on Use.of instructional Media offers'little
time to become experienced at planning and develoOng media packages.
It provides, 'no opportunity to test-out developed instructional media
p kages-im a classroom environment. However, a three-phase approach to

img and iMplemeKtin4 the workshop can include a post-workshop
practicum and folldw-up session to provide a structured problem-solving
assignment that can be completed- on air independent study-basis. The '

assignment can focts on the, selection, planning, and de ortrorei
. .hCgi-quality.teacher-made instructional media package Ivolgassroom use

Additional assignmenti can i4 designzed as desired gy workshop planners.
Assignment rdiultscan.ultimaiely. be shared by other particIpants in a
one or.two-day'session held from four to $ik Months after the, workshop. .

. 4

A suggested format `f the three Okases follows -: I -

. Phase 1. .Participagliwill complete .a five -day workshop. A
, detailed schedule for this workshop follbws in Section V.

Phase 2. The second phase includes completion of-assignments /by
participants'at their instructional sites. There participants will .

investigate ap area of their discipline or subject ariethat is,
extremely difficult to teach by traditional Classroom methods.

Having focu$ed on a particular area, thty will investigatethe-
me4ia resources ayailattle commercially on the subject. if these.

sated Or non-existent, participants' will:then proceed
hop mode.] for planning and developinan-instructional

resojrces are li
through the work
media sequence,

$
. ,

Within a Mon after. the workshop, each participant will ha e coMpleted
a written propose for the development 8f an instructional media package..
It will include a complete outline of competencies, competency-based
objectives, and content tp be included. in. the media sequence.' The choice .

of mediumwill be alone with justificoion for the choice,' "
altgrnativ, pos.4ibilitieu and a plan for completion 'of the project /0-

v. (including proposed tithesohedule, a'lLst Of :equipment needed, and ' '

Identification of che.'reseUrces available). The `ibartIcipant wil4iend' a.

the proposal to a priselected wqekshop stiff member who will l- Teview and

critiqUe the proposal. ( . , v . .

Olk, .
.

.

. Upon receiving aPkoval, each participant:will complete a storyboard
and script (if appropriate) andc:forwat, them to.the staff,.memher for
review andcritique.4! . .

I

iI

.
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I

Phase 3. Withig four to six mond% after the workshop, participants
and staff will meet in a two -day follow-up session. On the first day,,
all completed media projects will bet reviewed and critigued.b all
participants. The staff should reiterate andreinforce basic media

-principles introduced during the workshop. Afterwards the staff should
meet to discuss any product weaknesses and to design any remedial
instr'u'ction needed. On'the second day, the staff will provide any

-needeil..remeclial instruction and deal with individual problems. Additional
activities might focus'on identifying possible sources for commerciql-

. 'publication of the finished packages or on touring a sophisticated
televi;ion studio.

. ' 411k

*it

S

5

F
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V. SUGGESTED SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES (PHASif. 1)

Day 1

Time Topic

9:00-11:00 Administrative Details and Orientation
to Workshop

11:00-12:00 IntroduOtain of,Systems Approach
to 169trUction

11160-1:00 Lunch

1:00i-2:00 Setting General Program CompeteAlies

4.11
4.0 2:00\5:00 Course Development Laboratory

5:oo-7:oo'. Coctaiis and Dinner

7:00- :00

Lab Assignments:

k

A

Objectives 1.boratory

Develop general competencies and specif
objectives for a discipline course

41106,-

.Review self-Instructional materials o
of objectives

C

i learning

development
11

lets

Type of Grou

Large group and small
di4c4ssion groups

4

Small disciplinary labs

4

Small disciplinary labs

7.6

et,

Ne



Day2

Time
Topic Of Group

9:00-11:00 System of Communication Large group

114-12:90 35mm Camera Laboratory Large group

Y2 :30-1:30. Lunch

4 3Q -4:30 Planning for Slidetape Production Large group-

4:30-5:30 Slidetape Laboratory Two small labs

5:30-7:00 Dinner-

7:00-8:30 Photography Laboratory Two small labs

0

0

P7/.4
( 6 .

`6,

t,

"78



Day .3

Time, 2 Topic Type of Group

,
3:00-10:30 -Introduction to-InstrudtionaT Media * Large group

Presentations ,

io. --
10:30-12:00 gransparency Demonstration"LabbratorY * Two small labs.

,
12:00-1:00 Lunch

140Q-3:00 Common Types of Media

3:00-3:311 "Available Medib Resources

3:30-5:30 Transp atency Production Laboratory

0.
5:30-7:30 Cocktails and Dinner

71j .

lb

,

4-

Large group

Large group

Jwo small tabs

44,

%lb

0

0.4



Day 4

Time.

p 9:06:10:00

.

1.2:3A-1:30

:.5Q- 3::1
t

3:30-5:3a

)

a

; \
,

I.

\ 4.

.1;

-

r

Topic'

CoMmon Types of Media-Ay

Criteria.for Selectioq bf
Medium

Computer-Ass i sted Instruct ion-

, Labdatory
I

Lunch

idetape ,S'Cr ing and Aud o

raboratory

Videotape Demons t fa n 'Laboratory

c .

A

,

4

o

a

411114f
, .

A

. 4.

t

1 W4

Type., of Group

Large.group
. set

Large. gnarl)

A
)_atge group lab

'Two small

Two' small, labs
4 V

I

Y;

4

82
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Day 5-

Time
P ;

Type of Group

3:00-10:i0
-N

Videotape Planning Laboratory Two small labi
42:1

,
.

10:36-12:00
.

VideosCriRt DeVelopment Two small labs.
Laboratory;

)2:00-1:00 Lunch

Examination
. ,

2:00-2:30 Workshop Evaluatidn

I

3

4

4

Large group

Large group ,

V

. 4
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VI. SUGCESTED EVALUATION FORMS.

7:
.Use

10 of 'Instructional

Use a separate sheet or booklet to ans

1. k List four general learnina principles important to instructional,
medit'atzdsbriefly. di cdsrtheir 'relevance to the use'of media.

Mgdl Examinattion

r the items below.'

NI

2. Briefly.disouss the ccnsid
`self-instructional course
regibn. Your :answer shou

-

.

' ',dal'. ..

a.' Tye of media
b. Justification interns of:

(1) Types of initrlActional Tectivess.
(2) Types of levels of learns g
(3) Entering behavior bf students

d

rations invorved,,,in developing a basic
n the anatomy--§f the head and neck
include the-following:

to be',developed

,
c. Advantages' of the type of media you are using, and possible

disadvantages It , ,,,, "/
5-d. TypeS Of equipnient needed to make and use the *earning sequence

-How would your media, pl'esentations be used (in 'What environment,
with what other' stimuli)? . ,

e.

Briefly' discuss. the considerations
..presentation on pipetting that woul
skill `twit- answ,L should include

'a. Type of me
). Just i f cat

c.
d.'
e.

(1)
(2)
(3)

o be .de:elcfped
in lerms of:,

involved in developing a media
d allow students to acquire this.
the following:

Types of instructional objectives
Types of levels,Of.learnPng ,

-. ..f .

Entering ;'behavior of students,
.. . ,

- :
Advantages

.

61 .the type*of mtAtia you are Using and possible dLsadvantatts,
.tipes 9f equipment needed .td make and use the leahling sequence,

Hod. would your msdra be used -(in what environment, with -what othel-

I

St/ 11)?
,..)1

it. Briefly iscuss_the considerations involved in planning a media.
prese-nta iron that would allow occupational therapy studenti to deVelop
an empat etie, helping. relationsliip with Oetients. Your answer:should
include e following:

la. Type of *die
,b. Justlfiltion

_ (.1.) Types of
(2} Types_ of
(3) Entng

't

presentation toy be developd
1

in' terms of:

instructional objectivei
levels of: lea
behavior.of students

1111

to,

.

I

'vs
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a

4

4,

\
c. Advarrtages,of the,type "Of media presentation- you are using and .

, possible disadvantages
k ,

0 d. Types, of equipment Oeeded to make and use the leavaiteg sequence
e. How would your rtedit presentation b* used (in what environment,

with what other st LW 07
- .. . \ I _

40

-
0

t
I

or

A 4;

.

7
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.

Post,Assessment:

1. the objectives below were.i.den'tified as 406 goals of` this workshop.
We are anxious to

/
have your_ assessment. of 66r.success'in e ectively

teething you these skills. For. each objective, please rate ymor

4 ,

achievement, Using the oUowing scale.
..

4 3 -2
,

,:1 '1
... . ,

I have _fully I have achievI
.

ed 1 have only ' I: did not "

achieved this this objective Wit: partially, thieved achieve this-
..

objective and need more Praclice this objective objective
. ,

feel confident
aboUf it : . t

.
- . ...

...

...

.

a. ' DescribeIkdesign of aninstruttional
. -

:'6. Discuss the development af'perf%rmance.obj ctives
. .

svis tern

c. Construct performance objectives{

.
-

,d. -Otieribi'the relationships between objeal tc4he '
. -.

/ instructional pr ess. '' - .

J

4 0

e. Describe the coMinu cation'sysiem

f. Describe the model for-perception
, .

4pg. Di..scuss tfieconcep,t of learning through of-media

°

.

1

,
,h. Identify and discuss theocomMon types of in truttional media .

i. 'identify.the major resouaces.avatlabl.e.for. uring media

j. .' Defiile the' criteria for selection of,.pn,appropriate medium
,

, , ,
,.

k. Dembristrate effectivi'oparation of the Wor -types of media .
equipmeRellsed in the- daily instructional process

. . >. .

1. List the elementt of a production planning model and demonstrate 1
.

the ability_ to prepare a production plan -
. '44114.0sur: ,

m., ,____Ikmonstratc the ability to produce selected media, packages

4
., , 4

a, -
*V'

4 "
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'`..t.' %
si .* .

2. Please assess your understanding a
scare:

.3

I feel confident I understand
about this topic this topic but

need add i t i ona 1
work in the.area

a. thsgtructional system

(0 Definitioni

(2) Development of performancdobjeatives

V

i

workshop topics usin the f011owing,

., 2
0.

I havd only a
vague un4derkandisng
of this topic

1 ,
Communication, system

ir . ,
Deii 'ition

Comp vents

I.

{.

Modest of commun i cation
..

Barri rs to communication

Perception system

(17' Defini on
t

;(2,) Compbn ts

(3) Princip s Of .perception

Instructional thqdia preientations

(1) Defibi tion

',Concept of hardware an& software

?WM uses ',Of media prese

(4) General theory on ,types

is

ationst

,to

media presentations

General learning tenets "impii' rtant

e. Comno ,types of media

(L).

(2) , udica4pe presentations'

ae, 1 ject ion presentations.'

e

tion fiAms

Pro rammed learning

67'

.1'
I 1:10114: .

understOad,
this topic`
at all

40.

to media presentat4ons

,



(4) Developing content /from _objectives

(5) Determining chadne s of communication

(6) Assembling a list of media

(7) Searching for an appropriate media presentation

(8) 'Exploring options for rental or purchase or following
procedures for'producing.media presentations

Productibn o media package's

(1) 6erhed transparencies

(2) Slidetape preiehtations

(3) Videotape presentations

I.

4

,

16- ti
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/
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Staff Evaluation'.

'Please rate each of the staff behaviors below, using the scale from one to

five provided.

,

Strongly ,
'. Strongly Not

/ agree disagree Relevant _.

__ 1 3 -4 5

. ,

1. Discusses p

li

'ilts of view

other than 's/her own

if appropriate to the
specific class

2. Contrasts implications
of various theories if
appropriate to,the
specific class

I. biscusses recent
developments in the
field

4. Emphasizes conceptual
understanding

5. Explains clearly
1

6. Is well prevred,

7. Presents conte
an firganized fas

* I

8. Is careful and preci
in antwering questions

9. Summarizes major points

1Q. States objectives for
class session. ,

Encouriges class
part i clpat i an '

12." Invites- students to

111. share their ir ,nowled

and experiences

','
1. Invites criticism of

his/her own ideas _

1'.

If..

4044,4414a,

2P111111.

f
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14. Knows whether the- class
understands him/her

15, Has students apply
cdncepts in order
to demonstrate
understanding

16. Has a genuine
interest in
students

17. Relates to students '

as individuals

18. Seems to enjoy
teaching

. Is enthusiastic about
his/her subject

20. Seem; to have.

self-confidente

21. Anticipates ProbleMs..

and tries to'make
*Moult topics
easy to understand

22. Relates otoss,tocrr

to pract ic41"-p roj,

students .reiat

tO .

Strongly
-agree

1

16

Strongly Not.

dIsagree relevant

4 5

*

1! instructor:

91
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Workshoptveluation

Please circle yourchoices. 4.'

a

1. All things considered, this t.orkshop way:

1.11%

.as Excellerif

b. Good t

Generally, how would you
for this workshop?

a. Totally adequate lip

b. Adequipte

.

Comblents:

. r

c. a i r

d. Poor

describe the handouts and

3. Generally, how would you describ
workshop?

a.; Excessive,

b. Heavy

Commen04
tk

4. Overall, how would you rate

a. Extremeiv interesting

b. Somewhat interesting

Comments:

the

resource

Somewhat inadequate

d. Totally inadequate

materials

the work load .required during this

c. Just right

"Rather light

lectures in this workshop?

(11

. c. Dul 1

d. Extremell'aull

5. Overall, how would you rate the use of interdiscipladary groups in
planning and producing slidetape and videotape sequences?

a. Extremely interesting

b. ?omewhaf interesting

Comments:'

1

71

c. Dull

d. Really dull
iTi
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6. Overall, how WOuld Yo4
during this workshop?

a. Totally adequate

b: Adequate

-Conrnents:

,
. .

,

'therate the overhead transparency lab _conducted

.

)

c. SomewhatIlriadeq4ate
A

d. Jotally-Inadequate t.

7. Overall, how would you rate t7 slidetape lab:coadectediduring this

workshop?

/
a. Totally adequate

b. Adequate

Comments:

8. Overall, how would you rate the

this workshop?

a. Totatlyladequate

b. Adequate

Commenti:

r

WI

'9. How well dal this worlithop

a. Fully

b: Contiderably

COMIIRtS:

10. ,D14:1:4OU enjoy'this workshop?

a. Yes
s.

C. Some inadequate'

. Totally inadequate

videotape lab cRnducted during

c,. TOmewhat inadequate

d. Totally inadequate

.
.

'meet yogi' personal peieand-expectatiOn

SomeLhat'
4

b. .Umewhat

c.

d:

11. On the whole, haw much do you think you

a. A great deal

b, Some

.4

ti

d.

06-

4

Not at all

ri

5.

learned?

t. Not very much

N9thing

12.

'T

3
.

4

c

p.
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--12. iz'y consider_the:principal strngthssof,qhls workshop (please

I lit at leasst two) :- \t'

._

a(

It
I3.' ',what do ,ywu consider the principal weaknesseq.of this workshop (please

Vist at least two)? .. .1. p
4 4

.i t -
-.

4P

4 .
14. Is there anything else;cyou would like Rs io ;now?'

.
t.f.. A

t

I .

.1

-

,

J.

4

I

73
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VII. ADMIR1$TRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS Fog =IMPLEMENTING Tt UNIT

Planning and implmentingialworkshop takes considerable time and
effort from all involved and plonning for administrative fletails is as *
important as for the curricular details in ensuring a smoothly run and .

effective t4orkshop. Several administrativeconsiderations are discussed
here to help plannerS develop the workshop.

.,y . Staff Staff for the workshop should be selected from -inftritctors
with some background in allied'health education as welOsIknmiledge
of the system approach to instructional design, communication and
percept* theory and extensive background and expe.rience in development.

.. of medialpackages. If this combination is not possible, faculty members,
from college and dniversity schoolappf education,with specialities *

. ... in use of merdia packages for instruction or qualified media specialists
from campus communications centers can conduct the workshop. Many
health science schools have media centers with instructional design
andproductioh personnel that are familiar with the health professions.
If the staff members selected have no direct experfretce.with.thp .

allied health fields, then workshop"alanners should obtain input,from
experienced allied health teachers. .

, Methods of Instruction. Any workshop that is concentrated,into a
- onk-weekexperience of necessity relies on diverse teaching methods.
.*Basic 'cognitive information is provided within a large-group lecture-
discussion format. Small groUps are used in developing planning and
productiOn skillsvin the audiovisual laboratory. An independent study
forfiat in, which there is close communication between a staff member and
participant.is used for the practicum experience.

Facilities. The facilities that shOuld be available for this
workshop include a classroom and several other rooms tole used for
planning and production laboratories.. The number depends on'ihe,Si.ze
of the group. Generally one laboratory room"per six participants is
adequate.

A television production studio 'might be helpful but is not necessa ry.
In fact, too much technical sophistication has a tendency to scare away
many participants, particularly if they lack easy access to the same
equ- ipment on their campuses.

A terminal for. computer- assisted instruction is needed.. One should be
available through ny.up-to-date college or uhiversity ibrary.

Group Size. To be successful, this workshop requires that,close .
supervision be available and that partigipants have hands-on emperience
with a diveriity of media.. the most effective learning environment is
a small group, with 6-10 participanls'per staff.member

Equ ipment. .This workshop requires some investment in equipment and
materials to be successful: The amount of these supplies, will vary
coksiderably, :depending on thetnumber of participants and the sophistication
of the experience to be gained .through the media laboratories. Much of the
equipment is available throup college and "university media center. The

95
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cost of:software w111 vary"dependingionfthe type of material and

the place from which it is purchased, A list of the basic hardware ,

and software necessary for the media laboratories in this workthop

fip iOWS:

Overhead transparency "laboratories:

Write -on clear film, transparency mounting frames, felt-tip

s for transparencies, presytype (various sizes) press film.

arious colors), ark tape,,micellaneous symbols such as
arrows, infrared transparency film'for thermofix, pencilp,

rulers, masking tape.

video -tape laboratories:

One complete 1/2-inch videotape unit per group of 5-C
participants (including a camera, monitor, aR4liprecorder),
'color and/or black andiwhite videotape, material for basic
graphics (including anything froill cardboard and felt-tip

pens to more sophisticated commercial .equipment for grapblci).

Stidetape laboratories:

pne35 mm camera per group of 3-5 participants, a slide
projector and carousel, a tape recorder with slide
synchromizatiOn capability; 35mm daylight'and tungsten
film cassette tapes, materialt for graphics, and a ,

photocopier.

Computer-assisted instruction laboratory:

There is limited time available for instruction and extended

practice with programed learning; however, computer-assisted
instruction provides an excellent,introduction and reinforces

the principles of programmed learning while not consuming too

much time.

Many health science libraries and media centers, have terminals

Ind access to computer-assisted programs. Currently, computer-

assisted programs in a variety of health science areas are also

available from:

Laboratory Computer Science
Massachusetts General Hospital
32 Fruit Street -.

Boston, Massachusetts 02114
1

Divisioro,of Computing Services for

Medical Education and Research
College of Medicine
076 Health Sciences Library
Ohio State University
376 West 10th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio' .43210

I.

. 75
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i
Miscellaneous Considerations.

It is.helpful if participants bring appropriate texts,
workbooks,_ laboratory, manuals to the workshop with'them
Their availability facilitates participant selecion and
develcipment,of relevant instructional materials for classroom
use.

It.is nelpful to have. on hand lxompl s of other student-preduced
.matertils., Participants can.4:4berv. and critique these productions,
thus-learning from the experie cesC14others.

3. The workshop can be extendedto ellow for more time to planiend,
produceidStructional matigkels, but all projects musip-be
completed, reviewed, end critiqued by all participants so
reinforcement can be used as a learning aid.

/0
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EVALUATION or CLASSROOM LEARNING

'

I. RATIONALE

ti

Evaluatiol is a critlyal component of allied health education since
a great deal of responsibility is placed on educatlignal institutions to
monitor the quility of'practice of graduates'of allied health professional
,programs. if they.are.to be held accountable, faculty members need to
have adeqdate understandings and abilits to develop and carryout
evaluation protocols.

II. 'OVERVIEW

This resource unit Is comprtsed of three sequential instructional
modules: -

*

'SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE TEACHING:LEARNING PROCESt
EVALUATION SYSTEM
EVALUATIQN OF CLASSROOM LEARNING

III. GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES

A. SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE TEANNG-LEARNING PROCESS

1.0 Describe the design of an instructional system
2.0 Discuss the development of performance objectives
3.0 Construct performance objectives IP

.4.0 Describe the relationships'between objectives to the
instructional prpciss .

B. EVALUATION

1.0 Describe the systematic approach to evaltatfon
2.0 Discuss the integration of the evaluation system with

the teaching-learning process
4

7

't

C. EVAtUATION OF CLASSROOM LEARNING

1.0 Discuss the, role of evaluation in the insteuctronarprocess

2.0 Define the types ofobjective,assessment instruments A
3.0 Define the types bf subjective assesssment instruments , ,

-4.0 Describe the comOonentssof a good assessment instrument
5.0 Discuss value of item analysis and conduct an item analysis
6.0 \Describe.the assessment planning process and plan a test,

using the procesi -



C

7.0 Describe ways in which raw scores can be ordered for
of inspection amepresentat ion

8.0 Discuss tbe:philosophy and approaches to reporting data
9.0 Discuss theiimplications for:altering thA teaching- learn in

process 1 )i, using assessment procedures

IV. SUGGESTED WORKSHOP FORMAT

The format suggested for a workshop on Evaluation. of Zlassroom\
Learning is organized into threeldistinct Phases.

Phase 1. Phase 1 provides for an intensive fiverday workshop.
A detailed schedule for Phase 1 lollows Fn Section V.

2 I

4

Phase 2. Despite the intensive approach of Phase 1, participants
need addllional practice in order to acquire adyanced competency involved
in development of excellent classroom assessment instruments. Consequently
Phase 2 provides a supervised practicUm that f cuses on development of
classroom assessment instruments.

When participants.have returned to their egular teaching actliVtties,
they will completethe following four assignme ts: I

Assignment 1. .Two weeks before beginning
_'participant will develop a plan for an ho

stating the,Competencies 'Of one course or
follows:

a. Give the general competencies and spe
the course or unit. The objectives s
behavioral terms.

b. Make a table of Specifications, showi
to be given to the content areas and
(see Assignment 2b).

c. Make a second table of specifications
been writteni Indicate the particula
that compose each cell.

d. Frequently an item may involve more th
buvclassification is to'e made onPy
behavior required by the item.

Phase 3, each
r examinatiOn,
course unit, as

ificNobjectives for
ould be written in

g the relative weights
ehaviors to bt tested

after the items hate.,
items (by number) ,

Assignment 2. Mach participant will constr
these guidelines:

a. Construct/a set of test items based on t
have prep red. quality is the esse

01should d elop roximately 440 items
your ,ins nuit? to develop a test that Yo
wortHwhi e measurement instrument.

n one type of behavior,
n terms of the primary

A

78.

Ct test items, following

e table that you'.
tial goal, but you
altogether. Use
feel would be a
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' b. Any type of objective or subjective items may be used with

the followA restrictions: 4

(I) At least 50. percent of the items must test competencies -

other than kno4ledge or information.

(2) No more than 10 true-false, 10 matching,
4

10 short-answer

or completiqn items may be used (note that you may choose
all multiple-choice items, but if you use true-false, etc.,
items, then yoU, must stay within the above limIts).

t

(3) Correct answeri" are to be indicated for all items.

(4) All items should be origimal and provide evidence of
your creative.effort:

Assignment 3. Each particnt will give the test in his/her
classroom. Based 'on this administration, tlle,participant will then:
11) analyze the test item by item, (2) analyze the test by Means of
statistical methods, and (3) write a one-two page criticism of the ,

test.

Assignment 4: Each participant will prepare the following,:

a. A keyed and unkeyed copy'of the test

b. Directions for administering and scoring the test.

Phase 3. The fifial phase is designed to follow upon the participants'
achievement of the Phase 2 msignment. This phase will provide practice
in any areas in which. participants nee4 additional practice to develop

detente.

7

II
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' V. SUGGESTED SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES (PHASE 1)

Day I

Time

9:00-11:00'

11:00-12:00

12:00 -1:00

1:00-2:00

2%00-5:00

4-
5:00-7:00

41,

7:00:9:00

bjessignments:

dal
4

.61

'
, Topic'

Administrative Details and Orientation
to Workshop u

Introd'uction of Systems Appeoachto
instruction

Lunch

Setting Geneeal Program Competencies

Course Development Laboratory

Coctails and Dinner
I

Objectives Laboratory

1. Develop general competencies and specific
learning objectival for a discipline course

.
2. view self-instructidhal materials on

Idevelopmdnt of objectives

..

;

Type of Groups

Large group and small'
discusilon groups

Large group
f

P.

Large,group

Small disciplillary labs

Small disCiplinary tabs

102
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Day1P2

. Time

9:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

t-

12:00-1:00

.1:00-2:30

Topic Type oiGeOUp',

Introduction to Evaluation System Large group

-

Use of, Evaluation, Assessment,4and Large group
Measurement

Lunch 1101i

Item Analysis Ltboratory Three small labs

2:40-5:00 ..Issues in Classroom Evaluation ,Large group

Evening Assignment: 1. Identify contentand possible learning experiences
for .a unit .of classroom instruction

103

;
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Day 3

time

.3:00-10:00

. 10:00-10:30 ..,

10:30-12:30

r2.:30- 1 :3g

1:30-3;00

3:00=3:00

5:00-7:00.

14

Topic Type ;of Group

Types of Objective Assessmebt Instruments :Large Oroup,
. -*-1. ,

1

Types of Subjective Asseisment Instruments Large 6-oup.
.

, , t 9

Components of a Good Assessment Instrumerit Large Group 4

Lunch
4

r

/3
Planning the Assessmerft -no-ceSSi .
.i

., Test Construction Laboratory
.

,

Cocktails, and Dinner

#,

A

414

.5

t,

S

A

J

Large group

Three sm9, all labs

t

1

1

,,;
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Day 4

Time

9:00112.:00

12:90".1:00

.1:00-5:00

5n00-7:a

400-9:90

V

107 7.

e

4

.Topic,

.

Requency Distribution Labgratik

Lunch

:Variability Laboratory

abd Diver
.

lcs Laboistoi.y

',-

4
rR

I

. 9 t,,10,41

n'

4

p

88

-z
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hype of Group

TI;r00 small labs

Three small labs

Three small labs

108
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ti

9:09-10:00

10:.00-12:00

*

12:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

3:00-3:30

Topic

Norm-Referenced and triterion-Referenced
Scores

Grading,

LunCh

ImproVement of Teaching-LegrOng PrdAW

Examination
(0,

Workshop Eviluation

a

1.0

Type ofiiroup

Large group

Large group

Large group

Large group

Large group

O.

NI;
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VI. SUGGESTED EVALUATION FORMS'

/

Evaluation of Classroom Learning Examination

Choose the answer appropriate for each question and mark.the number
offyOur answer on a separate 'answer sheet. Be sure to fill in the dqtted
lines on the answer sheet with a #2 pencil mark. . Be certain the answer-

. s aie,corresponds with the question on which you are working.

1. The systematic approach to evaluation involves the following ,

three components:

A. Valuafien, assessment, implementation ,

B.. Identification of specific objectives-
C. Assessrhent of outcomes frombjectives
D. Alteration of teaching-learning system to better define and

, rk. 4 r,attain stated objectives
IX

a. A, B, C'

b. A, B

c. A
d. A, B, C, D

2. All of these 're advantages of essay tests except:

a. Ease of scoring-
b. Ease of construction
c. Elimination of guessing
d. Encouragement for student to organize.

3. Which of the following statements is most accurate?

4.

a. ,A teacher should use essay items whenever possible and use
other types only when absolutely necessary.

b. A teacher should use multiple - choice items whenever possible,
and use other, types only when absolutely necessary:

c. A teacher should use items of all types since no one type
always works- best.

. -
liprebn ip to central tendency as the standard de;iation,i4 Co:

-a. Average
b. liriability
c. Relationship
d.. Standard score

./ . t 1 .

5. The followihg are impv ortant concepts related to entering behavior:
.

r .

a.
.

Maturation _ - (

1

b. Readihess . .

c. Individual differences and personality
d. a, b, c

e. a, c

t.

85
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Which one, of the following is a suggestion for writing notching

test tem*? .

,a. Select distractors thit are plausible
b. MinimizeIrse of negative'eAkessions
c. Avoid use of such words As "only," "never," "always.," etc.

d. Arrange premises in a logical, order_

7. .A,roliable test is:one which:

a, -Isoreered objectively,
b, Has-norms based on many-cases

c. Measures consistently
d. Measures what.it claims tomeasure
e. Has high predictive validity

8. Janet answered 85 percent of the questions on an examination correctly.

From this welican infer\t#at:

a./ She.dtd better than 85 percept_of ter classmates. '
,

I b. She did poorer than.85 percent of her classmates.

c. Shes aboviverage in ability.
.,d. She scored above the median.

6 e. She missed 15 percent of the questions.

9. All ofittip following. are purposes of clatsrbom testing except: fj

a. Reporting student progress
b. Motivation of students
E. . Teacher evaldation

* e.

t d. Diagnosis of learning objectives . I.

e. Evaluition of instructional objectives

. , v..

rt ,10...,Matching items constsj 9f two dlpecific parts which are:

...11 gel,

. a. Stem and distractor
g. Premises and response
c. VOlidity and eeliabllity '

d. Foil and.responst .,.,

( 11. The correlation 1.00..00 0tes:: 'N
\

a. Perfect positive. relationship
. . ,

b. Perfect negative relationship
0'

C. Absolutely. othing,

d. Relationship of zero '

e. ,'None of these .

(. , t.

,. 12. If moit, of the test scores Aster,near 90 percent correct, the
distribution will 'probably be:

, .
..

a. Megatively.skewed.1
jp. .Positively skewed

't., Normal .

d. impossible to -tell
a

f

86
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3. For 14pply-type
false?

:a: Avoid removi
b. Place blank
c. Design i tem

'd. ,'Avoid revisi

,

Choose the only14

cempletion -items, which one of thd following-is

ng'Statement directly from textbook*
space anywher'd in sentence

sO there is only one correct answer
g words unti 1 -meaning is almost last

1

racedure that will not improve test relic I ity:

a. Increase nu erApf test items-

b. leltjte clear t $t directions

c. Change the po ition of your test

, I

d`: °I ease the amber of Wterlqtives for each test item

.15 'Seventy students ook'fa . 30- stem algebra test. The mean sc6e '

was16 and the st dard deviation was 5 Assuilkng a normal . .
.. di.stributiod, appr xitnaltery ,what percOtaseof scores fell between

21 and 11?) , - rt,1-1.; '..er''' -:' .
. %,, .4" ...."... .- "ge',. .

---t -,- ,

-,- , a. 32, percetit,---'---
. . . b . dii0 be r.opn

4

0 ..
. 1.

i 1Pi**1"34,,pehaent.

- , -

.. . d. .....6.8' p cent \ . .

. ,--. lie% What, would be thip,,effect
.

of: having.many items With specificc
dtzternikhdrs. on a test? ,,

1 4 ' t

0

1 ' '

4
1 ,

.

,

1.0 1 --''
. 0 . 0

. A*

0 . a. I t, would tend- to ra.i se -satires:.
,

'-- h.. ft would*,tepd .to. lower scores. . ...',
.,

.14. , 'The effect mou44:1 be iiipossible to predict.
----, 4001+ ,

,
,

17.. The one indispensable 'requirement satisfactory test is:
'

a. Adequate norms
H10 P41 i abi 1 i ty

c. Ob j esti v

'd. Validity.

I

18. A test with 4 variance 'of 25 has a standard deV1-at i on of!

a. 50

b' 2:56,
d. 0.5. :

4#14,.

19. Whist item is bast
to. 'ocganize?

. a.' Multiple - choice

b. True - false

c. Completion
'd. Esiay

for measgring ehi student's-ability

;

4 t.
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20. The Spearman-Browd ftirmula estimates: ,..

.

.

.

i a. Objectivit
''-'-

, , , b. .Varrabil ty . .

, c. Validity .
4 ' ,. s

A.

,..

d.
,

Reliability . ,

,

Error . 1.

. :

. , .

. .
,

1
21. For a test With a normal distributiop,approxLmately of the scores If

lie betwien'the mean anoi onebstandard de1fiatIOn above the mea.

4" .
.*

4

a. 68 percent

.
b. .16

4

6 percent
,

c. 2.5 percent ,
, ,,/

,,

d. 34 percent .. ' ,, s,,,\'

,

22. The first step in the. construction of a teacher-made achievement

test is to: .

r

a. List the subject matte/ areas that you want 'to cover i n the
.

.
.

test ..
,

. .

b. Xatermine'the type 'of test you will 'use (e.g., essay, vs. objective),

c. --List the objectives of the test
d. Construct a number of test items, from whiiXthose to be included'

inthe test will be chosen
.

-:

Determine how difficult the test should be , ,c

'4

23. Item analysis procedures' can be .most useful to the teacher in helping
.4%

tO:
1 rs

1

a. Establish levels of minimum acceptable performance
,

b. Determine which students .are working at a level below Iheir '
.,.....................

.

.

abilities,
..

/
, ,

c., Improve his examination by revising individual items .
.1

. _

d. Determine how any'given class performed in relation'to a class .-

of another teacher

24. Derived scores based on standard deviatiori unists are called for:

a. Mean scores

b. Standard scores
'c. 'Raw scores

d. .Central rankscores
e. Percentile\s,coree

25. In 'which type of\test item-is the student most likely to hit ,upon

the correct answer by guessing? . .

4

a. Essay'

b. Multiple-c nice
c. Matching
d. Correlated recall

e. True-false

V

a

88 I'114 . IL



26: 'Ttic lrmits of the coefficient -of re-liabi 1 I ty are:

is

as

A

Ilk

1

.

___....

27.

.0

28.

29.
. .

3O

31.

32.

a. ---1.0a to b+1.00 '6
b. Minuq 'infinity -to plus infinity
-c. 0.6o. to. 1 .00 ,

.

d,. G.00 ttkplut Infinity
e. =1.00 to 0.00

41.

'!Scores on the Soda"' ACIjustme,nt Inventory correlate +.30 with
ratings of leadership given brteachers," This statement is an
example of:

a. Content validity
b. Criterion related validity.

.c. Construct valiety

In a normal distribution, the mean is equal to the' _Postmen

a. 16th
b. 50th
c. 84th
do 97th

J

As the distance from the-an- increases, percentile units:
5-4

a. Are changed to' z-score units
b. Become smaller
c. Remain the same
d. Become larger '` .
e. Become larger .or smaller, depending on the.-patu're of

the variable under stud''

r

The variance, ftandard deviation, and range are all measures of:

a. ,Centr 1 tendency
b.. .Parti n values
c. Variab1ity
d. Grouping

"The items on the dental assisting examination were based on an
analyiis of the'skil Is necessary to succeed in dental assisting."
This statement is .an example of:

a. .Content validity
4). Cr iter vali di ty
c.. Construct validity

4 .

On a test with a mean score of 100 and a variance of 64, how many
standard deviations from the mean is a score of 116?

a. .25
b. .50
t. 2.00
d. 1.50

89

'115

1'6

N.

fi.



33. To determine a test's stability Oeliability.you

A. Use paral l r examination .instruments

Clpstrukt.a table,of specifications

c. Use Kuder-Richardson formula
d. epeat the test

.

34. When consideriog the discriminating power of a test item

a. The larger the positive value, the poore r is the discriminating

, power,.

b. The llarger the potitive value,,the better is the discriminating

Rower.

c. Items less than:0.20 suggest questionable diicrimtnating poWer.
d. Item over 0.20-suggbst questionable discriminating power.

35. "The writer of an occupational-,therapy
of hhr manuscript to practitioners and
chapter. She then uses their comments,

is an example Of:.

textbook sends an early versip
teachers for a critique of each
to revise the manuscript." This

a. Formative evaluation
b. 'Summative evaluation

c. Inipossibrle to,Zell from the data presented

36, "Mr. Rich has been asked to design an evaluation project that will
permit college officials to decide whethel- to retain a costly mediae]

techneOgy prograM or to replace with a new social sdience program."

This'-is an example of:

a. ormative evaluation

b. tive evalution

c. Impossible to ttii-from the data presented4.

Designate whether thefollowing indiv duals are engaged primarily in
measurement (Mark No. 1) or evaluation,(Mark No. 2).

37. -Mr..Roentgen, a radiologic technology teacher, has been asked to
supply a complete breakdown of his school's achievement scores.
AcCOrdingly, he selects scores for each student from the national,
registry examination, then presents the median and mean score for

,each of thenitfive graduating classes.

8. Mrs. Bird, the director of a respiratory therapy program, has(been
observing each student's cli cal performance and, on the basis of
a carefully constructed obserion schedule, rates each student as

above ayerage, or below avera

35. Mr. Lipid, an instructor in the medical
gives his students weekly quizzes in cli
the papers to the class after scoring th
of right answers for ebch student.,,

90

116

alwatori technician program,
ical cheiittry. He returns
m in terms of percentage ,

*/
N./

1



j
,40. Ms. Twist, a physical therapist, compares the effectiveness of two

different treatment modalities. She employs a carefully randomized
pretest and posttest two group design and discerns via a,test analysis
that one"method is 42 percent more effective than the other in promoting
restoration of function, a differenc4 which 'is significant beyond the
.001 level of cohfldence,

f

t

91

117



Classrodm Learning Examination Key

1. d

. 2. a

3 c

4. b

5. d

6. d

7. c

8. -e

9. c -.

10 b
A #

11. a

12. a

13. b

14. c

15. d

. 16. a

17. b

18.

19. d

20. d
i

4

21.

22. 'c

23.. c\
24. 'b

8. e

. 26. a

27. c

28. -b

29.. d

30. c

31. a

32. c

33. d

34.

35. a

36. ' b

37. a

b

39. a

40. a

.4 '

92

11S

111
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1). ,

Post-Assessment
- r ,

.4

1. The object-Ives below were identified as the gdals ofl this workshop.
We are anxious to have your assessment of our success in effectively
teaching you these skills. For each objectives, please rate your
achievement, using the following scale:

'401

3 , r ' 2 , 1

have ful y achieved
this obje ive and

feel confi t

a.

.

I-did not
objective but need', partially . achieve this
more practice achieved this objective .

objective

I-have achieved this"' I have'Oly

O

Describe the design of an instructional system.

b. Discuss the development of performance objectives

c. Construct performance objectives

d. Describe the relationships between objectives to the
instructional process

e. Describe the systematic approach to evaluation

f. Discuss the integration of the evaluation system with
the teaching-learning process

Discuss the role of evaluation in the instructjonal process

h. Define the types of objective assessmal instruments

Describe the components of a goof-: assessment instrument

j. Discuss value of item analysis and conduct'an item analysis

k. Describe the assessment planning process andolan a test,
using the process.

1. Describe ways in which raw scores can be ordered for ease of
Inspection and presentation

m. Discuss and philosophy andapproaches to reporting

,n. Discuss the implications for altering the teaching-learning
process by using assessment procedures



am

4

,41111
. .

Please assess= your understanding of Workshop topics,
NI
using the

:following rabjng scale: .

. I , -

.4 9 2 / 1
,

. . ..
,

1 feel confident I understand I havb only ,I don't .

about "thiitopic this topiic but a, vague . understand --

need additional underltanding, this topic
*work in the area of this topic at all

4
a. Instructional system

.(1) Definition

(2) Development of performance objectives

. , .

b. 'Evaluation system,'
,

(1) Components of t e system

(2) Purposed of classroom evaluation

(3) Differences between measurement, assessment, and evaluation

(4')

(5)

,Deinition-of entering behavior

Four concepts r'elated to entering behavibr

c. Types of objective test items

11) 'Definition of objective test items

(2) Types

(.3) Short-driswer and completion items

(4) True-ti se items

Multiple-choice items

(6) Matching items

d. Types of subjective test items

(1) Deflnition of subjective test items

(2) Types

43) Essay items

94

120

t

LI



e. Components of a lood assessment instrument

(1) Veklidity

(2) Reliabi.lity

(3)'. PracticalOkf.
'Ow

. tle Interpretability y

(5) Availability of adequate testtstructIons

4
wok

1

V

,-f. 'Item analysis

a

C.
(1) .111dex of diftriminating power

Iffdex of i*m difficulty

46
Planning the assessment process

(1) 1 nalys4 of components of teichUng-learning

(3).

t

Criteria
-

forfor selection of appropriate test items,
-

Advantages of developing a test blueprint

(4) Designing a test

(5) Administrative ponsiderations

.11. Analyzing assessment data

(1) frequencydistributions

(2) Variability

(43

.
(4)

i. R

(1)

*.

it

9

Derived scores

Norm-refqrenced and criterion- referenced scores
.

assissment'40ata

Uses'A reporting data
t

. .

'Reporting data based on §rowth -and achievement
,' ,

p) Grading
-9.

-
-

.0-

j. Ampl.oving the teaching-learning system'through analysis
of assessment procedures

, -
, .,

.

(I)" Reciefini'n ptering-behavlor
I. M

Redefining objectives :

-.

Ara 95
I

4.

J

r-

9



RedefinidgiAssessment procedures

ImprovIng teaching effectiveness



i!Z Staff Evaluation

Please rate each of the staff behiviors below, using the scale from one
to five points

411W Str lY Strongly Not

gree disagree Relevant

1 2 3 4 5

Discusses points of view
other than his/her own
if appropriate to the
specific class -

2. Contrasts implications
of various,theories if
appropriate to the
specific claAs

3: Discusses recent
developmenti in the
field

4. Emphtsizes conceptual,
understanding

'5. Explains clearly

6. Is well prepared

.10

al

4
7. Presents content in an

t organized fashion

8. Is careful and precise,
in answering questions

9. Summarizes major points

-10. States objectives for
classitession

11. Encourages class
pexticipation

odI

12. Invites student to
share tneir knowledge
and experiences

13. Invites'criticism of.
Phis /her own, ides

I

97

12'3

--V

..,



14. Knows whether the
class understands
him/her

15. Has students apply
cpncepts in order
to demonstrate.
understanding

-16. Has a geniune interest
in students

17. ,Relat es to students
as individuals

18. Seem'to enjoy.
teaching.,

.Strongly
agree

1

. ,

-19. Is enthusiastic about
his/hei svbjece

21).. .,Seems .to have

self - confidence*

.7

±0

.t,
P f

;4":i1"4J.0
,,),

.,
Strongly Not

r. u disagree 'relevant

2 3 4 4

21. Anticipates problems:,
Af

and tries to .make
1

diffiCuit topics 4

easy to understand

22. Relatts class topics
to practical probl ems
'students can relate
to

Instructor:-

a

98

124
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Workshop Evaluation

Aease circle your choices.

'1. All things considalld,this workshop was:

Excellent

b. Good

i4
2. Generally,-how woul you'klescribe the handouts and resource Materials

in this workshop?

c. Fair

4(1. Poor

C

a. Totally adequate

b.

tomments:

Adequate

.

Generally,. haw would

a. Excessive.
,

b. Heavy.

Comments:

.04

you describe

4*.

c. Somewhat inadequate

. Totally inadequate.

t

lw

a

e work had required during this workshop?

Just right

Rather light ',

`14. - Overall, how would you rate the lectures in this orkshop?
v

a. Extremely interesting

'14 b. SomeWhat interesting

Comments:

c. Dull

. Really, dull

5:40verair, how-would you the introductory ession conduCte the

first morning? .

a. Extremely

b. ,Somewhat

interesting

interesting

Comments:
.99

et

c. Dull

d. Really du

X25

1

.<



6. Overall, how would you rate the laboratories conducted during this
- A

workshop?

r

..a, Totallysadequate .c., Somewhat inadequate

1:%: Adequate d. Totally inadeijuate

Contents: '

,

. %
. Overall, how would you rate the audkovisuals used during this workshop?

q.

I
.

a. Totally adequatt . c. ''somewhat Inadequate

.

b. Adequate . d. Totally inadequate

.

Comments:,

.

a- .
.

.

8. How well did this workshop'meet your personit needs. and expectations?,

,

' a. fully ..
.

. ,. c. Somewhat

\\k., Considerably.
.

,

Comments:
N

Aft

. . 4

9. 0,idfyipu enjoy this workshop? .

1 1

' a. 'Yes t b. Somewhat c. No

d. Not at all

.41.44

10. On the thole, hopbmuch do jou throk you learned?-
. ,

A gTat deal

b.. Some

c. Not very much

d. Nothing

. What 'Bo you consider the principal strengths of this workshopl (please

list at least two)?

*,

a

r



n

,.. .1

12. What do you confider the principal weaknisses-bi this workshop-(please(please

4t least two)? , , ,/

*)

, \
a

13. there anything else you would like us to know?

--4

7.

4

101

. 127 .4
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(VII. DMINfSTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE UNIT

Group Size. This workshop ii deiigned tirlocus on strategies for

improving classroom evaluation. in order to provide maximum opportunity

for partici1pants to developidvanced tompsItenc/,*the size of the group

shduldlbe controlled. .114-workshop is structured so that partiCipants

sometimes meet in small groups (no more .than five persons)to develop

,proficiency in such areas as writing objectives, manual performance,

item analysis, ands developing statistical skills. Consequently, it is

recommended that the total group be limited to 15-20 participants.

ar
.

Stiff. Ideally staff for the workshops should be recruited from

the several programs that are currently'conduoting,allied heilth teacher

preparation. If this s impractical, faculty membets from college or e

university schdOls of education with backgrounds,in educational psychology
can tonduct the workshops, with -input from experienced allied health

teachers.. '

Time. The schedule is for a five-day workshop. However,. this

schedule may be expanded (for example, a one-day workshop-weekly
for five weeks),- but it is recommended that the workshop not be

shortened. Ow

Facilities. The facilities that should tle available for this workshop

include a classroom and an additional room available for small -group

activities.

Miscellaneous Considerations.

1. It is/iMportant the participants bring textbooks, course
-outlines, and other relevant gduoational materials for,the

course they teach. These"matbrials will be needed for ,

developing appropriate assessment instruments:

2. It is important that participants complete the required

. readings before attending the workshop.:

*t.

4

102

128
4,
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CLINICAL EDUCATION AND 'EVALUATION

I. RATIONALE

.

, Although clinical' education consumes a major portion of most allied
health curricula, little inforMation is available concerning the
deytlopment and evaluation of clinical education. Using a.systematic

.

approach and integrating, the teaching - learning process and the evaluation
process, this unit focuses on the decision-making actions involved in
clinical education and evaluation.

OVERVIEW
It

This
modules:

resource unit is comprrsed of three sequential instructional

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH Ta THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS
EVALUATION SYSTEM
CLINICAL XDUCATION AND EVALUATION

GENERAL UNIT OBJECTIVES
ao.

A. SYSTEMATIC APP OACH TO THE TEACHING- LEARNING PROCESS

.
.

1.0 Describe
.

the design of an. instructional system
2.0 Discuss the devel ment f performance objectives

qt

3.0 Construct peyforma Ce ob ecti4s
4.0 Describe 04 rela ionstlips between dbjectives.to the

instructional process

B. 'EVALUATION SYSTEM

1.0 Describe the systematic approach to evaluation
2.0 Discuss the integrationtof the evaluation systemcwith

the teaching-learning process

C. CLINICAL EDUCATION AND EVALUATION

1.0 Describe the systems involved ir developing clinical educatioff

2.0 Discuss the learning process /
3.0 Describe methods'of learning appilicable'to clinical education
4.0 Describe the hialt care delivery system
5.0 Discuss the teachiAg process
6.0 Discuss*assessment of student learning within a clinical

yracticum. '1

-7.0 Discuss the types of and frequency of reporting results of'
assessment to students



IV. SUGGESTED WORKSHOP FORMAT

The-format suggested for a workshop on Clinical Education and
Evaluation is organized into three distinct phases.

Phase 1. Phase 1 provides for an intensive, five -day workshop.

A detailed schedule for Phase 1 follows in Section V. , .

MI1 N=0Phase 2. The format followed in this workshop is designed to

'e' provide particjpants with advanced -level competency in planntng clinical

learning experientes and it develbping valid"-and reliable evaluation

protocols that focus on atsessihg student mastery of high-level cognitive,:

II

affective, an psychomotor goals. The one week intensive` workshop in

Pftase 1 serves to increase particigants' knowledge 91 E etheory of
clinical education so they can Apply general princrOles,to plahning and

. 'evaluation of clinicaOedutation. .
J , .

. .

In order to provide.participan with opportunities for extended

practice in whith.they can demon to ma tery of problem solving,

Phase 2 utilizes problearsolvin case stu ies that are based'on the

real 4ort'd of the participants' regular t aching assignments. Each

participantowill coaplete,a series of - two case-study assignments that

will ke reviewed by the workshop staff:

1-
Assignment 1. One month after Phase 1, each pareicipaniwill subalt

.
an analysis of a unit for clinical education" The unit should

inslude a listing of competency-based objectives identified by

level of knowledge, as well as a plan fay how these objectives

will be evaluated. .

. _

1)IIP

Assignment 2: Two months after submitting the first assignment,
each participant will prepare for review by the workshop staff

samples of the assessment instruments used to implement the

evaluation protocol outlined in the first assignment.' I '

ti

Phase 1 Phase 3 has ;been designed to follow up on the participant's'

achlevepent of the advanted,goals for the workshop. Because it is,_

anticipated that participants will differ widely within and amangigromps,

Phase 3 will 'be left openended (i.e., specific plans fo Phase 3 gm

not be made until workshop staff hers have completed (heir own

assessments of the success of PhIses 1 and 2).

Phase 3 will likely-consist of specific sessions designed to

remedy any weaknesses observed in the Phase 2 practicum. It will also

provide an opportunity for participants and staff to compare insights

developed in'the'process of clinical education and'eyaluation.

a . lc*

13 t



V. SUGGESTED SCHEDULE Of WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES (PHASE 1)
. .

Day

Time

. 9:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

12:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

2:00-5:00

5:00-7:00

7:00-9:00 .

I

Topic

Administratifie Details and Orientation

to Workshop

Introduction/of Systiis Approach to-
instruction

Lunch-

Setting General Program Comp6tencies

Course Development Laboratory

COCktalls and Dinner

'Objectives Laboratory

Lab Assignments: 1, Develop general competencies end learning
objectives for a clinical course

2. ReyJew self-instructional materials on
development of objectives

131
4

. Type of Group

Large group and_small
discussion groups

Large group

.Lange group

Small disciplihery labs

Small disciplinary labs

132

01^



Day 2

Time Topic Type of Group

9:00-11:00 Introduction to Evaluation System -Large group

11:00-12:00° Systematic Approach to Clinial4ducatIon 1 Large group

12:00-1:00 Lunch
r

1:00-2':04 ) Systematic Approach toCllnical qu5ation 2

2:00-3:00 1 Present ,Health Care Delivery System:
Advantages,and disadvantages

3:00-5:00 /Thevelopment of Attitudes
Dila); Hospital)

c)

4

Evening Assignment: el'. 'Identify content and possible learning
experiences for amnit of clinical- Instruction

a

. Large group

Large group

Large group

a

134-



tk

Time

°-11:00-12:00

12:00-1:00

1;0073:00

I!
3:00-4:30

41

L *" ..7.
.

Topic. .
.

.

,le .

Changing Health Care Patterns and . ,
- Large group ,.

Implications for Clinical Educat.lon / 0
.(Film: Beyond the Wall)

-Clinical Education: Procest and,Problems '. La?ge group

Lunch ,

. gm
Roles and Perceptions of Clinical' Faculty 4Ik Large group

(Panel Discussion) . \
-

* ,,, , ).

Selection of Clinical Sites and Clinical' Largegroup

Type of Group

sic;

" ContraCts
It

..

'Clinical Compete4cy Laboratory

600 -7:30` Cocktails and Dinner / -..

/, .

-,...,, .

--e ,

Evening Assignment: 1.' Complete cl6nicat unit of Ostracticm

1'

1

o

S.

4

".

Two smalmArbubs

.
at%

t.

,
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Co

*

Day, 4

Time

9:00-10:30

-40

jppic 't

Assessment of Student Learning in a
Clinical Setting 4

'10:30-12:00 . Pretesting and Grid Development
Practice Laboratory

12:00-1:00,

1:00-2:30 .

.' 0

. 2:30-3:00

3:00-5:30

Oh

Lunch

Development of interview Questionnaii-e
'Practice Laboratory

Dev lopment of Anecdotal Record J

ecklist Development
Practice Laboratory

ikS

a)

Lab Assignment: I. Construct a grid, questionnaire, anecdotal record,:
and checklist for assessing part of the unit. Read
about rating scales and beprepared to construct one
In lab tomorrow., '

. #

0

a.

.e"

Type of Group

Large group

ft*

Two small labs

Two small labs

Large group

Two small labs

1

4

ti

138
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Day 5

Time

't

9:00-11:30,

11:30-12:00

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-1:30 Administrati
1110

1:30-2:30

40.0110*

Topic'

Rating Scale Development
-Practice Laboratory

,Standardlzed Attitudinal, Tests

2:30-3:30

3:30-4:00

Considerations in Testing

Grading and Reporting Grades

Exiininat I '

Workshop Evaluation

.

III

69

Type of Group

Two s 11 labs

Large gro

Large g

-Large group,

Large:group

Large

4

140
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VI. SUGGESTED EVALUATION FORMS

sti

Clinical EduCation and Evaluation Examination

friefly differentiate between assessment and evaluation.

2. Please discuss the types of behavioral objectives that tre
best suited to.otTnical education.

. _..

3. List the six stages of problem solvrng In clinIcai edUcatiop
and indicatekwhich assessment instruments are suited te-

/.,'each stage.
--,......, ,... .4
4. Discuss one orthe major problems you'have experienced with

nical education or evaluation and discuss how you might
proach this problem based on

(

what you have learned this,
week.

1

'

5. How can you maintain reliable and valid data in clinical
assessment?

4

S



Post-Assessment

1. The objectives below were Identified as the goals of.this workshop.
We alre anxious to have your assessment of our success in effectively
teaching you these tkills. For each objective? please rate your
achievement, using the followinb scale: ,

4 3 2 1

Ive fully achieved I have achieved this I' have only I did net
tRTs objective and objective but need' partially achievapthis
feel confident more practice : achieved this objective-
about Ft objective

Describe the destgn of an instructional system

b. Discuss the,development of performance objectives

c. Construct performance objectives

d. Describe the relationships between objectives to the
instructional process

e. Describe.the systematic approach to evaluation

f. Discuss the integration of the evaluation system with the
teaching-learnpg process

Describe the systems involved in developing clinical educationg.

h.

J.

Discuss the learning-process,

Describe methods of learning applied to clinical education

Describe the health care delivery system

k. Discuss the teaching process

). Discuss assessment of student learning within a clinical practicum

m. Discuss the types of and frequency of reporting results of'
assessment to students

.

*b.
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elf

2. Please assess your understanding of workshop topics,4using the following

rating sc4le:

4
3 1

I feel confident l'understand this I have-only 1 dOnEt

about this topic . topi.c but need a vague understand
'additional work understanding this topic

in this area of this topic at all -

a. Instructional system\__

(1) Definition

(2) Development of performance Rbjectives
11.

b. Systematic approach to clinical education

(1) Learning process

(2) "Teaching-process

(3) Integration of the two processes

c. Learning process

(1) Components of the process

(2) Definition of variables influencing the process

(3) Principles of learning applied to clinical' education

(4) Methods of learning applied to clinical

d. Health care delivery system

(1) Present system

(2) Changing health care deliyerY system

e. Teaching process

(I) Components of .theme process.

(2) Components of entering behavior

-(3)' Classification of learning objectives

(4) Specific objectives appropriate for clinical education

fT -Method.for'conducting cl in)eal educasitm

(1) Planning stage for clinical learning experiencf

(2) Guidelines for select &on of clinical learning experiinces

112

143



9.

(3) Actual selection of learning experiences

(4) , Preparation of studeAt for the clinical experience

(5) Actual implementation of the plan

(64 Postclinical review with student

(7) Use of clinical faculty

(8) Developilent of clinicaliOn'tracts

-Assessment method

(1) Assessment of student learning

41*

(2) Reporting results of assessment too students

h. Construction of insttumenOt

Grid

(2) , interview questionnaire

(3) 0 Rating scale

(4) Check list

(5)' Anecdotal record

ti

113

4

144
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Staff Evaluation

Please Ate each of the staff behaviors below, using the scale from one

to five points:-

1. Discusses points of
view other thin hisf
her own, if appropriate
to the specific class

2. Contrasts implications
of various theories,
'If appropriate to

the specific class

3. Discusses recent
developments in,
the field

4: Emphasizes conceptual
understanding

5. Explains, clearly

6. is well prepared

7. Pres ts content in
an or anized fashion

8. Is careful and precise .

inianswering
queStions

at Summarizes major points

1 States objectives for
ss session

11. Encourages class
participation

12-.- invites students to
share their knowledge

and experiences

Strongly Strongly Not

agree disagree relevant

1 2 2.__ 4 5

114

4

145

4..
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olo

13. Invites criticIsm.of
his/her own ideas

Strongly Strongly Not

agree disagree relevant

2 3 4 5

14. KnoWs'whether the
class understands
him/her

15. Has students apply'
concepts ,in ordei

to demonstrate
understanding

16. Has a genuine interest
in Students

17. Relates to students
as individuals

18. Seems to enjoy
/teaching

19. Is enthusiastic'
about his/her
subject

20. Seems to,have
self-confidence

21. Ariticipates problems

and tries to make
difficult topics
easy to understand

*

22. Relates class topics
to practical problems
students can relate to-

t 1
. .

15i
6

Instructor;

J
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4 Workshop Evaluation

Pleate circle your choices.

1. All things considered, this workshop was:

a. Excellent Fair

b. Good. d. Poor

7 7.

2. Generally, how would you describe the handouts andresource materials,

for this workshop?

a. Totally adequate c. Somewhat inadequate

b. Adequate

Comments:

d. Totally inadequate

Generally, how would you describe th-work load required during'this

workshop?

a. Excessive

b. Heavy

Comments:

c. -Just right

d. Ratter light

7

4.- Overall, how would you rate the lectures in this workshop?

a. °Extremely interesting C. Dull ,

- b. Somewhat interesting e. Really dull

nts:



I

S. Overall,Overall, how would you rate %e introduction to competency-based
objectives on the first day?

a. Extremely interest,ing c. Dull

b. Somewhat.%
4

nteresting _ d. Really dug*

''Comnients:

6. Overall, how would you rate the smalligrogp Laboratories-Conducted
during this workshpp?

8.

16,

a. Totally adequate

b. Adequate

Comments:

c. Somewhat inadequate

d. qdtally inildequate

Overall, how would you rate the discussion of "health careldeltvert:
conducted during thii workshOp?

'

a. Totally adequate c. Somewhat inadequate

b. Adequate

Comments:

d. Totally inadequate I .
.

Overall, how would you rate the evaluation instrument leboratoriei

'presented during this workshop?

a. Totally adequate

b. Adequate

Comments:

-7

c. Somewhat inadequate

d. Totally inadeqUate

..117
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# .

.4
.

I

9: NQW well' did this workshop meet your personal needs and eiPacialion$?
4I4 15

a." r.Ful.4 c. 'Somewhat
.:.

.

,..:
- b. tons rde bly *d. Not at all

-;*Comm'ents

.. 10. 'Did'yOu enjoy this workshop?

. .

a. Yes b.

'11

.4

SoMewhat 1'

holt, how much' do you think you learned?

Not very much.a. greet dedl

b. Some
,//:. 5

Wifit do you c sider Ape principal

(pleat list a' least two) ?'

0

, , c d. Nothing

strengths vf this WorkshoO.

(

c. No.'

13. What do you con§idtr.the principal weaknesses
n- Eist teast two)? - .

,...,.

.. . . ..

. --
t,,..' - . . , .

1 . ;Is there anything Arse you vlould like us to kncr?

4

4,
of this. worklsboP (Akease

ti

t 8:3
ebitiletair

4,74 7

.n

1,8

4

J

I
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. VII. DMINISTRAtIVE COODERATIIIN6 FOR,IMPLEMENTING'Iiit UNIT

0
1,

Planning and implementing a warkshOe takeelons,itierab*le=time

and effort from all involved and planniN§ fot administrat4e de.talls
as important a* forpthe curricUlar,det0 s in -agsurioea smoothly

' run and effective workshop. Sevei'al aWmini give considerations are
diltussed here"to help planners develop -t workshop:.

Vf

IL, . . . r .
t Grow Size.. This' workshop desitheeto #bius.on-strtt'egips.for

.,selectin4-appropriatb methods of linicaT evaluation and to develop .

,), .

advanced Competency in designing selected eVatuattcm'in'strumehts% In

orderto

provide maximum opportunity for.partidi0Otsto develop ) -

P, advanced competency, the size o#the grOup shouldbeAControlled: The
workshop is structured so that parttcipants ppmetimeVKmeet in'small- '. - N
groups (no more than five pertoni) to share insights into the development

..

ofoeval onprotocols' and at other times as a
.

classroom group, i0
can't* heories. Because of'the high emphasis on smail-group r .

ihtetact on the total group shoUld..4e.limited to 15-213particiOants. ,

. , . % 4 _

,
.

Staff.,,:ideally, staff for the workshopi,shoilldpe recruited- from -

the s7/37-il'programs that.are currently conducting allied health teacher
preparation. If....this is, impractical, facult) /loiters from college and ,

; c.universiapschools of education, with input from experienced...allied ,'
health teachers,.'can condbct the'workshop, Using the resources. . .

'prorrded in this'unirtl: . , ,
.

1 ' .
a-

Time. 1;e-schedule .isfbr a five-day workshop. jhescheaili may .

be expanded(fbr example, one -day. workshops edery two weeks for 16 10 ,

weeks of a semester).but%eii7ld not be shortened.. t
.

. .

. . ' A

.. Miscellaneous Considerations.
.

,
. 4 )

, (-- ,

._ .

. 1, At is important that par i pants complete as many ofthe '?
reqUired readings as pbssib e befor tendinithe:WOrkshati.,

, ---
a

., . ,

2. It is necessory for each workshop participant to-have access %. °

. . ,,to course ouliines, textbooks, and otrier'educatioral thateciaa:s .
. lor courses "hey '-aee. teaching. These material.s.w01 be - ,

L. I. 44 needed fcir,planning and practicing m the'the' ,
.

.

laboratoryssessions. ,. . '

. ,.. .. ,

..

3.
,

It would ',be useful for rkshop staff members to have on
hatie'selected e of evaluabion instruments from-
different grograms. Participants should also be urged0!7
to bring.sampfes of ilnstrumeras with. them so these can
be critIqued and improv

*- 40
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CHAPTER SIX

Instructional Modules'

4

ThiN chapter 'describes the follow seven modules:

Systematic approach to the teaching-learning process

Convnun,cation:system

Eyeluition sysem

°ClassrBieethods and t

Use of instructional medi

11.

E valuation of
. _

C1inical,educational eva kat ion

#

ing techniques

eom learning

ti

Each module contains al 1 relevant items from the following list

of matfrials.:

OvArview of the module -

Competency-based objectives for the module

petalled outline Of. stibcompetency-based objectives

and related content
111 ,

Suggestediact vi t i es

Required , readings

. Selected annttated bibliography

P .1' Gerierai bibliography

'r

v.

4-9.

V

a
j



V

SYSTEilATIG APPROACH TO THE-TEACHING-LIMNING PROCESS

'9

OViRtfl,EW

dit

. # ,

°- The systems apprOach.is not as some of.the,uninitiated assume,
...- **cold and mechanical procesi. it does not'restrict or dictate -Y

cuulcurum content: 'Rather, the systematic approach is a conceptual
.-, -"framework that can be applied to any course, content, and is especially

NI`....:' will to allied.Keajth instruction. It enCompasseS not-only the :.

teaching of fact& and ti 'pies but also the development of attitudes
and values, and It permit a virtually unlimited variety of teaching-

:leirning situations. ` t t

,i . -

This module providei the framework forrthe design 0 the
.instructional system. ,

.

Prerequisite Module: None_

B. COMPETENCY -BASED OBJECTIVES
# ,

1

Upon campletion of this Module, participants will be able to:
o

1.0 Describe.the design of an instructional system
2.0 Discuss the development of performance objective's
4.0 Construct performance objectives
4.0 Describe the relationships between objectives- to

the instructional pi-ocess

$
4

.121



C. SUBCOMPETENCY -BASED OBJECTI

OBJECTIVES.

1.l> Describe the design of'an
i Instructional systeni,

11 Defind the teaching
process

S AND CONTENT

List the advantages of
a systematic approach
tier al Pied health .

Instruction

2.0 Discuss, the development

of performance objectives

-a

2.1 Deicrjbe the, development
of the pUrpose

4

2.2 Describe theispecificatir
of competenties

2.3 Describe the specification
of learning objgctives

153

MIK
CONTENT

of an Instructional System
a

. .

finition and Advantages

Performance Entering 4
Objectives Behav)orL4instruction Assessment

;erforrnance

Aspicts

I. Purpose

2. Components(

. Proces.ses
.

'feedback

Adjustment

intenaice of the Sy ytemC.

rdenti ication of Performance'Ob

4L

Oef4 Won df.Purpose

f"

B. Speci

C. Speckf

I. Cog

°

ectives

'cation of Competencies

a.

b.

c.

d.

e,
f.

cation of Learning Objectives

itive objectives

KnoWledge (recall 'of specifics) A.

CoMprehenslon,(use of .specifics)w
Application (use of concrete sitmetions)
Analysis(identification of copal* relationetips).
Synthesis (assembling parts 10to whole)
Evaluation (judgment and alteration) '4'06

I1



OBJECTIVES
. CIONTEler -A

3.0 Construct Performance
Objectives

f 4.0. Describel.the relationship
between objectives to the
instructional process

155
ls

..

2. Psychomotor objectives

a. Communication
(oral (speakin...

.

nonoral (writing, body-language)
t b. Motor

3.* Affecelhe objectives

a. Attitudes
b. Feelings and appreciations
c. Interests.

4111'

IV. Rules for Writing Performance Objectives

r'? Performance -Based
.

se Terms. (Performance Directly
Visible or Assessable)

B. Avoid Fuzziness

C. Test for Abstcacilon.

*is

D. List Subcompetencies

E. Construct Behavioral Objectives

V. Relationships of.OWectives to Parts of the Instruction System
.

'A. Entering Behayior of Learner
I

B. Mpthods Used i 'Instructional Process

C. Content To Be Conv d

D. Types of'Media Selected

E Assessment Methcids Used

156



D. 'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.1. hi-a laboraiory'session, identify general `cognitive, psyChomotor,
and affective performance objectives appropriate for a specific
pllied'health,discipline.

2. *Practice constructing. and writing performance objectives.

E. REQUIRED READINGS

COhen, A. Ob ectives for College Courses. Beverly Hills,
.0Tenoe Press, 1974

Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Qbjectives. Palo Alto,
Cal.: Fearon Publishers, .19 2.

F. SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

ft

Banathy, Bela". Instructional Systems. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon
Publishers, 1968.

A concise and logical presentation of the merits of employing
the systems approach to instruction, including, suggestions
for basic destwind implementation of the systems approach.

-

Kemp, aerrold. Instructional Design. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon
IPublilhers, 1971.. , 41.

Guidelines to follow in planning for unit and course
development within a systems approach td education. This
is a useful resource with many examples that teachers new
to the systems approach win find provides them with models
that

4#
can be adapted for their own planning. '

G. GENERAL BI

t
LIOGRAPHY

.

Cohen, A. jectives for College Courses. Beveily ells, Cal.:
Glencoe Press, 1974.-

IleCacco,John_E,_b_tAlm2gklof Learning and Instruction;
Educational Psychology. Englewood Cliffs, N:J.: Prentice-

,

. Hall, Inc.1968:

Holcomb, 3. David, and Garner, Arthur. Impr'oving Teaching id

Medical Schools. Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,

146

124

157
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Mager, Robert F. Preparing instructional Ob'ectives. . Palo Alto,
Cal.: Fevon Pub] isheri:1

PophaM, W. James, and Baker, Eva.\\Thentice -Hall Teacher 'Competency
Development System (pamphlets). Er liwood Cliffs, N.J.:
,Prentice-oHa41, 1979.

.101,

Roueche, John, and PitMan, John. A Modest Proposal: Students Can
Learn. San Francisco: Jossey -Bass, 1972.

I p

EIP

I.

1
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- COMMUNICATION SYSTEM .

A. OVERVIEW

Traditionally, teachers have taken two communication approaches:
"to tell them what I know," or "to get them to see things the way I

do." Current approaches to, communication focus on the human relations
aspects of the communieatioq process, taking into account such factors
as selective perception, interpersonal barriers to communication, and
the development of behavior patterns that emphasize more mAningful
communicati-ca.,

This module focuses on some of the more prevalent communication
and perceptual problems found in the teaching- learning situation and
offers possible solutions. lt,provides a conceptual foundation for
the modules on Classroom Methods and leaching Techniques and Use'of
Insttuctional Media.

Prerequisite Module: Systematic Appriiich to the Teaching-Learning
Process

B. COMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants will be able to:

1.0 Describe th%biommunication system
2.0 Describe the model for perception

r

1
126

159 O

11,
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C. SUBCOMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT

OBJECTIVES

e
CONTENT

1.0 Describe the
communication system

1.1 Describe the components
of the model

4

'Co

Describe the communication
process as It relates to the
teaching - learning environment

1.3 ,Describe the modes *.--
comrimpication

I. System of Communication

A. Model

-B.

Source of
Message Message Transmission

Encoded

(Sender) -.

Feedback,

Channel

Message Received
and

Decoded

(Receiver)

ComObnents

1. Source of message (message originates in sender) *

2. Message encoded (massage converted into transmitta&le

3. Transmission channel (medrum for transmission such

as air, paper)
4. Message received and decoded (message received by

individual through the senses and connected into
receiver's thought. process)

5: Feedback return communication from receiver to

r
C. Use in Instruction

. In

2; in

3. AK student- oriented learning

two-way versus one-way communication,
teacher-oriented learning environments

environments

D. Modes of Communication

1. Symbolic nodes

1
a. Dress,-

0
r, cosmetics

b. Status" hots

an

form

sender)



a A

4--

, 1.

'r 116.

P

r

er

4.

*

4. Describeobarriers to the
communicateon process that
'affect the teaching-learning
proceslr

441

0

1:5. Identify modes of overcoming.
.barriers to thecommricatio

%6Orocess

A

1 c

6

.110°

:Verbal modes '

I: Nonverbal modes

Ambulation ,°,

b. Posturin
c. Gesturin

. .
E. Barriers t Student-TeacherAto6 ications-74

.
,

,.
? :4 /,

00011.0 1. Defen des of Okmmunicatioe In the classroom
-2. 'Physi actors, stlech and language problems
3. Emotion lectors, inecurity,'lack,of confidence

. - 4. Kle facto'rs, different leqels of comprehension and
difference's in value systems

.

:,.

--.0 11

4

2

. F,.1 Ways of Overcoming Barri4rs

1. Retognition,of message-Orie

6

nicaUons

a. Commuriication'of content,
b. Communication of,feelings

2. Dealing with communication bar

a.
b.

c.

d.

Using positive attenclio0 behaviors' ' jillib

Active.listining, cefTIEtibn, end clarifidption
Developing coping gehividts '-'.- .

Enhancing classroom through
.

4

i: Developing spa:Mikity of communication
through the use of objectives :'

liv Uilng rebecItion in classroom commpnicatioA
..iii. Striving for congruency of verbal" and

nonverbal cues. i A'

iv.
...e

Allowitng,for-feddback proctss
. 10

163
OP
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%.0

OBJECTIVES-

1-

CONTENT,

fi

2.0 ,iNescribe the' model for

perception

r
2.1 Identify the characteristics

3"7
- of perception ',

le`

r

2.2 Describe the components of
the perception process

Z3

"

- .

484

Identify the general.
principles of perception

j

,a-

4
41. Mode) f6r Perception

A. Definition (Process Whereby an Indivtagal Becomes Aware of
the SurroundingWorld) . .

B. Characteristics'of Perception
?

1. Perception consists of many
k

s nsory,messages that do
not Octur, in isalalaion but ire related and combined
intd complex patterns. *----

2. Individual reacts to only a small part of all that is
taking place in envirgnmentat any one instance. -

r- 3. Perception is individual and unique.

.41,4

.4. .

4.4"VComponents of Perception Process

1. Internal state of individual
2. *SurroundIng erviroment ,: .

.3,. Frameof ,reference lbased.on Vernal state antlellft.m..
a 0

.. environment)

*A'S.:4. Stimulus
5. Respgnse ,e),

,

6. Consequehcef response -,

'7. New interne state , -
11# ...

AI W
1

.

A ,

4 .
, .

D. General Principles from Research on Perception Theory !

4

, .
_

,011 1.

'

Purposive-behavior requires perception.
= 2., Perceiver and environment are interdependent..
,,3. Individual peeceives,in,terms of past experiences

4: Perceptual'. experiences, are personal and individual.

5: Two people wIll see slightly different environments.
6.' .Tbough no two people can take exactly the same meanings 1

from thingi observed, common experiefices lend to produce .

shared meanings that make communication possible. IP

0

.

a-

00

.
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"-OBJECTIVES

lit 1, _IP

CONTENT.

-

0%.61 V

2.4 Describe applidationof the
perception process to the
teaching-learning process

,1

a'

P-_
-......n4fir-Zs-°s° ,_4

--
50

40

111

/

-1

.

A

b

'

°

\E. Application to Teaching-LearnIng'Process

ea

Performance objective
' 2.' Entering.behavior

3. Instruction'
4., Performance assessment-,

I

0

,
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D. SELECTED ANNOTATED BiBLIOGRAPHY

Berlo, David K. be Process of Communication0NeW York: Holt, Rinehart

t

and Winston, 196 --"-.
lk'

,A basil introduction to the theory of communication. COmmunication

is described as an ongoing, dynamic process without starting or
SPopping points., Much of the text focuses on the interdependence

= of communication sources and receiver behavior.' It provides-an
_excellent, comprehensiye overview.

Marley; William..'Communication and Organizational Behavior Text and Cases.

. Rev, Ed. Homewodd, Ill.. Richard Ir. win, 1967, pp. 51-77-

A comprehensive dnalysis of of communication in organizations:
' The theory of perception as i ates to the communication process

is well-explained. This excerpt is a good source for underseanding
. organizational behaviorv,

ticCai-dleEllen S. Nonverbal Communication. NewYork: Marcel Dekker, 1974.
t"

An inidepth text covering thlifull range of knowledge of nonverbal
communicatiOncurrently in ex stence. Chapters op aggression and i

-nonverbal communication and on socio-sexual, .nonverbal behaviors
are appropriate to' the teaching-learning Ihrocess.

Penland, Patrck, and Mathai, Aleyamma. Interpersonal Communication. .

New York: Matcel Dekker, 1974.

11... /

1

'A discussion of several theories of comnlini ion'as they relate

to interpersonal interaction. -Depending on the frame of reference
sed in teaching communication theory; the .1aook may'offer helpfu)

i formatiOn.

GENERAL BI IOG um*,

Beardsle , MonrooC.: Modes of Argument. New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company,

19 ,

. Ir

... s.

Bronowski, J., and Hazlish, BrUce. The Weftern Intellettual Tredi-t-ion. t,

-New York!' Publi sheTTIO.

Cherry, tdlin. World cipmunication:- Threat cir Promise? New York:* John
, ,

World
and Sons, f971.

.

..E. .

Combs,)4.; Avila, 0.; and rurkey, W. Helping, Relationships: Basic Concepts

', fiir_the Helping Professions. Boston: Allyn 6 Bacon, 19/1.,

lisenson, ;John; Auer, J. 'Jeffery; and 1rwin,...lohn V. The.Psychoiogy of

' J Communication. New.York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, )963: -

je Unger, Leon. "Informal Social Communication." Psythological Review '
At

. 570950):271-82. ,

, .

'131 167 O
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. . a

4

GIbb, Jack R.44; "Defensive Communicatfbn." Journal OfCommunication

2(1961):141-48. p

Johnson; D.W. Reachin Out: Interpersonal Effectiveness and Self

Actualization. Englwood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, 1972,.
11

Jones, J.L. "Communication Modes: An Experimedtal Lecture." In

1972 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, edited by.J. W.0
Pheifligi J. L, Jones,, pp. 173778770W; City, Iowa:
University Associates, 1972. 4'

Lindgren, H.C. -An Introduction to Social Psychology. New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1972,

Mager, RobertF. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto,

Cal.: Fearon Publishers, 1962.

McLuhan, Marshall. The Mechanical Bride. Bbston: Beacon Press, 1951.

McLuhan, Marshall. Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man.

New York: New American Library, Signet looks, 1964.

.

Ruesch,liurgen, and
,

Kees, Weldon. Nonverbat#mmunication. Berkeley

'and'Cos Angeles: University of California Press.1959

Shutt, William. The Interpersonal Underworld. Palo Alto, Cal. lk

Science and Behavior Books,'1966, pp. 13-33

4

4

A

S
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J.
EVALUATION SYST6

.

A. OVERVIEW ab.

Assuming that a systir approach is valid lOr the development
and.implementation of the teaching-learning process, it is then
consistent to assume that a systematic.approach to gathering and
assessing feedback data instituting change in the teaching-

learming process is also v Id.
A

This module'provides a, conceptual framework for integration of

syitematic evaivation process with the teaching- learning process.

Prerequisite Module: Systematic Approach to the Teaching-Learning
Process

A

B. COMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVE

Ic

Upon completion.of this mitkle, participants will be able to:

1.0 Describe the systematic roach to evaluationr

.

2.0 Discuss the inte$ation o the evaluation system

-- with the teaching-learning process
t .

133

1E9
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,

C. SUBCD.MPETENCY -BASED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT ..

, , . 0, ; t :, ....,,-..--.

OBJECTIVES CONTENT

1.0 Describe the systematic
approach to evaluation

1.1 Define evaluation system

1.2 Descr'ibe purposes of

evaluation system

.tr

1.3 Describe types of
evaluation system

1

,4

1.4 Describe approaches to
evaluation

I. Introduction to Systematic Approach to Evaluation

A. Components of the-System

1. Identification of specific performance objectives (valuation)

2. Assessment of outcomes from obj'ectives (assessment)

3. Alteration of the system to better define and attain
stated objectives,(implementation

t
B.. Purposes of Evaluation in Educational Setting

1. To justify past behavior or continuing an action

2. To monitor present behavior with an aim-to making
improvements as action occurs and keeping within certain
boundaries

3. fo learn about future behavior by looking at what is done
or what is happening.

C. Types of Evaluation S ems

1.. Closed system (system is established with almost'flo

opportunity for alteration during operation of the process)

2. *Open system (system is constantly changing depending on
the feedback of data from assessment)

- D. Approaches to Evaluation

1. F native evaluation (evaluation is a continuous process
wi h change built Into the system)

2. Su tive evaluation (evaluation is based on a go/no go
approach after assessment data Is gathered)

171
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OBJECTIVES , CONTENT

2.0 Discuss integration of the,
evaluation system with the
teaching-learning process

0

b.

. ,

II. Integration

,

of Evaluation System Oith the Tea6ing-Learning

. , Process .

,

AO.

A. Performance Object lye

B. EnteriAg Behavior

C. Instruction

D. "Performance Assessment

I

...

,

41
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t

D. ,SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

As an orientation to the process of evaluation, meet in small
groups (5-6 participants) .to Identify problems w10%evaluation of
student performances.

E. SELECT ANNOTATED, BIBLIOGRAPHY

Enoch. EValuatioh and the Work 9f the Teachef%% Belmont,
Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1909.

. .

Contains an-excellent review of the philosoNeai bases
of evaluatiop which elaborates fn'sorte detail the purposes
and principles of evalution.

F. BIBLIOGRAPHY

40
Bela. In ActionalsSyStems. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon

Publishers; net ,

DeCecco, John. The Psychology of Learnin and Instruction. Englewood
'Cliffs, N.J.:. Prentice-Hall, 196$.

.

Roueche, John,' d Herrscher, Barton. Toward instrudionil
Accountabi 1. Palo Alto, Cal.: Westinghouse. Learning

4irporation, 1973.

-

Swain, Enoch. Evaluation and the Work of the Teacher., Belthcnt:1
Cal.: Wadsworth Purshing Company, 1.36.9.

.

s. -a
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CLIOS,ROOm METHODS*AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES

a

of
-A. *OVERVIEW

Flv
I

418

Many al to mkt We methods folk p went ing the 1 eerie Ai I th
selected content oxist,'44*: been reported In.-edud.ational
research... .0ne of Ae most complex tasks of the designer of an
educational system -for learning, iliato identify or 'predict the
effectiyeness-of each method ofikifftruction in relation to
differancgi qinoLng /learners and to wIat the learner is sZipposed
to learh ,

dd Thit'module focuses on strategies.for selecting appropriate,
Mthods. It traces the stiategies.back through' specification

'ofob,lectlmes, speclfication of .content fbr each. learning. talk,
and' consideration of iiier ab i I i ties among learners. The du,rt
also provides the opp8rtunity for participants to deyel advpnced
leve.leortompete.nty in using important metidds of teaching.

,

r

.,. 4 -,

Prerequisite Modules: Systematic Approach to :the Teaching-Leon
. .t- . : Communication System 1

-. i.
.

A e..: ;

.:I ' . c.

B. s-COMPETEN,V-.BASED 05iECTIVES ; .

.

\--s-i Upon icompletion of this module participants will lie- able to:,
-4

'O.

kocess

.0 !dent fy 'various .met ds -of instruct ion and employ
it; "'appropriate ,ai:tarta n ,theIT selection

2.0 Use theflecture me.th in the instructional program

3.0 Usethe discussion thod in the instructional program
` '

. ,

0 Use the demohstra ortmetfiEd in the instructional program
t '

Discuss theuse f the laboratory' dahOd in the 1nstrtictional
program

.

'4'4 . "

6.6 Discuss the ,use o the rtlepeiiant study method in' the
instructional -pr9g am .

.r

5'

-
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C. SUBCOMPEtENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES.

t

CONTENT'

10-0/e

fa

. .

CONTENT

1.0 Identify various methods of
instruction and employ
appropriate criteria in
their selection

40.

4

r.

.

I. Range'of Oucational Methodologies Available

A. Types of Methods
6

p
1. 'Teacher-centered

.
2. Learner-centered

Cn11. iteria for Selecting Methods

Is method appropriate for objectives and nature of
material?

4

tk
2. Is method adapted to the following capacities of

the learner?'

a. Personality?
b. Readiness?
-c. MotiNatioWlow

3. Is
.

method adapted to teacher's personality and, stye? ,

4. Iswfficiency an important consideration;Ne

AP.

C. Role of the Teacher Ph poseful Learning

r. Presenti a stimulus in one-of the following ways:

a. Gives-concrete examples t
b. Introduces'a problem containing abstract concepts.
q. Relates material to cognitive skills o1 students

2. Directs Attention to learj activitids
.

3. Provides a model for terminal performance'

1=1

.



OBJECTIVES

p1 4

*14

0 Use the lecture'method in the
instructional program

.11, Litt the purposes and
if characteristics of the

lecture method

0.

I

4

CONTENT

4. Furnishes external'prompting

5 Guides direction of thaing

6. Ihduces learning transfer

7. Assesses/lear ing outComes,

8. 'Ph5vIcies feedback

II. Lecture Method -
,&

*,
A. Definition (A Formal, Organized,_ Preparation id,Oral

. Discourse,on aparticular Topic)

B. Purposes

1

I

-* g

I. To convey fact's, concepts; principles, airognitive
knowledge- .

2. To syhthesize material from many sources
itto

3. To .present infdrmation-otherWite

4. To use the expertise of a specialists

4

1--

5.. To facilitate attitude developient based on the
credibliity'of teacher

. C. CharacteCistics
e

.
.

. .

_., 1
'_1. It is efficient fOr conveying ,a barge amount of intor tIon

in a short periOd of time.. IM'

2. 'Noy concepts can be developed and emphasized
f '

.

I.

. 1:.,)
, ;

1.7 9
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OBJECTIVES"

0

(

4

9

COhTENYT

.

. ,
. , 1

41 ,

.
.4

2,2 DescriOwthe appropriate
criteria for seleceing the
lecture,methbd

,

.:.- ...

2-.3 Demonstrates the abitity'to
Oreparia plan -for use of the

.
.

.tecture,method

2.4
.

Demonstrates the ability to
.

.employ appropriate lecture skills

'4.

0'

.

411li

n'

N',

I.

,-.),

3. It Can be, customized to meet the needs of stwienti
and their past experiences..

.

4. It, an poside a framework for future-stu dent learning.
/

5. Students are physically passive.
3 -
;

6. ?t is aimed pr4mafily at one - -sense.

7. It limits provision Poe feedback.
f

8. (lowslows for largec,class slie.
.

9. It can.be used in conjunction.withdiscussion.

Alp

,
..

'D. AppliCationlofjriteria for Selecting Lectlip Method

1. Are
.
lower-lelyel cognitive objectives sought? .

le
.

2. Wlectare method suitable to learneri' abilitiei?
-4e

.

3. Is lecture method adaptable to teacher's personality and
style?

. .. .
. . .

,

4. Is ratio

.

of teacher input to student learning appipriate?

i.-; MicrOteaih41g--:---
1

i

1. Definition (a laboratory exercise `for practicing

component.skills.of lecturing),,
,

,..
.

2. hree laboratory prepaiations of lectures, in which thi..

participant demonstrates mastery afthe following skills:

a.,411illus variation
b., et 'r.duction'and usa of examples

-
4. Planped repetition.

0

e

4

I

?

181
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OBJECTIVES

f.

f.o, Use the discussion method
in the, instruttionil 0:601611

.

3.q List the purposes and
characterjostics-of the
discussion method.

4

% CONTENT
J.

,

Discussibn'Method

A. Definition (An Oral Interchange between Teacher and
. Stud ts or Student and Students)

U. _Purposes.

1 1. Ta facilitate
e

2. To
4
analyze concepts and find,relationships.

114

student .integration of, knowledgealready learned

3. To problem -tolveand apply knowledge

4.. To fosterCrititai thinking

'5. To develop ormodify attitudes and to set standards

6. To strengvhengroup-relationships

'Cr Chaiacteristic.i.

1. Both teacher and student are,active participants..

2. Rate of transfer of knowledge iis.slow.
.

. .

3. immediate feedback is available.

( ,..

_______11._ Flexible since discussion can Be highly structured or

le

nonstructured.

; Peer learning can take place.

It promotes group cohesiveness.

,7. It provides emoiional outlets.

C



f

4

r

'OBJECTIVES

'3.2 Describe the appropriate
criteria for selecting
the discussion method

t

.. 3.3 Demonstrate the ability
to'- prepare a plan for use

of the discusSion method

41i

C0qTENT

8. Its effectiveneis (s based on participant'sfhaving
necessary knowledge and appropriate direction.

9. It is limited to smell groups.

4

D: Application,of Criteria for Selecting Discussion Method

v.

1. Are higher-level dogpltive objectives, in which basic
concepts are applied in analysis of problems, sOugHt?

2. Is discussion method suitable to learners' abilities?

3. Is discussiOn method adaptable to teacher's personality
and style?,

4. Is ratio of teacher input to student learning acceptable?

E. Preparation for a Discussion

I. Identify purpose of discusOon.

2. Decide how much drrectior is needed and stt up agenda.

4 3. Provide participants with knowledge'necessary for effective
participation. .

, *
. At

4. Decide on optimal size for groups.
4

Consider forms such as panel discussions.
4

6. Give rationale for composition of groups.

7. Be prepared witrcomprenensive knowledge of the topic.
I

18b
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OBJECTIES CONTENT'

qk

,

3.4 Identify the elements .

-of group interaction

3

k

3.5 Demonstrate the ability
to -lead a tiscussion

group

/fa

.f

4:0- Use dhe demonstr;tion
method in the instructional
program

''186 .

F. 'Elements orGroup'Interaction

I. +Bole-playing A'
-

2. c fi ct and hostoity

3. Co ensus-sharing'

4. _Group Cohesiieness and group achievement

k

5. Problem - solving strategies

O. Microteaching
4

Definitionllaboratory exercises for practicing component
skills of discussion leadership)

2. One laboratory preparation of discussion
. .

3. Sequence

a. Establish a frame of refence (identify purpose and
review\gertinent information necessary for discussion).

b. -Start discussion with questions and comments or a
problem.

c. Lead discussion and keep it within the stated agenda.'
d. Mediate and set standards.
e.. Reinforce participation.
f. Summarize, giving- results of discussion.

IV. Demonstration Method ,-

A. Definitros. (A Carefully Planned Presentationin Which the
Student Is,Shown a Practical Procedure or Process
as Procedure is Explained)

1

187



( OBJECTIVES

0

,CONTEN11

f

4

4.1 List .the purposes and ,

characteristics of the'
demonstration method'

.4.2 Describe the appropriate
criteria for selecting
the demonstration
method

B. Purposes
.

1. To illustrate a principle or concept by-concrete means

2. To demonstrate A prOcedure e4 task for skill learning

r.
*

C. Characteristics

1. Students can observe what they are beilp told; a procedure
is more readily ondOstOod if it can be,both..described and
seen.

2. It Provides students with an efiacient, step -by -step approach
no which to base their practice.

.

3. Created, and maintains student interest.
4010

4. It involves several senses.

5. It is'limited to several examples.

6. It can be harmful rf Jt.is not simple and easy to follow.,

D. Application of Criteria for Selecting Demonstration Method

1: Is a psychomotor skill sought?:
-

2, Is demonstration method surtable tp learners' abilities?

3. Is demonstration method adaptable/to teacher's persona'ity
and style? '

4. Is-ratio of teacher input to studenClearning acceptable?



OBJECTIVES,

4.3 Demonstrate the ability
to prepare a plasilor
conducting a skill
demonstratltn

1

4.4 Demonstrate the ability
to conduct a skill
demonstration

r
do

50 Discuss the use arthe
laboratory method in.the
insffuctional program

1

no

'CONTENT

I

E. Preparation of a Demonstration

I. Identify objective /of the demonstration.

2. Work through the step- by-step_ procedures comprising the
"skill.

3 Work through each component of skill.

4. Make sure key points are emphasized.

5. Have all necessary aerials and equipmentavailablec
and in good working order.1

F: Microteaching

Definition (laboratory sessions for practicing demonitrations)

2. One laboratory preparation of a skill demonstration, using
videotaping

3.' Sequence

,

a. Establish aframe of reference and spell out objectives
b. Be sure demonstrationis visible to all students ,

c. Demonstrate the skill its entirety
d. Provide a running description df what Is beijg done
e. Emphasize key point in step-by-step narrative
f: Demonstrate each component part
g. Allow students to verbalize what they saw
h. Re-demonstrate the entire skill

. . 7V. Laboratory Method

A. Definition (First-hand Experience Acquired through Use of
Actual or Simulated Data and Materials) . .

\
4

121
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT

5.1, List the purposes and
characteristics of he

laboratory method

5.2 Describe the approgrlate
criteria for selecting
the laboratory method

4

1

B. Purposes
J

.

I. To allow students to use actual or simulated experiences
in solvi,ng,real problems or\in practicing skills

2. To fa4litateapp1ication of Iheory to.practice

3. To facil4tate_integration of problem-solving skills with
skill performance goals

C. 'Characteristics

1. Students actively participate.
/ 1

2.- Ir arouses motivation and interest.

3. Learning can take ,lace in a- situation as realistic as
possible.

016

4. It can be relevant'to learners' needs.

r. It is more time - consuming than other methodi.

6. Students nytist have the necessary psychomotor abilities
before th can practice.

It pcovidfes for immediate feedback.

81 Motor skill practie, as well as reinforcement of knowledge,
occurs.

D. Application of Criteria for Selecting Laboratory Method

1. Is laborAtary method:suitableto objectives?.

2. Is laboratory method aurtat)le to learners'. abi.lities?

N.

.
e

19%)
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OBJECTIVES

*/$411yi

4
4

5(3 Demonstrate the ability
to prepare a,Oian for
conducting a laboratory-

.
based experience

4

6.0 Discuss the use of the
independent Study method
in the instructional program

1,94

3:

CONTENT

Is laboratory method adaptable
and style? -

o

4. I's efficiency ratio,914 teacher

acceptable?
4e

E. Preparation of a Laboratory-Experience

to. teacher's perscpality

input to student' learning

1. Prepare task analysis of the desired behavior

2: Detergiine objectives.

3. Determine necessary prerequisite knowledge and skills
necessary for laboratory; assessstudents.

4. Prepare laboratory ageeda for students.

5. Identify and have available necessary materials and
equipment. ;

-6. Prepare .student guide questiOns.

7: Determine assessment Procedure.

. independent Study Method

A.. Definition (Guided Self-Learning)

B. Examples

.1. 'Slidetapes

2. Programmed learning instruction
S.

3. Computer-assiited instruction'

S.

)

195
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OBJECTIVES

,

CONTENT

6.1 List the purpo'ses an'd

chara6ieristics of
the independent study

6.2, Describe the appropriate
criteria for selecting
the independent study

-method

C Purposes

I. To learn in situations where a formalized program
is either unavailable,or infeasible

2. lo develop habits and skill's of independe t learning
.

I

lo provide flexibility for individualiz ng teachir1g'
n accordance with student needs

D. Characterittics

1. Studghts are active and respOhsible for lea ding;

2. Students are allowed to progress at their own rates.

3. It is customized to meet individuaftstudent needs.1

4. Students must have motivation, ability, and opportinity
to study.

5. The teacher acts as a resource guide.

'6.4 It. can be more time-consuming than more forml met ods..

E. Application of Criteria for Selecting Independent Study Method

'

1. Are lower cognitiveand problem-solving skills soug ?

2. Is indoendent study method' suitable to learnersr ilitiesf

3. js independent study method adaptable to t eacher's
persona.lity and style?,

4. Is rat.io of teacher input to student learning accept ble?

J
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OBJECTIVESr CONTENT

6.3 Demonstrate the ability
Nto prepare a plan for
'setting op an independent
.study eject . '

4

F. _Preparation an Independent Study
. ,

/

1, Help stmdent.to4

i

A

2 .'

a Identify, objectives.
b. Identify available re
'c. Develop a methoddlOgy
d. Set up a periodic adv
e. 'irstablisha reporting
f. Establish an evaluali

Assess results 'of the ind

e

sources.
F

for - achieving objectives.

isement schedule.
procedure. -

on prbcgdure.,

Ai',
ependent project.

,1

4

o
, 1, ...

, 4,
V

II

iro

)199,
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D. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. 'Plan a unit of.instruction for a specific allied, health course:.
.

.
-1,,

a. Define specifid' comgeterscl-based objectives S
b. Definecontent for the unit .

.

c. Identify' specific methods of instruction,
-d. -identify,student activities -.' ,

e. Develop a biblitigrapt4 for the unit. '-',-.-

f. Identify, length of unit .

--A'
, . d-

2. .C-reate at least two one- plans for the above unit-:
...., .

. ,

a. 'Define- specific subcompe5ency-based.objecavei,
b. Define specific content .

'c. Identify spetific Method of instruction ,
.

d: ldentifi-student'actrtities
e., Identify references - , ,

, .

1. In a microteaching laboratory, present tbree'10-minute laborato'ry
. . presentations, demonstrating mastery of the identified microteaching

skills. ': . (
.

- ,
. A., . 'IV. ..

4. In a'microteaOing laboratory, present one 10-minute laboratory .411r
presentation, demonstrating mastery of the - skills needed to lead

. ,

ve 1
,

a gtoup disdussion. ' . .
. .

a

5. In a v2croteaching 1 , demonstrate onepsychomotor.skillab6010111501

'REQUIRED READINGS 4F

410.

Attert, Dwight, eg:alt Mrcroteaching Skiti .(pamphlets). Washington, D.C.:
General Learnir41 Corporation, 1969'.

Banathy, Bela. Instructional SystelAs. Belmont,
1968.7 '

1.: Fearon

Cohen; Arthdr: .06jectives,for College Courses. Beverly' Hills, Cal..
dlencoe-Press, 1970. f .1. .0

.

. F. 'SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY- ,

. .
. .

Aften, Dwight, and Ryan, Kevin.. Mhproteaching. New York: Addison-Wesley '
'- , -Publishing Company, 1969. C .

, -
..

Describes the concept of breaking.teaching down into coMpdnent
parts and then provides the reader with detailed descriptions of
how to develop a...training programthat'Aises microteaching.

iof

I
..

t..
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Allen,.Dwight, et al. Microteaching Skills (pa phlets) .

Washington, D.C.:. General Learning Corpoca ion, 1969.

A series of pamphlets with accompanying,triggtr films to be used
as structured laboratory experiences. Th pamphlets provide an
in-depth analysis of each microteaching kill, a discussion of
relevant learning_ theories,eand suggeste trainiha0d evaluation
protocols.

Banathy, Bela. Instructional Systems: -Belmont, Cal.: Fearon.Isublishers,
1968. I

:....1"

11
A concise and logi 1 presentation of the merits oemploying
tht systems approac

! of'employing
instruction.. Suggestions for basiv.

,

design and implementation of the systems approach are incitded.

Cohen, Arthur. 011'ectives for College Courses. Beverly Hills, Cal.:
Glencoe Press, 1970. .

A good introduction to written objectives for college courses.
This presentation includes a useful discussion of the rationale ,

for employing objectives at the college level.

G. GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY /
Allen, Dwighttdond Ryan, Kevin. 'Microteaching. New York Addl.:son-Wesley

Publishinitompany, 1969. ,
.

All n, Dwight W., et al. Microteaching Skills (pamphlets). '

Washington, D.C.: General Learning Corporation., 1969.

Banathy, Instructional Sptems. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon Publishers,
1968.

. ,

Cohen, Arthur M. Dateline '79: . Heretical Concepts for the Community
College. Beverly Cal.: Glencoe Press, 13-65.

Cohen, Arthur M. Objectives for CeVege Courses. Beverly Hills, Cal.
Glencoe Press, 1970.

/.

Cohen, Arthur M. and 'Brewer, Florence B. Confronting Identity: The
Community College Instructor. ,Englewood ClIffs,34.J.: Prentice-Hall,__.___,_
1972. . * J

'A ''' ,

DeCeccoe Jahn P. The ::sdholo4y of Learnin and Instruction: Educational
Psychology. Engle d CliffsTN.J.. Prentice:POT71T68.

. .

Dubin, Robert, and Taveggia, Thomas C. The Teaching-Learning Paradox:,.
Eugene, Ore.: Center for the Advanced Study Of Eductional,
Adminiitratiom, 1968.

.. t

Eisele, Jades E.' Computer Assisted Planning in Curriculum and Instruction.
. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Educational Technology Pub ications, 1971.

15)
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_Dagne Robert, M. The Conditioniof Learning. New York: Holt,

l '

R ehart and.Winstdr7-W77-
.

.

k
Gronl d, NOrman. Stating Behavioral Objectives for Classroom

.t Instruction. London: Collier-Macmillan Company, 1970.
V A

Hilgrad, Ernest R., and Bower; Gordon 11. Theories of Learning. New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts; 1966. 4

Johnson, David Was Reaching Out. Englewood. Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice -Hall,
1972.

Johnson, Stuart R., and Johnson,. Rita B. Developing IndiVidbalize44-
Instructional Material. Palo Alto, Cal.: Westinghouse Learning
Corporation, 1970.

Kemp, Jerrold E. Instructional Design. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon
Publishers, 1971.

KrithwohJ, David, et alt' Taxonomy of Educational, Ob'ectives, Handbook II:
The Affective Domain. New York: David McKay Company, -1970.

l'.°.4..
Laft, Joseph.

(up
Process: An Introduction. Palo Alto, Cal.:

Nations Press Books, 1970.

I.

Lerancols, Guy. Psychology for Teaching. Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth
Publishing Company, 1972 .:

Lysaught, Jerome P# ed. Individualized Instruction in Medical Education.
'Rochester, N.Y.: The Rochalter Clearinghouse, University of Rochester,
1968.

Mager Robert F. Goal Anal. sis. Belmont, Cal.: Fearon Publishers, 1972.

Mader, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto, Cal.:'
Fearon Publishers, 1962.

r
A. if

Millert_George E., et al. Teachin 'and Learning in Medical School.
,

',...,Ciibridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1972.

Postlethwait, S., et al. The'Audio-tutorial Approach to Learning.
Minneapolis: Burgess Publiihing Company, 1972. '

Postman, Neil, and Weingartner, Charles. Teachingas a Subversive
Activity. New York: Dell Publishing Co., Delta Books, 1969.

Roueche, John E. and.Herrscher, Barton R. Toward Instructional
Accountability. Palo Alto, Cal:: yestinghouse Learning Press, 1973.

Roueche, John E. and Pitman, John. ;AModest Proposal; Students Can Learn
San Francisco: ,Jossey-Bass, 1971.

.4

Skinner, B. F. The Ia6notogy of Teaching. New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts4968.
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Tayroll Harold. How To Change Colleges. New York: Holt,'Rinehart.and

and Winfton, 4
,

971. ' . '
.

Travest ioberi N.W. ed. _Second H.:ridbook of Research on Teaching..

Chicago° 'Rend AcNally, 1973.

tt 0

.

Pertinent Professional Journals :14
(

`,,, Al I iedAel th ;Trends.,____,

AmerLfan Education AI

abcatiodal Technology

Colle-ge,.and 'University Teaching,

4puhal-af Medical Education

Journa;%N Teacher Education

1

Junior College ,Journal

Phi De /ta Kappan-

Proles(ronal journals for allied health professions
. .
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USE OF INAUCT I 0NAL MEDIA ,

OVEFWIEW

Cutrent theories of learning and instruction take into account
the potential of instructional media presentations in the teaching-.
learning profess. Increasing enrollments,,i 'shortage of adequate'
clinical facilities, new kinds of studenti to be served, and the very
nature ofthe subject matter of the sundry allied health disciplines

.

also motivate use of the newer approaches to instruction.
t

This module focuses on participants' understanding the.decision-
# making considerations involved in selection of appropriate instructional

media packages, becoming familiar with the media, resources available,
and producing functional media packages,suitable-for cl-assroolm'use.

Prerequisite Modules: Systematic Approach to the Teaching- Learning
Communication System ''

B. COMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, participants will be able, 6:

1.0 Discuss the concept of,learning through use of,
media presentations,

2.0 identify and discuss tte commoo types of instr ctional
-media presentations . --

3.0 Identify the major resources available for securing
media presentations - ..

4.0 -Define the criteria for selection' of an appropriate"'
.

medium : - _
.

-5.0 Demonstrate efficient operation of the major' types A
of media equipment used in the daily instructional
profess

6.0 List the elements of a production planning.model and.
demonstrate the ability to prepare a production plan

7.0 Demonstrate the ability to produce selected media
packages'

/
154
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C. SUBCOMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT

OBJECTIVES CONTENT

L.;

1.0 Discuss the concept of
learning through ,use of

media presenfattons-

1.1 Discuss e major uses
/ of instructional

media' presentations

. .

1.2 Discuss the theory that

f'
has been developed from
researchon various

:Aypes of media
presentations

I

Introduction td Instructional Media Presentations

A. Definition (Instructional Resourpes in Which Course Content
Has Been Repreiented by a Mechanical orElearical
Means in a Predetermined SeqdTtce that Can Be.:
Repeated To bring About a Desired Change in

{Behavior) , ,

B. Concept, of Hardware and Software

C.' Mein UseS of Media Presentations

1. Supplement to primary presentation

,

2. ,Primary means of instruction
'1

1, ,

D. General T6eory.on Types of Media Presentations .

G ; ---

. '..Y

1." 16mm and 8mm teaching films can7increase learner acquisition '; 1
.of information #nd skills. ,

. ...

. .

' 2. Well-planned graphic materials -- including char't's, 'diagrams; '

. graphs, pictures,'etcr-promote greater conceptualiation
and understandlngLthan that usually gainecl-through verbalt
narration. .

a .

3. Carefully selected audio materials have been found to
'significantly help studepts achieve learning goals..

I.

'

y. Systematic classroom use of instructicKatelevision can.

. significantly increase learning.'
.

5. Carefully planned projected still Images..-including slides -

and filmstrip6--have been found to.significantly increase
ertlearning, particularlyw accompanied by verbal narration.

I
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,OBJECTIVES- CONTENT

.rt '
a%

1.3 identify the general
learning concepts and
principles ,that re

revan t t6 the use of
media presentations

20'1

Programr*,,instruct i on,, '4hen ,experienced Irk. students6.
--___

compatible with the 8enirds of the process, has produced
significant t and acceler ed learn i ng° outcomes .

. '
7. Individualized learning modules can be:Cevised'which '

permit yearnert to proceed at their own pace and to °

learn Significantly more. inforiltion through self-tutofial
involvement* than they' would leaSi. if they were bound _to

TCe
.

>1----ep Ai pace of large-group' instruction.
. .

Genera Learning Tenets Important to Media Presentations
I,

J

1. Motivation of this learner -

2.

3.

4.

6.

6

a. Uniqueness of learner tensidered
b. PerceptiOn as foundation of learning-,

Concept of 'relevency in ietirning

,

Organizational factors

.0articipat)on and practice by 'he learner
, -

Repetition and variation of i and strategies

Ippropriateness of p resen tat I dri,

1

7. Clarity, relevance, effectiven

a. Media use for repetition
b.; Media use-for clarification

&Indium

ges

8. Teaching for transfer

s. Learning,Ird behavior. change
b: \Media.and "creativeleing

-k

...



OBJECTIVES

'
CONTENT

(2.0w Identify and discuss the
common types pf instructional-
media presentations

2.1 Discust,still-prOjection
presentations as a
medium

205 .

S

. Prompt reporting of results
4

a: Use of teaching machines for immediate reinforcement
b. Principles from field of behaviorism

II.- Coancn :types of Instructional Media Presentations

A. Still-Projecti4A Presentations

1. Types

a. Overhead transparenOles
b. Slides and filmstrips

2. Research on still pictures

a. Still pictures stimulati student interest.
b. Propeoly selected and adapted, pictures help readers

understand and remember the content of accompanying
rental materials.,

4
c. Simple line drawings can, be more effective as

formation transmitters than either shaded drawings
diVrealistic drawings;" fully realistic pictures flood
the viewer with visual information and are thus less
effective as learning stimuli than simplied pictures ?
or drawings..

d. Color in pictures may pose a problem.

I. Color in pictures may not enhance teaching and
learning.

it. If used, color should be realistic, not lust
random decollation.

ill. If what is taught involves color concepts,
pictures in realistic color are preferred.

I.
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e. When concepts involve tion, a'single still picture
is likely to be less of ctive than a motionlpicture
film of the.same action but a-sequence of still
pictures might reduce f>jooding by too 'rapid a film

picturl
clari y

of live action.

cf

f": Verbal and /or symbolic ueing of stil
through use df prr S r other marks ca

. the message. , /
k

,

3. Selection9f still projection

a.

b.

c.

d.

Generally not suitable if motion coneeffrar required
Suitable where step-by-step developments acc rding to
a fixed logical progression need to be presented
Suitable Where visual ideas'must be communicated
Suitable if brief written cyes are needed to organize
learning

1. Statements capobjectives
ii. Recap of important points made during lecture

4. Overhead transparencies

a. Uses

.

i. To pro
1i. As sub

b. Advantages

i. Allow'.

it. PreseA
, segue

Are h
iv. Are a
v: Are s

vi.

ectl.words, pictures, diagrams, flow charts
tityte for a blackboard

eaCher to face clats
information in systematic step-by-step
s

,

.

ly fleMible
ys under the control of the instructor
ted for planned repetiti,9n-and'review
only limited planning,
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- , vii. Can be prepared by a Variety of inexpensive methods
viii, Provides more stimuli than a blackboard in terms

of color, images, pictures
le Are particularly -useful -with' large groups

Disadvantages .0

( i. Requires special equipment, facilities, and
skikis,for more advanced-preparation Methods
Are unsuited to long narrative visuals

5. Slides and filmstrips

.

a. Uses 4

i.' To Illustrate and develop concepts through use of
concrete pictures presented sequentially

. ii. To tell a story
iii. To illustrate somethipg.that cannot be brought

-into classroom

4
b. Advantages

i. Are inexpensive to make and use
ii. Can be. paced to suit learner

.

'lit: Result in Colorful, realistic reproductions
, of original subjects Y -.. .

iv. Aweasily revised and updated
v. Are-easily handledhend stdree

vi. '...gitil*ze any 35mm camera

744. Can be combined with narrative tape for greater
effectiveness Iv

c. Dipdvantages V

. . ., .

1. Require some.skill in photograpby ,

Li.. Require- special, equipment, for close-up

photographV and copying
iii. Can get out of sequence if handled improperly

.
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,. 2.2 Discuss a otlpe
present ions as a

ty. medium
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1 s-

Al.

4

4
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:CONTENT

B. Apdiotape Presentations

1. Types of audiotapes
-r

a. . Reel-to-reel

b. Cassette

Pox

SI

2.. Res'ar-ch on audiotape presentations
? '

a. It has been found that audiotape presentations by
themselves can be effective as a means of learning.

b. Audio-cueing is important in-conjunction with Visuals.
Some verbalization is better than non, altOugh no
optimum amount has been ideptified, -

c. A visual message is often ambiguous and subject to
personal interpretation; the use of words'is ofter
essential for clarification.

3. Uses

a. To store and .retrieve information
b. Alone as a supplement or with other media as the

prime means of instruction

4. Advantages

a. Are easy to preparewith regular tape recorders
b. Require easy-to-use equipment -
c. 'Are inexpensive
d. Can store speeches or lecture for use at a later_ date
eN Can be used to provide verbal narration in conjunction

witkother media

5. Disadvantages

p. May be overused
b. Provide only one stimulus for learning'

IV
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2.3 Ditiuss motion films as
medium

Of

- 4 '

tf.

fi

Ti
C. Motion Films

1. Types

a. 16mm film
,b. 8mm film
c. Videotape.

2: Research on motion'fliml
. -

i. Films may be,used'as the sole means of teaching
certain factual materials or performance skills.

b. Built-in viewer-participation activities:and planned
repetition of key points seem'to produce greater .
learning. ,

c. Learning may be increased by providing 4erbal
introduction' to the film and by.stattng the. purpose
of the film and the importance of the showing. !
Learning can also be increased ty repeated showings
of the-film, as well as byspretesting and posvesting.,

d. One showing of film that-demonstrales a comple
4

-. skillis unlikely tote sufficient. Repeat s s'

are recommended especially if studepcaer practi
the skill on the spptand'reTer repeatedly to the

/

film. .

e. NOtes should not be taken during the film. ,

.

f. Motion IA films appears to improtAk the, types of

learning that Involve tpeed, action: and reaction;
changinj viewpoints; and progressive changes.

:
,

3. 'Uses.

-
1

,..

a.. To introduce and illuitrgtitconcept .4S1
b; ',To illustrate procedures and activities that

involve motion ; . .

c. To provide an overview of a subject t.

21 7
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a

2:4 Qlscuss programmed learning
as a medium ,

:7.

.5

4: Advantages

a. Incorporate sound and picture in one package;.
can facilitate total learner involvement'

'b. Can be use\I as a supplement or can play a
'prjmaty role in instruction

C. Are useful with individuals, as well as groups of
all ;ins

d. Ensure a smooth flowing presentation of subject
e.. Can be'recorded for playback when guest lecturers an4

experts are unavailable
fi Mat students and teachers to view themselves and

critique their 06 performances
g. Can be low in.cost and easy to 'use in cartridge form

(e.g., Super-8 filMs)

5. Disadvantages

a. Cinbe..expensive to prepare in terms of time;
equipment, materials, and services'

b. Require careful planning and skill in production
c. Are shown at a set pace, and no time for student

questions ',

d. May quickly become obsolete'in content

D. Programmedlearning

Typ4

a. Printed tett
b.-- :Computer format

2. Research on programmed learning

a. Reseatch does not show that programmed learning
teaches more quickly than teachers, but students
can successfully use, it.
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b. Programmed learning, becaue of its small sequential
steps, reduces vudent errors during the learning process.

c. A learning program tends to level the differences in
learning capacities among students.

d. Individual learning time for completion of a learning
program may vary considerably since students work at
their own speeds.

e. Predicting indiyidual student success may be harder
with'prcigeammed learning, becauselslow learner' may
perform better on programmed material than would have
been antrapatdd.

f. Programmed learning may increase the student's motivation
to learn because it can provide immediate knowledge of
success. f OF

Uses

a. Programmed learn)ng usually works best with lower, ,

cognitive learning objectives for acquiring cognitive
.knowledge of pro educes.

b. Computer assisted instruction is particOlarly approprlatec,
- for game simulation and problem-solving approaches

to learning.
c.4"..1qogrammed learning is best used in conjunction,with

other methods of instruction (e.g., other audi -tutorial
instructional packages, crassroom presentation , etc.)

4. AdAtages

.a. Can save the learner time
b. Can save the teacher time
c. Allowsmaterial to be presenead to each student in

small steps
d. Allows4or orderly presentation of material
e. Reduces student errors during the learning process
f. Allowsstudents to actively respond to material
-1

221
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3.0 Identify the major" resources

available for securing media
presentations

2°

st.

g. -Facilitates immediate feedback
h. Allows the Student to proceed at own rate of speed
i. Allowsstudent to evaluate own learning
j. Allows instructor to gapge learning progress
k. Can allow for updating more easily than printeepages

(e.g., computer-assisted instruction)
l. Kee answers hidden until the,student chooses an answer;

' preline cheating
m. Can store large amounts of information efficiently

5. Disadvantages

a. Some programs, especially those organized linearly,
tend to be dull. -

b. Learning programs take a-great deal of teacher time
to plan and implement. They are also time- consuming g---

-_,_--

to field-,test.

c. The ethical concern of dehumanizing the learning process
may need to be considered.

d. Computer-assisted instruction is very costly; at
least initially.

e. Computer-assisted ioptruction requires skilled computer
technicians to develop programs and operate equipment.

f. poimputer time for instruction may be haid to get If
institutional computers are overtaxed.

g.- Students may havt a difficult time adapting to programmed
leariiing-if they are used .to learning in other days.

III. Available Resources for Medii Presentations

A. Examples of Federal Sources
4

1. National Medical Audio-visual Center
National Library of,Medicine
NMAC Annex
2111 Bridge Road, Ni
Atlant , Georgia 30324

O
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2. Central Office Fill Library
Veterans Administration
Vermont Avenue and N--Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20025

3. Medical film Library
Naval Medidal School -

fltailonal Naval Medical Center

Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

r r

,B. Examplies'of State Sources

+ .

..

1.

..

Office ofPublic Health Education
Now York State Department of Health
84 Holland Avenue . a

Albany, NOW York 12208

2. Educational Recordings LibrUry
State University of New York
$9 Washington Street
Albany, New York 12201 .

C. Examples of Protisslon'a4;Qtociations,

rican Hospital Association Film Library
East 23rd Street

New York,'New York 10010

2. llmeric Asiociation
`535 North Dearborn Stieet
Chieagd, Illinois 60610

3. ANA-NLN Fielibrary
National L ague for Nursing
10. Columbus Circle

New York, New York, 10019

J
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D. .Exailsplelof National Association's

1. -Amisicah Cancer Socrety
219 East' 42nd Street It
Nbw York,: N4wgork 10017 .

NAkional Headqu2rters
American Nationai Rbd Cross
18th apd D Streets, NW.

Washington, D.C.
*20006 ,

.

Examples'of Educational AssociafTons

1. Audio4is4t teker, Iridrana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

110'

2. Audio, Visual Center, film Obrary
University of.Kentus
Reynolds Bldg.
Lexington, Ky. 405

/

E.

3. Nivm Distribution SupervisOr:'
Drvislom of MotTon Pisiures
Ohio State Uniyerstty
'885 Nell Avenue--...
Columbus, Ohio 43210

F. Examples of ComMerical Azations

1. Eastman Kodak Film L ary
343 State Street,

.Rochester,-New York 14608

McGraw-Nil-1 Book Company .
.

s.2. Text flgvipivikio . -

30 We-it 42nd Street
alk_

`New York; New.York . 10036 '77
. .

. ., .

AP ''
1,

ersossie

4M1

-
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4.0 :Define the criteria for .

selection of an appropriate
medium

ti

228

., .

Trainextorporation
P.O. Box 16,

.( Garden Grove, California 92642

IV. Crjteria for Selection ofan Appropriate'Hedium
-

im;

A. Medium Should Be Appropriate to insitructiOnal Objecties

1. Cognitive objectives

2. Psychomotor objectives

3. Affectiveobjectives

B. MedimM Should Be in Accord with Learning Theory

1.- Should present a stimulus.(basic knowledge)

2. Should direct the learner's attention

3. Should provide a model of expected performance

4. Should furnish external prompting,

Should'gUide direction of learner'smthinkini

6, Should induce learning transfer

7. Should assess learning outcomes

8. Should provide feedback

C. Medium Should Be Adapted to the Capacity of the Learner

1. Should be adajited to learning levels of students

2. Should be adapted to prior background of students

t.!

A

2;*
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1

4 4

5.0 Demonstrate effective
operation ofthe major types
of media equipMent used.in
the,dally instructional
process

2

D. Instructional Materials Should Be Stimulating

1. Should utilize a number of stimuli for learning
.11>-

2. Should not-beboring

3. Should involve the learner actively through tests and
general responses

E. Mediu*Should Be instructionallyEfficient and Effective

1. ShOuld organizematerial into togent learning sequences

2. Mould be evaluated to detertm whether objectives of
the presentations are met

ob,3. Seouldutiltze the formatestablished for the medium
4 .11

V. Operation ofiEqUipment,

0

mm Slfde Projector

B. 16nIT Motion- Picture Orpjector.

C. 8mm Motion-picture Projector

D. Filmstrip Projector
,
E. Tape Recorder -

F. -Videotape Recorder

0

G. Overhead Projettor

R. 35mm Camera

I. 8 Mm Camera

J. BmM.Single -loop Projector

..

.-

fib
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6.0 ,List the elements of a'
production planning model

and demonstrate the
ability to prepare a

production plan

VI. Planning Model- - Selection, Production, and Use of
Instructional Media Presentations

.4

A. Assess Entering Behavior of Learners

B. Define, Instructional Objectives
.

C. IdgatifyaTypes'o.f Objectives Seteeted

.1. Cognitive objectives'

2. Psychomotor objectives

3 Affective objectives

Develop Contint from Objectives

E. Determine Possible Channels of Comma !cation Based
identified Objectives and Content

F. Assemble a List of Media that Might Satisfy the'^qufremen

for E

,V

Use criteria for selection of,,appropriate mediUM (ref r to IV).

2. Delete any
and convey

3.)Delete any
Students.

media that will not adequately achieve objectives
content material.

//

media that are unlikelj, to suit your tr4it /

.
i

G. Search for a Media Presentation Appropriate to 40jeetives
I
and

Content that Is A.Ailable through Other Resources ((Refer to (,II);

' If No Appropriate, Media Presentation Is Available,, Determine
Whether Producing Your Own Media Package a`Feasible...

7
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0

234

AN,

H. Procedures for Obta4*4.ng
Media Presentations

I. If an appropriate media presentation is available
for sale or rent,

a. Aptain a review of it.
be/Preview it to determine if the presentation

-i-s appropriate for student learning.
.c. Present it isclass.

i. Clearly state the objectives.
ii. Allow for a playback either in class,or on

an independent basis.
Hi. Evaluate the effectiveness of 'the media

presentation by assessing student learning.

2. If producing own instructional media presenta66b
becomes necessary,

a. Estimate 'cost and plan a production schedule/ 11
b. Plan the media presentation.

1., Outline it on storyboards.
`ii. Be sure objectives are specifically stated

and can be aEhieved trough the media presentation.
ill. Develop script.

a. Be brief.
b. .Write simply.
c.. Don't be too technical.

Re4ise as often as necessary.
e. ,Make sure script has an opening, a body,

and a conclusion.

4

'235
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4

7.0 Demonstrate the ability .

to produce selected
media packages

7.1 Demonstrite the ability
to make a variety of
types bf overhead
transparencies

236

/7.

a-

iv Determine graphics needed.

v. Plan for and obtain sets and props.

vi. If using a studio, determine lighting,
space considerations, etc., that will

affect the quality of the production.

c. Produce the presentation after rehearsing
it several times if possible.

d. Present final product to .learners.

e. -Evaluate thf effectiveness Of the media presentati n.

i. Allow learners to respond Te4arding

its" effectiveness.

ii. Evaluate the effectiveness of the media

-- presentation--by assessing student learning.

f. If necessary, revise the presentation'-vedia.

,

VII'. roduction of Media tackages

A. Overhead Transparencies

1. Planning and'prepaLation

1

237
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11.

44.

7.2 Demonstrate ace
ability .to make a

slidetape preserftetion

a

7

r

a. Determine bjectives and content that should be
illustrate --concepts, statistics, charts;'et4,

b. Prepare or btaln transparenties.

i. Handmade, hand sketche using self-adhestve
letters and symbols

Thermofax--Infrared proceic.copy116 from an
,original with carbon bate either sketch or from
printed materials
Diazo - -usi ultravioYet light and ammonia vapor

iv. PIcture/11411rprocess=-with'ink from the original
4. 'transferred to the acetate5,.

2. Operation of,overheid projector

3. Considerat,lons in-pliod4tImg transparencies

a. Keep transparencies clear and simple.
b. Make-sure content details are accurate.
c. Determine whatever overlays should be utili5 zed.
d Decide if and how col& should be used.-
e. Make lettering large enough to be read

(1/4 inch to 3/8 indels minimum size).

B. Slidetape Presentations,-

(1. Planning and preparation . --I.

---i. Follow planning model presented in VI
.

,46..lb-b. Prepare spdetape

i. Prepare storyboard visuals and if a udio is
to be used, plan rough script.. "

Ii. Take photographs for slides after careful planning.
lit. Prepare script by following Identified objectives.

and content; be brief and spetific
iv. Narrate script id synchronize-slidei-with tape.

5

g39
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7.4 Demonstrate the ability.
'to develop a videotape
presentation'

az e

CONTENT'

$ '

st

0

4 *
,e)

at.

O

2. Operation of equipment ,

a. 35mm camera ,

--b. S 1 i de strojectOr

C. Tallie recorder (with synchronization capability)

1 -3. Cbnsiderations ..in producing slidetape

1 4. At _z,-
a. Keep-slides (onevidea,.onerpicture); each slide

should add to, student's knowledge of.the,subjej04,,
b. Avoid clutter;.remove unnecessary'elements without .''

ddestroying the.main idea. . .

. .c. .Ouplicatq kmpprtant siddes fore they get lost or
damaged. .

d. Db not let personal.familtar ti with /he subject
matter cause presentation t be cut short;'if this happens.
stud nts will have insufficient backgrOUnd. ; ,e

e. Make titles.shoet enough-to be read in the time they
will.be shown,

f. arrationshould clearly introduce the objectives 4 i
the beginning and summarize them near the end.

_ g. Be sure to repeat important lipants. , ,

h. Provide for learner involvenek through use of a '*4 p0Oltest, posttest, and-itudent responses.
IP. u

P.

C. Videotape Presentations

. _a .

1. Planning and Preparation,- t

' a. Follow planniquirotoce3Aell"
b. Prepare videotik presalption.

.
.

4

With storyboards caret illy plan v
Plah'Carefully for sets, props, 1

camera pos I s.
aokir4 m

411i Rehearse ctioapeeveral flmcs
% and to ace in whqt.her prisenta

"objectives.

. 4111
.4§

,
.!

Isuals and script. "j
ighting, gitephlas;

to remove flaws--
tion ackleves
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0,

a

.

'10

2. Operation of equipment
- .

3..

A
a. Video camera
b. Recorder, Monitor

i. Insert electromagnetic tap.
Make proper connections between camera, monitor,
and recorder;

, 4
Considerations ,i n, producing videotapes

a. State objectives clearly.; repeat important points.;
b. Invo4ve learners through a pretest, posttest, and

responses 'such as actually trying a procedure while
watching it on videotape. ,

e. Maintain.a ratio of 314 (height.%width) in all graptliCs.
d. Be conterned about the length of the presentation; a

long one can be.poring.
e. -Be creative; try to vary visual stimuli in.order to

keep/student interest.

{

4

4.

4

4

14:

VIM

N'
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D. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. In a media laboratoi-y, intopOt,with a small group to Man
and produde:

s
- ,

.a. A 5710minute 35mm slidetape presentatron*
. b: A 5-10 minute videotape presentation -

. 1
. , -

ik '

The above'productjons Mould relate to cognitive, psychomotor, or
affective areas of knowledge in the 'allied health fieldi or, in '.

..
.

the teaching of these 'disciplines.
) (

.
. . ,;,

2. `For the above productions,'Wotk with your group to'present a
- rationale for its use and selection of the medium. -The presentation

should'include: * _ . . , #..,.....

,. .

.

a. A statement of the, teaching situation in which th;.eroduction
. - .

Is to be used .

b: .Identification of speCific competency-based objectives
achieved in the protuction 4* I

. c....DisCussion of ttecspec4it content covered in thp production
d. Jdentification of the pOStible types of media that might

be used to produce apresektation,covering the competency-based.
objectifies and subject matter lir

A
,.

e. Justify the medium that was selEned and identify the
advantages arid hisadvantages. of- its use

3. In the media laboratory, develop overhead transparencies related
to an alliqd health ditcipline and appropriate for Classroom use. .

This assignment should include preparation of
a

. At least three overhead transparencies with various overlay.
foimap .

. At least-two Thermofax transparencies

E. SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Brown, Ja s; Lewis, Richards and Harcieroad, Fred. AV Instruction.
4 Pittsb rgh, Pa.: American Institute for Research,- 1967.

-

A valuable basic overeew of the use of audiovisual materials in
the classrPom. It presents the ma)or'medla pnd Is helpfol'in
describing the.atIvantages and disadvantages of each.

, ,

DeCecOo, John 4). The Psychbrogif;of Learnin and Instruction:'.' Educational

Psychelog?.- EniVmoad;Clifft, N. .: frenticeglitT7W.
%.

,

An e*celleht, compre6ensi4 text on ihe,psychology of the.teaching-
learningprocess., Curqant concepts of 044Aatipnal technology are
clearly supported from tthe reseerch literature. A systems approach
to inetruction 1.s the main focus and provides a helpful framework for
the theory of audiovitual medii.
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\hv'Gagne, Robert M. The Conditions of Lea ng. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, IRK,

Describes conditions oflearning, which have been widely accepted
by aucators. The eight types' of learning Cut across the traditional ,

,learning.theories and ar!e helpful,Ininitructional planning and
decision-making for use of media presentations.

Gerlach,- Vernon S., sand Ely, Donald P. Teaching.and Media: A Systematic
Approach. Englewood Cliffvi Myr.) PrenticeHall, 1971. rl

Oriented. to elemehtaey and secondary school 1pachPng The systems
,,,ylannrng procest Ts generally well described, Also the decision- .

makingprocess for the selection of appropriate media fbr'specific

,,,
learning situations it:helpful.,, - ,

. .
, .

Hilgaid, Ernett R.,-and Bower, Gordon, H. Theories of Learning. New\
. York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1966. ,

. ,

e e

A classic text in learning theory. It is mosihelpful.in providing
a dieoretical model for the use of media in instruction.

Kem0,...ierrold. Planning andWoClucing Audio-VisAal Materials-, Scranton,
,

Pa.: ChamdierPublishing Company,-1968. N .

. .

.
' t 1 %, 4" . -.

An excellent ,book .f hoW.to plan, mike, And display
audiovisual materials in the ,clatsroom. The hands -On apprpach to -

f developing, teaching materiel is Rtipful Yo'r struspiring teacher-
'made media Tabs. The chapters on trdiovisual theoryandplanning

1are also helpful: ... . ...
.,.

. " . . .
. p 8Raintreei-Derek: Basically Branching: .A Handbook for r r s.

London: MacDonald and .Co. Publ ishers7 1916= . .

.
.- ., . .

Helpful in providing a basicknOWledge of and.gUidance in preparing .

programed instruction. ''.

. `- .,.,

Wittich, Molter; and.SChualer, Charles. instru4onal Technojogy: Its
Nature and Use. New York: irpOr' bliihers,s adw Pu t973.

........... ,
,. t ..

A good basic teitt in the use of instryctional-tecknology in the
classrook. it contains Ouch. Information on audicivisual media,ajthough
some of the information is more appropriate.. for elerehtarY and
secondary educatibn thari for higher education:4 1" V .,

t 4/6.4 .4...-. ,.w ' l 4

of
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EVALUATION OF CIOSROOM,LEARNING'

A. OVERVIEW

. . . ,

Evaluation of classroomJearning is .a continuous process, enjoyed
by, faculty menibers as well as students. Effective-evaluation leads -

to improyement in teaching, learning and ultimately the entire curriculum.
Classroom evaluation is concerned with assessing thf behavioratchanges
in students as a result of the instructional sequence. ' /

',-)41
,

This module is designed for allied health practitioners who are
concerned with -classroom evaluation.' It focuses on the philosophy
of.evaluation ,a conceptual framework for plapning evaluations and
analysis of the.process of evaluation. This Module explores compohents .-

of classroom evaluation such' as construction of appropriate assessment
nStrumeritOased on an analysis of identified" competencies, analysis

o various types of classroom instrumerms in uding computer-scored
'teacher-made tests, basic statistical concepts essary to interpret
teacher -made- tests, and the development of a ration le for traditional.
and nontraditional forms of grading.

.. . ,'

,Prerequisite Modult: Systematic Approach to the Teaching-Learning Process
. Evaluation System ,
B.

t
COMPETENCY- BASED. OBJECTIVES

Upon the concussion of this module, participants 4111 be able to:

1.6 Dtscuss,the'role of evaluation in .the letructfonai process

2.0 Refine the twes of objective test it

3.0 Define the types of subjective test items-- .0
4.0 Describe the components Of e good assesspent instrument

5:0, Discuss the value of item analysis and conduct an'iteM analysis

6.0 DeScribe the assessment olann4Ag process and plan a test,
using. the process

7.0 Describeways in whTch raw scoresean be ordered for ease
of inspection and presentation r

8.0 Discuss the philosophy and apprRaches to reporting data

9.0 Ditcuss the implications foreltering the teaching - learning
process by us ng assessment procedures

4

180.
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C.,:t1.141COMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT
*,

OBJECTIVES

1.0 Discuss the role of evaluation
in the instructional process

'TA List tie purposes of
classroom evaluation

1.

1.2 Distingoish between
measurement, Assessment,
and evaluation

250

111

CONTENT- ,

1. Introduction to the Evaluation System

A. Components of the System

1. Valuation'

2. Assessment

3.40ImplemeritatiO4 i r
.7.,

4 5

B. Purposqs of Classmop4Evaluation b

1. To pinpoint studentstrengths,and weaknesses

1 . W
2. To impiove the,teachingtlearning process

A-
3. to motivatestiidents

, , #
.

4. To provide students with psychological security

5 To help improve teacher effectiveniss
4

t

6. To ensure credibilify,with outside agencies and organizaAions

, . . g

7 To provide a basis iorAeOrting student progress

C.' Differences between Measurement, Assessment, and Evaluation

* .

1. Measurement is the process used to identify the quantified
representative e4frait. For example, a est score is

.
. iiA measurement. tft

,

2. AsSessment is the process used to collect an yze the data.'
. .

3. Evaluation is the process used.to analyze data in order'to
alter the P 4r

,..

,c4
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OBJECTIVES CONVENT'

Describe the
entering-behavior

. concepts useful for
planning and evaluating
instruction

25.,

4'

D, Definition of Entering Behavior (Describes the Cur-cent Status
of the Student's Knowledge and Skill in feference to a Ptanned
Future Status)

E. Four Concepts Related to Entering Behavior

1,- Readiness refers to prerequisite performances.

2. Maturation refers to biological growth.

Individual 'differences

The.measurid IQ is an important segment of individual
differencell However, if the teacher knOws a class
contains students of varying ability, he/she may opt
for different teaching methodologies.

a. 54441:e,f2otii Stolurow (1964)

Program I Results

Fractions ordered
consecutively so
students,could
antitipate which
fractions Would come next

Program II

Fractions presented in
-scrambled sequences .

4

Little reported differences
in scores between low- and
high-ability groups.

"

Results

Large differences between
groups. High-ability group
scored markedly better than-
the. low-ability group. .,

r-
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,

4
to

o

.0

1.

a

,

.5

*(4,
.Os; Define the tebs of objeCtive

tess items
0

e

I

254
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CON

'1, The easier program did'for the lowlibility grOU
what students i4i'the high-ability group c
for ;hems
Effre*

A
. ability' 11 produce achievement that has 0.0

errelation with intelligence.

instrUctipn for students of Tow mental

# 4A

. PersonalW
ft .

%. - .
. I

,1 ..

# a. A wide range oflpersonality-struceUres have beerOoropos

., ,--
I. Freudian behaviorls explained in terms of conscious

nsciO9s processes with occasional conflicts
erego, ego,'

_

H. OF is detennined by sell-concept;the
t,respond to the objective
how fie:she terceivetlhe
ehavios organized to preServe

/

I

O

and
among.

Individu does n
envifonme bdt
environme tt thui
'self -conce t)

Ili. Trait s c lo (. rsonality and thus behavior is
determine by- erNaf.trAlits, i.e., relatedness/
aloofncps, flexibilityl,rividilgil. independence/

0 Jdemps)
0

f; .

Type' of Objective Test. Items
I

A. Definition of ObjeclIfiloTest Item (One That6nle.Scored in
401:.'Such.a Way. That Judgment for,AltPrattical Purpodes (s Eliminated

WhentHe Correctness of a Studene,s Response is'Evhluated)

I

..:

B Types .
u ..e

.

s- ., ,

1. Supply-yPe.iterns

a. Short-answer
1: Completion-

.

1

4
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT

rr .

.6

2.1 Define and construct short-
. T .answer and completion items

and guidelines for writing

....

them

a

2.2 Define and construct true-
falselitems and gu.idelines
for writingttheal

.

4r

2. Selection-type items

a. True-iilie
b. Multipelphoice
c: Matalpg

C

C. ShortAnswer and Completion Items
#

C

1.- Guidelines for writing short-answer a completion iteml

. a:, Provide one correct Averthat is s rt and 'definite.
b. , Avoid reMoving statements verbatim,from textbooks.
c:. Avoid changing the statement until-its meaning is all

butt. lost
', d. Place blanks near qii end Of

beginning.-, .

-'.e,' Always indicate theiSFAts in

dexpresse.
.

2: Advalkages and disadvatitage*

_. --

a,. Minimize the likelihood of correct 9uessi.ni
b.' Are relatively easy to construl..i .

-

c:',Are difficult to score
. d. _Often demand only recall of information

...

statemetnot near the

which answer is to be

.

.D., Trug-fa 1,,se Items

lop 1. -Guideline& for writing true-fdl'ser items

a: Write statements that eretrue or false Without*
qualification.
Avoid using specific determiners.

c. Keep items relatively Short and restrietedto one idea.
d.- Besure the percentage of true or false, items is not

constant from test to test.

4,

25



OBJECTIVES

2.3; Define and construct
,multiple - Choice items

and guidelines,for
writing them

-40'

44

' I le

#

E. Multiple-Cftice Items

CONTENT 4

4 .

2. Advantages and Btsadvantages

a. Test a large amount of content In a small amount of time,
b. Are quick to score
c. Often test relatively unimportant pieces of informatiOn
d. Encodrage guessing
e., Are qften ambiguous

. Components and types allitems

k

1

' ...

b. Types: negativq,libltipre-response, incomplete-re:Mk',

11. Componerils: stem, dis actor or foil,, correct.ans
.

combined-response

2. G idel' es tAlelWriting multiple-choice items .

a. Selett plausible disraGtorst.
"b. Vary number of available options (at least three but

'(not more than five to increase rebdabillly).
c.. Be sure')ength is not related to tendency-to be
d. Put as_mUchlaformatI6n as possible in the stem.
ts- Be'grammatically consistent.
f. Minimrze use of negative express ons.

34-Advantages and disadvantages

a. Are versatile ,,

I.
b. Can test recall and complex prOblem So,ving
c.- Are quickly and, easily scored
d. Are - difficult to construct

C)

4

S.

cotrect,
. ,

L.

2.59\,
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OBJECTIVES
41e-

2.4 Define and construct
matching items and-
gilideJines for writing

them

3.0 Define the types of subjective
test items,

1

.

tt f

3.1 Define and construct
essay items:and
quidelines for

tt:
wriVng them

TENT

F. Matching Items_

1. Guidelines for writing watching items

a. Make lists as homOgeneous as possible.
b. _Write clear directions.
c. Arrange premises of respopses in, logical
d. Keep responses short.

2. Advantages and disadvantages

a. Much factual information can be tested tn short time.
b. GORd items are difficult to construct.

Order

III. Types of Subjective Test Items

A. Definition of Subjective Test Items-( A SUbjectiye Test Is One 11,
Which Demandva Response or Patarn of'ReSponses Such That the
Accuracy and Quality, Can-Be Judged OnlyBy a PerSOn Skilled and
Informed in the Subject)

4

B. Types

1. Essay items

Oral-txaT items

3. Take-home items

4, Lase-studies items

5. Laboratory-report items

0
C. 4say items

4
1.. Trype;

# a. Extended-response
b, Restricted-response

;

Ir
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dia OBJECTIVES b CONTENT

4.0 Describe the components of
a good assessment lotrument

4.1' Describe validity

I

-26e

2. Guidelines for using essay its

a. Adapt item to fit background of student. I

.6. Allow student enough time to ans r.

c. Score all papers anonymously.
d. Score test items one at a time.

.

e. Score content independently of writing style and grammar.
. Prepare a scoring key.

3. 'Advantages and disadvantages

a. Can measure both knowledge and complex achievement
. b. Can measure ability to organize response

c. Eliminates guessing
d. Items are relatively easy to construct
e. Scoring is difficult, time consuming and unreliably

IV. 'Components of a Good Assessment Instrument

111

A. Validity (Insrument Me?sures What It's Supposed To Measure)

1. Content validity

Lt

9

a. The most hasjc_kina_of test validity, -its purpose is to

be representative of the material on which the test is
based.

b. It is obtained by sampling from the dyterili taught and
determined by the adequacypf the samling.

2. Criterion-re140ed validity.

41

a. Its purpose is to determine the degree of the relationship
existing between test performance and'other kinds of
student perfbrmance either now or. in the future.

b. It is obtained by correlating these two measures.

r
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT

.
4.2 Describe reliability

I

3. Construct validity

fa. Like criterion-related validity, it usually involves t
correlation between testrscores and values of another
variable; however, the outside variable is really not a
criterion, even though it is a variable which should
logically relate to the test. For example, a correlation
could be calculated to measure the relationship between
a personality inventory and a clinical performance measure.

b. It usually gauges the psychological meaningfUlness of
the test.

B. Reliability (Measures Consiiiently) t,

1. ktability reliability (a correlation coefficient Is determine()
by giving the same test to the same students at two different
times; however, for obvious practical- reasons, it is not

useful for most classroom tests)

`2. Equivalence reliability .(a correlation coefficient is
determined by preparing equivalent forms of the test)

. nternal-consistency reliability

a. Spearman-Brown (or split-half, odd, even) coefficient.
Divide the test into,two-equal halves, usually odd numbers
vs. even numbers; score each half separately; then
Correlate the scores.

b. Kuder-Richardson coefficient. Estimates a reliability
coefficient from the item analysis data.

4. Ways, of improving reliability

a. Increase length of test by addition of mor items.

b. Replace items which are either too hard or easy (i.e.,

replace items which have either high or low item difficulty,
c. Replace itepe-thalhave negative Item discrimination

(i.e., items that discriminate in favor of the lower'50

percent of the'class).

2S5
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.OBJECTIVES a.

9
A or-

_

V

J

-

I

1
practidality

4.4 Disiuss interpretappity

4.5 Write adequate test
directions

, '266..

.

CONTENT

d. Increase the number of aiternattves or,e tions fors *''
each test item. .t. is

,e. Write more complete and clear test direction-,

C. fi reit i cal i ty

1. Is easy to administer

2. Has clear directions

3. ls easy tp scorle4.

4. Is low' if cost

5. Is objective

;0.- Interpretability (Allows for interpretation of Raw Scores.

. a .

E. Availability of Adequate Test Directions, Including;

The number of items or questions composing the test

The number of:Pages making up the teSt"booklet 40L
.

,

Thelamount\of time in the tet:iing period,
. :

A statement relating hthe test will be scored

A statement-explaining how the student-isib indicate'
his/her answer.

-N.
.

,6. A stat t ndicating the arrangement of.the.questions

1.

2.

3.

4,

I 5.

N._

on the answer sheet
4

b___X statement telling the ttudeht to inspect the test-before

I

begrnnint ft

26,
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0
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OBJECTIVES

Sr
CONTENT

. 5.0 Discuss the value of item
analysis and conduct an
.item analysis

4' /

e

.

,
" t.O.Describe the assessment

olanoirig plocess and,plan,.
4' test using the process

0 '
,

t
I

/

r .

V. Improvement of Ptem Reli'allitity.: IttA Analysis
.

0*----

4111P A. Index of Discriminating Power

.4

or
1. The discriminating'power of a test item is its ability to
`'differentiate between,the students who have achieved well

the upper 50 percent) andthose,who -have achievedtpooriv
- -(the lower 50,percent).

le

2. The most common method'used.to-eoMpute this index is

i. called the internal consistency Tetkod..

. ye larger the posi t*
.

value, the better the discrimir,atinq

:.

) 1 o
.

power.

.

4, Values between 0f0 and +:15 suggest that the discriminating
power of.the item is luestionabre.'

.
. , N,....

. . .
.

.41,S- A good test item shout_ 'have -an' at least +.15:
,.

. ,
ex of Item Difficulty (The Perceriotagqof Students Who

4

Answer Each TeSt Item Correctly)'
5.

Planning the(Assessment Process-
A. Analysis at Significant Components of'/eadbing-Learn'inq Process

'
1. 411en

4V.

tified objectives
1

2. Content

3. Typ1 of student

4

B, 'Criteria fix- Selection of Appropriate Test items.

, '1. identifledlobjectrvesr,

2. Content

1 /

3. Type of student a69.
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-OBJECTIVES CONTENT

co

6

e.

7.0 Describe ways in which raw
scores cari.be'Ordeeed for
ease of inspection Cnd
presentation

7.4 ,Describe types' of

frequency
d distribution '

41

21O

C. Advantages of Developilyg a Test Blueprint '.,

1. Measures- specific behavioral changes

2. Produces tests super =ior to caseally.ansystemal
produced tests

3. fkssists in a continuing construction of clffl.sirb

-achievement tests

4. Provides a more realistic view of46e tistinT'situation:
(the teacher is more aware of what the, test scores do and
do not reveal)

D. Designing 'a Test

E. Administrative Considerations

1. Cost

2. Time

3. Personnel

t
Analyzing Assessment

A. Frequency Distriutions

1. Types ofidistributions

1.

a.- Simple frequency distribution'. :*,_ .
c;.. . - -41., '.

*iri. An arrallgemen't'of scores,.so-Jhet",th'e number of times --,...

/ awore appears is cddnied(i.e.-; firequency).t
Ii. Brinspectik It altoA2the teacher to see the

range of scores. - .

; , ,.. ... '
.

...
, 1 c

, -

.1

4

r
11!". ..

.'.

. '

6 271
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OBJECTIVES

,

(70

4

272-
L

CONTENT .'

4

Provides a rough average level of performance.
iv, logs has intervalwidth of 1.

b. Grouped frequency distribution

1. An arrangement of scores so that the number o',
times a range Of scores appeds is counted. '

11. Sacrifices some accuracy for convenience and
summarizes a larpe number of,scores. .

iii. Always his intseval width greater thari 1,

. .

c. :.Cumulative frequency distribution

91

I,
4

r

I. Any frequencc, distribution .(simple or grouped) can be .,

'easily.converted.to a c lativ,e.frequenci distribution'
by'adding an additional lumn at the rjght hand' of
the frequency column: y '' _°

ii CumUlative frequency_simpl provides 0 cumulative ,M.

. count for' the numbers in'tha. frecoency Olumn.
li.- Beginning at the bottom of the "filcolumn, add.

. 7-"The final number should elbal,thetotal N. (Note:

,this also provides a check that all scores have .__
been inclUaed-ONLY once.)

sitiP

2. Percentage c9lVmn

)

x 100 Pf a,

fAr frequency ,(or times a'score appears)
N ,total ,number of,scores

,

3. Cumulative percentage column

. I
cf
-- x 100 43 VC%
N \

,

cf,='EumulativPlfrequency
N = total number of scores

-C% = cumurativePercent,

tp .

1

4

2 )7,



'0114ECTIVES

a'

_

V

CONTENT 4
a -

S.

r

1

-.4

7.11 Desiribe and

°Compatepeasures
of central -

tendency e

5 \

274

a

e

"
Histograms and Pol ygpns (Pictorial Represen ta t ions
Frequency' Di str i but ion) .

Both show the relationship be
of, those scores; therefore, s

become e scale on.an axis of

. Histogram (bar graph)

11

c% Freqiiency polygon

of a,

en scores and frequency
res and frequency each

the graph.

i. y ,frequency of each sco

x actual scores

(lino graph)

X.

.

'y frequency of h tore

ii. x -*actual scor

,-- Jii. It allows two of-mofe--dls-tr4butlons- to be
. ared,- T

on the same graph% ' .
,

4..

'iv., Since the Data have beep grouped, the midpoint Qt
''-.each interval is used-to plot the scores on the,axis.

v. As in 4v, the friAmncy.of the Intervals is plotted
on the it axis.

17_ . 4,

5.,5Centekl.tendency (measures that indiOte central point of .7'

a 4iitribution)
.

.

...
a., , .

-.

a. Mode (the store ina.set 0 scores that occurs most
frequently; it is the most easily obtainedineasure
of central tendency)

. .
0

t

215
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OBJECTIVES'

276

4

4

a

1

4,

CONTENT

'In'the set of scores (22, 63, 63, 80, 90 90, 90, -
100), the mode is 90 because it occurs more often

than any. other score. (Note: The mode.is the 'rrnst

.4 frequent score 00 , not the' frequency of that

, score [37 in this example.)."
One data have been arranged in a frequency
distribution, the can be determined'at a glance.

Lii, A distribution may more than one'mod (erg.,
if tw8 scoresappea ith equal frequency, the
distribution is said to be bimodal); not every score

-affects the
A

mode.

b: Median (The point on'the score scale that 'has 50 percent
o the scOresibelow it and 50 percent above 1.t)

G in the set of scores (4, 7, 7, 8, lb, 14 and 17) , the

',*median is 8 since there are three scores below"8 and
three above 8.

II. TheMedian is a kind of average based on the
criterion of having an.requal number of scores below

it and above it.

c. Mean (The arithmetic iverage,(or the score found by
sommingall scores and dividing by the number of ibores

summed)
.-

i. In the set of scores (4, 9, 10, 8, 9), the mean is:

X EX :,(4+9+10+8±,

N 5

1

- 40 =
10- 8.0

the mean
E = the sin of
X = the taw score
N = total number of "scones. orHevents

,fr

277
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT
.

7.12 Describe graphical'
representatiOn of
scorts'

t

/

II.. A _scrir4.-that-44-ffe-i-dereb-1*-ditance 'Iran the-mean
. (i.e., an2extreme score) has,a Considerable effect
on the mean value.

ill. The mean is affected by eyer9 score io the
distr4bution._ ef a score is added to a'distribution
of scores and the score IS greater than the mean,-the
mean will increase. Conversely, if a score is added
to a distribution of scores and the ;core it less
than the mean, the mean will decrease.

:Graphical repreteffltation of ores

a. Mormal curve

NN*4.

U.

f

. Scores
'mean

median
mode

J. At is aymmetr ; with 50 percint of the scores in
each hatf'of" curve,

li. It is unimodal.

iii. Most of-the scores cluster in the middie of the curve.

279
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OBJECT yrs \ CONTENT.'

1

s

.

sip

..0- Positively skewed curve

1

Scores
. ,

When .a set of scores is positively skewed, the* mode;

median, and mean -will no longei be equal.
ii. inalmOs1 any unimodal, positively skewed distAbution,

we fthd tbe'above relationship.

The mode is on the left. 4Note: With the lowest

score value but as its definitionpiictaies, the
highest frequencNalue.) '

71:The median is in the middle. (Note: Remember its

definition.)

- The mean is on the,right, with the highest
numerical scores. (Note: A-little thought will

tell you why. In a positively skewed distribution,

the hUnip it on the left; therefore, the'mode must
be value. Xbe tail, with its extreme values,

V

-77'

o right. Consequently, the mean, which is
ectedty every store, is pulled to the right-

by the.extremescorev and is a high value.)

N.
. s .
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CONTENT

S.

c. Negatively skewed curve
4

Ss,

f

i. Again,-if a set of scores are negatively skewed,
the mode, median, and mean are no 'longer equal.

ii. In almost any,unidodal negatively skewed curve, we
find the'above relationship:

/ _la) The mode is_onthe-!rightwith-the-h-i-ghest
score value.

(b) The median again is in the,middle. (Note:).

-
Remember its definition.)-

(0 The me an is pulled to the.left, with the
loWest humerical scores, baapse it is affected
by the extreme scores., (Note:. For botb curves
(negatively and Positively skewed) the three
measures. of central tendency-are found in
alphabetical order.starting from the tails)

ft
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d. The relationship between the mean and median in
skewed qprves is °Oar enough that some writers
recommend calculating indices of skewness based
on the differences between their values:
mean - median'= skewness

i. If.the mean is greater than the median, Ahe
P-Index is positive, indiqating.positive skewness:

mean = 15
median ='12

15 - 12 +3%,,

II. If the median is Brea ie. than the mean, the
index is'negative, 1 dicating negative skewness:
mean = 12

-4 median = 15

co 12 - 15 = -3

8, e. Bimodal curves

i. The bimodal curve has 2 scores which appear with

. 1
equal frequency ,

*

.. . - .
1

7.13 Define criteria 7. Criteria for selecting the appropriate measure of central

for selecting 'the tendency

. . ,
,

a. The mode is'preferred only if the distribution is
multimodal and a multivalued Indeilis satisfactory.
The mode is the most convenient-to rase because it I

can be-determined by mere inspection.
b. The median is preferred if interest-is centered'on

typical .rather than total score and if the distfibution
-r

. . is skewed. It is least affected by extreme scorn values.

. lb. 4 Fo, a skewed distribution, the median is a better
escription for average group perfornMnce. -The median

, is also useful, if some scores are missing and it is
impossible to'compute the mean. .

.

appropriate
measures of
central. tendency

0
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7.2 Describe types,mof

vbriabilfty.measures

A -
.11 Apo

7.21 Define and
compute range

,286.

7.22 Define and

compute variance.

r-

c. T mean ls preferred if the distribution is approximately
symmetrical and interest is.centered on total rather than

-typical score. it is the most widely used measure of
central tendency. It is extremely important because If
is used to compute other statistics.

B. Variability (Measures Dispersion)

p.

1. Types of variability measures

a. Range
b: Variance-
c. Standard'deviation

2.-itange(highest,s0re,minus the love t score)

a. in the set of score.(22, 63, 63, 80, and 100), the range,
.is:

.100'- = 78

b. The major limitation of the range is that since it is
based on onlytwo scores, it falis to reflect the scores
between the extremes. . .

3. Variance (average amount of dispersion of scores from a
c center of distribution)
al. __ .

a. The variance is a special kind of mean, the mean of the
squared deviations fr2m the mean of the distributiOn.
Qr, in nonmathematical terms, the variance is an average
o the amount of-spreadoutness of the scores from the )
cetiter of the distribution,'

1
.

.
..-

1

s.

13
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4
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4

7.23 Define and :-

compute standard
devialion

4

b. To compute the variance, connect each ogervation or
score to a squared deviation from the mean, sum these
values, and divide by the total number of observations:

s= E(X4)2

4111

s = the variance

E= sum of

, X = raw score

7= mean

N = number of scores
%

Score Score 1. Mean (Score-Mean)2.

4.

1 1 -. 3 = -2 % 4'
1 . 1 . 3 = 2. 4

3 1 3 = 0 0

5 7 3 = +2 4

_5_ 5 3 =1)+2
e 4

15 Tr
,

N = 5 7 = EX = 15 = 3.0 s = E((- )2 =.16 = 3.2

N 5 N

4. Standard deviation (positive square root of the variance)

'a. Standard deviation: The standard deviation is the
positive square-root of the,variance. It can also be

defined as an average of the amount of spreadoutness of
tae scores from the centeriof the distribution.

b. Computing the standard deviation requires one step
beyond computation for. Ore'yaciance. Once the variance
has been computed, its.posiiive squire root is the
standard deviation.'

s

e
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Define criteria
for selectiqg
appropriate
measures of
variability

4

CONTENT

47) E(X

AV'

--t

4r/ = standard deviation
E = the sum -of

X = the'raw score

X = the mean
'N = number of cores

square root

Using Ihiproblem in*3b, the standard de/atiopi
is equa to:

I.

E(X-302 ,=
N 5

I

c. The,standard deviationisiSreferred to the variance as
a descriptive tool because it is expressed in.original -

raw score units in contrast to the variance, Which is
expressed in squared units.

.

Criteria for selecting appropriate measures of variability

a, The range is, preferred only if there Is ,a need for a
fast, easy measure of,vartability since it is ea'sy to k

vCOMput. . - .
b. The variance is expressed in squired score units and is.

of little use at thelevel odescriptive statistics.
It is primarily important in statistical inference.

c. The standard deviation is the preferred measure of
varliETTTiTfoeAeicriptive statistics. It is
responsive to the exact pbsition tf each score in
the distribution. "

*
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1

).
/.3 Describe derived SciCres C. DerivedScorer (Raw'Scores That Have'Been Transformed To.4

Facilitate infirpretation).
......... .

. .- . .
4 . 1

7.31 Def4.16 and compute 1. Percentill tank (point in distribution at Or below which . t.,'

. percentile rank a given pircentage of frequencies occurs).
'. .

,

- a. Definition! ,
w .

b. Uses and disadvantages.
. c. Computation

1

N r .
.

.
7.32 Define and compute 2. Standard z-scores aethod I() convert raw scores into.

4

standard z-scores .standard scores) . ./- ' .4
g k.

.1
.

a. Useful in" the
.

interprdtdaon of teacher-made tests:
.. % , .P.,

. .

.
..

.
, Test L % Test 2 Average.

Tim
_

RaWftcore
Maximum score

Michele

.,

100 : 25

Raw score. , ,84 . . 4

JMaximum.ItOre '-100 25

1 41 To 4verage-the raw scores and 'report that both IA and
Michele'haye the same average dlstorts the representatidn

'

of their level of mastery. Therefore, it is best to
convert to standard scores.

% b. Cbmputation of a:z-storey from a raw score

,

-54

a

L

$

.

(

)(47
Z 7 75.7

z.= z-score

X - raw score

= mean

C1d= standat'd deviation

.
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Define and compare
norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced
scores

Discussthe philosophy
and approaches -to '

data .

8.1 Describe'uses of
reportihmoiate

,294

4

(
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CONTENT

'c. A z:scOre is the simplest form of a f.aky score.

i. Athi-i-score Iii ls how many standard the. '

score is abov and below.the.mean e distribution.
koajsb tells the performOce o Jndividual

'relative to the performance Of ellferindivIduars
in the same, dislribution. ,":

.

iii.. .The mean of'a distribution'of z-scdres is always 0,
and the standard deviation is always. l.

tvorA z-score of 0"corresponds-tb a'raw score that lies
,,, exactly `at the mean.- . ,

'A.1. -A negative zecore Indicates that.hesraw score ljes
belowthe mean. . .

. .

. vi, -Appositive -z-score -iftdleates that the raw scare lies
above'the ean. . .

`' vi. The greater the numerical valUe of a Z-,score, the
, ;farther the z-score lies from the mean.

D. Norm-Referenced aoa Criterion-Referenced cores
-- .-
1. Norm7referenced scores colihre a student's petfordance

leve`1'ihre ion

.

to the pertormari levels of other
students takrhg-the same test."', .

lever twan tablished perfonnince standard. ;

CriterlOn-rIzrenced scores compare a student's pellforniaace2.

Reporting Assessment Data 4

A. yses of Reporting Data

1. To-mOthiate students

, .

To guide teachers, in directing-and facilitating learning
. .

3. 'To'communicate'to parents and administrators

4 f0 improve the iteaching-learni4 process

. ,

.4
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.

0

I

8.2 Des ibe differences in
re tang data based on
gr h and achievement

8.3' Describe types of
grading practices

8.31 Describe advantages
and disadvantages
of each practtce

8.32 Discuss the
philosophical

lob

considerations of
' grading

4

4

B. Reporting Data Based on Growth and Achievement

1. Growth means change or gain. To interpret.it 411quaxely
we must be able to measure the Aifference between the
student's entering and exiting behavior.

2. Achievement Li a measure of the students present status.
Achievement is generally Judged against standardized norms

t without the conlideration of prior experiences or
-environment.

C. Grading s,

,l. Types 6f grading pract-Ns

a.. .Letter /number system"`
b. Dqpi markinglsystem for achievement and effort
c. Checklist
d, Oral or written narrative
e. No grade
f. Three-point Jetter system
g. Pass/fail

2. Advantages and disadvantages of each practice

3. Philosophical considerations of grading

297
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.9.0 Discuss the implications
for altering the .4

teaching - learning process

br using assessment
procedures

,e.

IX. Improving the Teaching- Learning Proce;S. Through Analysis of the
'Assessment Procedures

A. Redefining Entering Behavior

B. RedefiningrObjectivet

C.. Redefnin9 Methods Utilized

D. Redefining Assessment-Procedures

E. Impro;/ingJeaching 'Effectiveness
. ,

,f

I

4

I

.

V

e/
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. SUGGEST4E0 ACTIVITIES,

.
, 1. In. a laboratory situation, develop a plan.for an hour exaiiination;

stating the competencies of one course or.'course'unitles follows:
. .

a. 'Give the general and specific competencies for the course
or unit. TheAtist detailed set of 'competenci,es should be .,

.

4 hi Sti)laviorals terms. .- .., .

b. ,ttke a table. of specithations, showing the relative weigki
be giVen to thecohteneareas' an to the behaviors to' be

0.9' .tetted (see 2b) . " . -

4,

- , ;
't: Make a second table of .specifications after the iierps have

been..wriitteri, indicating the:Vaal-cuter items (by ntirnber)'
thaecOrpose ,each- cell. "? ",1-

, 3 4
, .

, - . ,
.Frequ'en

.
.tly an item may inOolve mdre thanone, type of behavior, .

-r but. clwification is tcr b' made only' in term's, of the primary
, -

.
behavior 'called-for in 04-item.

. , h.. . , .... . * .
:2,- in a 10boratorinAuttion,; constract ,test items as folio's:is:-,,, I

'CL. .ir .- ,
$

4
, A 3

'I

-'' a. 'Con q'Construct a sit .,lest items based"on the, -table'prepared.
,

Q:ua I rty, cif", items' it the lisseht ia 1 goal, but approximately
. . $0-40 i teal -s*Votil d be. developed.,, Use ingenuity t64 develop .

. --a worttwhtle-me ak i,refnent instrument.
.: ' '

'-` . Anyitype oftooject\ive.or subjective items may be used with
rt' h- e

is

follo w ing- re S trrc- btons :. '
, ', .

'- I. 4t- least 50 percent of
.

the. items must 'test competencies
'other than simpre'argoisition.of know edge or InformatiOn.

.- I .it ,g. '
, i ), t , . , . t'

i i a ' 149 more than 10 itiue-false,',10 matching; 10 short-answer,
. . dr 10 compl'etion- items may' be used.. (tlOte: The. participant

id.. i'
1 may %use -a1J 'mut t iple-,choici; I tenis , but if he/she uses

't 4111- ,truerfa.l.se;%et-c,-,.',then he/she must stay )4ithin the above
, .

%..-'

. . - . Yrim-iilEs.)**,-
. '. ;1 .' . ,.
,.. iti,. Correct answers are to be indicated for all, teins.

.
. . ._ '' Ne'. ,I. Alt,items should be original and 6.idence the paeticibant's

1 -creative ability., . - ..
'

,I 4

L'iT 'a leboratoiy situation, complete the statistical assignments
dealing with analysts, of the assessment data designiteti by the
staff 'member. 0

, . ,

,,,

4. ,Atterki afield trI'p to 'a computer -assisted,toriiig center..
1

---- ';-i4-t, ,
.

2

aE

4IP
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E. 'REWIRED READING*

-,*k,s.
1

Gellman, Estelle . -Descriptive Stailstids,forTeachir . New York:
.Harper i Row, Publishers, 1873

. %

it ' .
-

l/Wick,, John` W, Educational Measurement. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E: i9..
Me rr i 11 Publishing Company, 1973

1
,

Jour6al Articlei
I

..
-

,

I
.

-Lades. Harold. "Grades:"Standardizing*the Unstandardized Standard:"
Phi Delta Kappan. (November 1974), pp. 185-87. k..

. !

Max, Matshall, "Student Res nse to Criticism." AL Delta Kappan. , /.
(March 1974), pp. 487-8 . .-

. .

.lilt , ,

PostMan,'Neil. "A D+ foMr. Lades." Phi Delta Kappan (NoVem6er 1974),:
pp. 187-88.- -

-f i a

ltShtelds,Aary. "A Model -frOr a Curriculum Goal." Murel-ng Outlook'
20(Recembr 1972):782-85.

1F. SEL41i0-ANNOTATED BIBLIdGRAPAY

/ )
Ahmann, J. - Stanley, and Glock, Marvin D. Evaluating Pupi Growth.

Boston: 'Allyn & Bacon, 1971. '

'Comprehensive textbook on classroom evaluation. Topics include.
'types of assessment instruments, manual Item analysis, and
4standardized testing. Primarily written for secondary school
teachers. ,

Armitage,'?. Statistical Methods in Me cal Res, earch. New Yprk:
John Wiley and Sons, 07f7---

, 4
Er

o t
1 g o

, For measurement specialists or advanced students interested in- ,
medical research: Its 17 chapters include 'discussions of statistical
,Inference; planning of statistical-investigations; analysisof
variance, mpitiple regressions, and survivorship tables.

Games, P. A., and
.

Mare, G, R. Elements Statistics. Mew York: °

McGrawl.Hiii Book'Company, 1967.

Provides a rigorous verbal, but nbt graphic, statement of the more
important'conceptsin elementary.stitistics.

Koosis, trald J. 'Statistics. New York: John Wiley and-Sons, 1,971.

. .

4 A, supplementary programmed instruction text'for.the Student
interested in performing specific Mathematical calculations

,necessary for basic statistice4

fo"

7.1
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. .

..., .. , a,
Lindquist, E. F.,'ed. `Educational" Measurement, Washingtdn, D.C.:

American Council on Educations 195 C-7----.

CoMprehensive textbook on. measurement theory still widely used
in:spite of its publication date. Chaptersare contributed by
several authorities in the, discipline. .

Lyman, H. B. Test Scores and thst-Thety.Meare. EnglewoOd Cliffs. N,J.:
prenticeiliall,75-1617-

.

,

Useful for teachers who'ha40-4 loiMited background in tests and
'measurement. Topics imcku,dt statistics, norms, and, derived scores.

4 4

Tyler, Leona E. Tests and Measurements. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hal173. _,/

/. 1

Primarily for teachers who need knowledge of basic measurement
conbepts in order tp read test information. This book emphasizes

neeessarrconcepts for readitig research literature.'

Wallen, Norman E: Educational Research: A Guide sk the Prbcess.

Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth'Publishing Company', 15747-

An unusual book prepared for introductory courses in educational
research. The author provides a seriesof exercises that allow
studeets to experience what doing research actually means. The

book places little emphasis on, statistics.

t
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z

CLINICAL EDUCATION'AND EVALUATION

A. OVERVIEW

'Although.clinical education consumes a major portion of most allied
'health'curricula, little information iS available concerning the'
development and evaluation of clinical education.

,

Using a systematic op roach and integrating both the teaching-learning
process and the evaluot n process, thls'mmlule focuses on the decisionl
making actions,involV , in clinical education and.evaluation.

.

, .. .

Prerequ.islte Modules,:/ Systematic.4proach to the Teaching-Learning Process
/,Evalqation System

.
.

ak\ .
/

B. COMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES
,

Upon completion of this module, participants will be able to:
. / *

1.0 De4ribe the systems involved in developing
clinical education

/

2.0 Discuss-the learning process

3.O Describe methods of learning applied to
71inical education

4.0 'Describe the-health care delivery system

5.0 %Discuss. process

6.0 DiscusS assessment of student learning
within a clinical'practicum

7.0 Discuss the types of andfrequency of reporting
results of assessment to students

211
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C. SUBCOMPETENCY-BASED OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT

OBJECTIVES t_
4

CONTENT

4

4 Al

1.0 Describe the instructional
,system-applied to clinical
edocation

.44

2.0 Discust the learning process

30u

-

S

2.1 Define the variables
Influencing the learning .

process

I. Inetructiona1 System Applied to Clinical Education

A. Performance Objectives

B. Enterin4ehavior

C. Clinical Education

D. Performance Assessment

Learning Process

'A. .Components,Of the Process

B.

1. Stimulus

2. Perception

3. Response '

4. Consequence

DefinitiOn Of Variables Influencing the Pro ess
4

1. Mediation of perception (manipulation of how
learner perceives)

4
2. Readinpss (emotional and physical preparedness)

3. Motivation (arotisalto act)

4. situation characteristics ( ternal stimuli affecting

the learner, such 4s the rsical environment)

p

the

5. Reinforcement (either positive or negativs,knfluence
to continua response)

'4

3D?
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT imw °

Identify principles of
learning applied to
clinical education

4a.

4

4. I

3.0 Understand method of learning
-apPloied to clinical education

308

A
..

aa.

0 'Er

6. Extinctiop (influence tcl decrease and finally cease
responses)

7. Integration, (continual response without reinforcement)

C. ,Pripciples of Learning Applieid to Clinical Education
1. , ;7 . 4,

/ 1. BehaVIor that represents achievement or partial
achievement of educational objective should be.,
positively reinforced through communication between teacher
and learner. ,.

2. Introduction of cues that arouse motivation towards
li - '

achievement of the objective increases the effectiveness
with which the objective is achieved. Therefore, ,,
teacher shpuld mediate the situation.and communicate
with iearnerto judge learner motivation and readiness.

,
.

.

3".J Learni;Ig occurs at different rates with different-learners.

4. Comprehensive learning before partial learning is most
effective.

/ 4

'5. Learners learn more if they make the respohsev
to be learned rather t n if they learn by observing

' someone else make the responses.
.

6. Practice WI applying a principle to solution of a . . qi

-problem increases the probability of transfer to a new
Jproblemdthat retaires the same principle,,fcr -its solution.

.. . 416
1. .

U. Methods of Learning AOPlied to Clinical Education

1. Attitili ;earning . F
. .

.

a. Studentercolves attitude through examples being
modele

ti

b. i4ent accepts attitude as being something he/she
'Wishes to demonstrate.

309
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CONTENT *

c. Student. Demonstrates attitude in a nonthreatening
situation, being reinforced by a significant other:

d. Student practites attitude over a period of time,
with reinforcement.

e. Student integrates attitude into pwn'personaljty.

2. Psychomotor learning

a. Teacher analyzes total skill.
, -

b. Teacher describes and demonstratei total

c. Teacher demonstrates each component.

d. Student demonstrates each component.

ski 1 1 .

47

e. .Student demonstrates entire

f. Student practices entire skill.

3. Problem-solving-learning

a. Student collects pertinent data and identifies
problent.

b. 'Student categorizes dal in terms of relevant theory.e-

c. Student gains insight into relatjonAips between
, data and theory.

d. Stiident develops a plan action.

e. Student-implements the plan.

f. Student assesses the results of the plan. .

4 ,
4 ' .

g._ Student. alters. thespian ba'41 on .the assessment.

itl'
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11.
OBJECTIV41-

4.0 Describe the health care
delivery system 4:

4.1 Discuss the preseht health
care system

4.2 Discuss the changing health
care delivery system

4.3 Discuss implications 'for'
clinical education

5.0 Discuss the teaching process

312

9

5.1 Discuss the components,of
entering behavior

4

4,

. ,-s N..
. of

CONTENT

III. -Ntplth Care-Bel ivery System

A. Present System

1. Concepleeof, heal th

2. Problems inherent in the.system

3. Advantages:of the present system

-

B. Changing-Neelth Care Deliveerlystm,
7

1,
t

Changing health needs

2. Attitudes toward heaVth care

3:-16W Patterns for delivery

4. Implications for tllnical education

IV. Teaching Process

A. Components of the.Process

Performance objectives

2., Entering behavior

3. Methods and

Performance Assessment

B. Componski-bf Entering Behavior
,

4.
ir

General readiness

1r,

4

a. Piycholbgicil

b4 Physical'

if

ser
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT

ei

4

5.2 Discusf the three
classifications of
learning Objectives

a

c. general aptitudes, such as ability to read and
write and to classify knowledge

2. Background in theory

a. General educatioA
b. Related discipline coursework
c, DiStipline cogrsework

3. Background in clinical work

a. Communication skills
b. Motor skills
c. Problem-solving skills,

C. Classification of Learning Objectives

1. Cognitive objectives.

a. Knowledde .(recal 1. of specifics)

b. Comprehension (use of specifics)
c. Application (use of concrete situations)

.d. Analysis (identification of concept relationshrps)
e. Synthesis (assembling parts into whole)
f. Evaluation (judgment-and alteration)

2. Psychomotor objectives

a. Communication
ic::::raltspeaking)'

onoral (writing, body language)
b: Mbtor

3. Affective objectives

a. Attitudes
b. Feelings and appreciations
c. Interests

a

9
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OBJECTLVES

5,11 Identify specific types
.43-f objectives appropriate

for clinical education

5.4 Describe a method for
conducting clinical,
education

5.41 Identif the steps
in the planning
stags

CONTENT

5.42 List guidelines
for selection of
clinical learning.
experiences

316

,D. Specific Objectives Appropriate for Clinical,Education

1. Problem-solving objeiiives'

2. Communication objectives

3. Motor skill objectives

.4. Attitudinal objectives
,

V. Method for Conducting Clinical Education

A. Planning Stage for Clinical Learning Experience

1. Orienepersonnel of facility to clirtical progrfm.

2. Gain familiarity with clinical facility.

3. Identify specific objectives for the learning
experience and specific competencies students must be able
to demonstrate at end of experience.

4. Identify appropriate types of learning experiences.

5. eview.the.entering behaviors of each student.

Guidelines for Selection of Clinical Learning Experiences

1. Make sure lrning experiences are consistent with
identified objectives.

2. Provide student with the opportunit 'practice the
type of competency described in theSJiliping stage.

3. Select those experLences that give students satisfaction
in carrying out the tasks.
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OBJECTIVES CONTENT

S'

4. Provide experiences that studehts can. reasonably try out
that remain a challenge.

.
,

r 'i J

5. 'Realize that one experience eleY, fill sever-A0 objectives

and that several differentTeicperiences can fulfill the
same objectNe. -

1

1

f
.\6. Arrangq for cortnuity of learning (reiterate major elements).

', .\

7. Provide for sequencing of learning, building' one /
experience on another.

\,

,8. Provide for integration of learning, interlinking th ry
and practice, as well'as discrete.areas of theoreticAl .

knowledge.

I

5.43 Discuss the'
actual selection
of )earning

. experiences

5.44 Menges how to
prepare a student
for the clinical
experience

C. Actual Selection of Learning Experiences

1. Review objectives and expected competencies.

2. Identify specific experiences that will allow fuifillment
of the competencies.

3. Mitch the-specific experiences with individual students.

D. Preparation of Student for the Clinical Experience

1. Review objectives.

2. Identify appropriate date for problem area.

3. Revtaw the,thiaretical component necessary for understanding
the problem.

Facilitate.the student'a,,,interrelating.of the data.

5. Facilitate the student's development of an appropriate
plan of action.

319
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4H1JECTIVES CONTENT

5.45 Discuss the role
of the instructor
during implementat-ton
of the plan

5.46 Discuss the postclinicil
review conducted with .
the student

5.47 DiscUss the
utilization of
clinical faculty

5.48 Discuss the
development of
clinical contracts

4320 -

( -'

E. Actual implementation of the Plan

1. Decide on the appropriate amount 'end type of supervision.

2. Establish a facilitative nonthreatening environment.,

3. Facijitate the student's transfer and integlation of
theory with practice.

4. Help to .prevent student's mistakes.-

`5. Assist student in implementing .his/her plan.

F. Postclinical Review withiStudent

A. Facilitate-the student's review of results

2. Help the student assess results in terms of the projected
outccnes.

3. Guide the student in altering his/her plan based on the

,

assessment.

G. Use of Clinical Faculty

1. Quafifications of clinical faculty

2. Role of clinical cu 4edUcan and evaluation
t.

3. RelationiAkbesween clinical facility and academic
faculty

4. Stlecti?n of clinical sites

H. Development of Clinipiec Contracts.

2,
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OBJECTIVES

I%)
- 0

/ 6.o

r

a

Discuss assessment of student
learning within a clinical
practicum

6:1 blscuss reasons fd0'
assessment

O

.4

44

.1

,

.

6.2 scribiligeneral

characteristJcs of
data gathering

. -

a
6:3, Discuss and construct -

Nariousolsessmint
initrumillfts.used in

clinical education

6:31 Discusand construct
<a grid fel data oil
gathering

1,

I

4

3? 1W
7

11 .

\.
comma, 't

VI. Assessment Meth90

A. Assessment of Student Learning

. 1.
.

Reasons for assessment

a. <Tokhelp improkthe,program .

b. To/hel0 imgrovethe teaching
,c. To facilitate improvement of tke.teadhing-fearnin§

process ; .
d. To help pinpoint student strengths and weaknessli
e. To...provide feedback and maillftion to the student`
ft To provide student with psycWological security of

knowing idOte_he/she is in the process
g. To provide creditibility for professional ).

accreditation and eligibility for reglitratioo"
end /or licensure

- .

2. General characteristics a gathering ...Iwo

p

Of

I

,

s

e

a. Objectivity vs. subj vity opcolleb r of data
b. 'Validity of the .data

.

C. Iftlability of the data
0. Practicability ,incollicting data; time, cosl,

'3. .Asseitment instrumenft-used in clinical education

-

4
a. Grid

. .

1. Definition
.11. Uses'
1113 Advantages ancidisadvantages
'iv. Administration

0

.4

1.

.5

1

-

.0



OBJECTIVES CONTENT

,

.

6.32 Discuss paper-and-

us

pencil pretestS as a,
preliminary activity
to clinical practic

6.33 DisCuss and construct
an interview questionnaire
Oo assess,problem-solifing
abilities,

. '6.34'"Discuss and construct
a rating scare for
gathering data on

student behavior

324

6.35 Discuss and constr
a checklist for'

gathering data on
student behavior

'

-6.36 Discuss-and construct
an anecdotal record for.
gathering data
student behavior

. .

b. Paper-and-pencil pretest

i. Definition
Uses

ill Conskruction of test
4 iv. Administration

v. Use of results

c. leIterview questionnaire

1.- Usee-
Construction-ot questionnaire (open

iii. Administration

d. sating scale

A. Uses
it. ConsteUction of scale

-111.-.Advantages and disadvantages
iv. Hazards of.use
v. Originator of data

e. Checklist

Uses

Construction of checklist
Advantages and disadvantages
Cautions'in use
Originator of data

f. Anecdotal record

1. Uses

Fl. Construction of record
111. Advantages and disadvantages
iv. Originator of daIa

4

versus

,

closed)

325
4
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OBJECTIVES

4011110110MP

CONTENT'

0

7.0. Disffss the types of and frequency
of reporting resul s of assessment

)

6.37 Discuss the die f

standardiied attl udinal
tests for gatheri data

-Ion attitudes of st dents
- t

6.4 Discusi administrative

consideratiods for assessment
of student learning

N1
P.) to students
0

IN)

39-svi..)

ti

,

4

\

g. Standardized attitudinal test

1. Types
li. Uses .

III. Advantages and disadvantages

-Administrative Considerations

a. in ividuals who can provide data on studet
b. Frillbency of assessment
'c. Uses for, assessment
d. Considerationi fdr alterating teaching-learning

process -

B. Repqrting Results of Assessment to Students

I

1. Types Ofreports
111

Oral reports
b.\ Written reports,

. of grading:

a.

b.
c.

d.

rrative
P ss fail grading

tter grading
Ab olute versus relative standards for grading

Frequen of reports

'4

397
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1±.
ESTED ACTIVITIES

, .
1. n atlaboratory situation, arblyze general competency-based objectives

or a clinical course then develop appropriate subcompetency objectives
nitive, psychomotor, and affective).

2. Ina laboratory sieuation, identify suggested learning sitdations that
Wo d allow students-to acquire the identified subcompetency objectives.

.

3. In a laboratory situation, ptActice construeting a grid, LatervieW,
questOnnaire, checklist, anecdotal record, and rating scale.

\ .4
4. Plan a' Linical unit of instruction as follows:

a. fef e specific competency-based objectives
b.' Iden ify content for the unit Nak
c. Ident'fy `suggested learning experiences
d. Constrlact appropriate assessment instruments
e. Definekationale for reporting and grading

E. REQUIRED READINGS

Chuan, Helen. "EvaluatiOn by Interview." Nursing Outlook 20(1972):726.

Shields, Mary. "A Model for a Curriculum Goal." Nursing 'Outlook 20(1972):782.'

F. SELECTEQ ANNOTATED BOLIOGRAPHY

Chuan, Helen. "Evaluation by In terview." Nursing Outlook 204J972):726.

A valdable resource that provides guidelinesfor the clinical
conferences included among the recommended assessment instruments
for this module.

Neidgerken, Loretta E. .Teaching and-Learming in School's of Nursing:
Principles and Methods. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co., 1965.

Despite its rather'early publication date, an-excel* source
for examples of various kinds of assesRment procedu

Mager: Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto, Callforrya:
Fearon Publishers, 1962.

The clearest and most complete introduction' o writingAlljectives.
A programmed.teAt formai liberally sprinkled with humoinssures
that the reader masters the content and enjoys the task.

,Moore, Margaret; Para:, Mabel; and Nourse, E. Shepley. Form and
function of Written Agreements in the Clinical Educati;ra Health
Professippals. Thorofare,,, New Jersey; Charles B., Slack, Inc., 1972. '

Ahmalyze,s the problem areas in developing clinical contracts sp'
the user can anticipate difficulties and resolve problems. 'The
book also contains useful examples of the suggested content for
clinical agreements.

,
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*

Shields, Mary. "A Model .for7 Curritulum Goof." Nursibg Otittook 20(1972):782,..)

PrOvrdes the \reader with a three-dimenslonal model that may be
used for analyzing clinical objectives, siquehcing of instruction,
and sequsncing of activities to achieve'higher-level goals.
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Conference on Research in Medical Education, Washington, D.C.:
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APPENDIX A

Bibliographic Report

This bibliographic report was developed as a preliminary step in Ihe
development of,the curriculum guide. It is divided into two major sections.
The first provides a general introduction to the literate on allied health
teacher preparation, college teacher preparation, and continuing and inservice
education, as well as a description of the research methodology followed in
compilation of this bibliography. The second section includes a selected
annotated bibliography on each of these subjects.

Preliminary considerations prier to establish4he priorities for the
literature search indicated a task of unusual complexity. Despite evidence
of oonsideoble national interest in teacher preparation for the allied health

_ fields, the relevant literature appeared to be both limited and not readily
evident. However, a systemati-c search of the literature on the combined

topics of medicine and education retrievable through MEDLARS (Medical
Literature Analysis and Itetrieval System) and 'ERIC (Educational Resources
Information Ceiters), revealed the most significant references.

ik

THE LITERATURE ON ALLIED HEALTH TEACHER PREPARATION

The search uncovered a liriited body of literature dealing specifically
with teacher preparation for the allied health fields. Only recently has,'
emphasis been placed on establishing_enters for allied health teacher
preparation. Leadership'in this activitiy has come from the W. K./Kellogg
Foundation. In the first section of the annotated bibliography are listed
the most significant contributions to the literature on this subject.

Canfield and others (1973). present a modest but Useful list of competencies
for allied health educators. Hamburg,-Mase, and Perry (1974) review the
philosophies of some of the most prominent allied health educators and suggest
types of educators needed to meet the challenges of allied health education.
McTernan and Hawkins (1972) offer a compendium of articles that provides
insight into the administrative complexities of allied health education a
topic germane to anyone.concerned with the preparation of allied healthk-
educators. In a report on a national conference, the National. Academy for
the Sciences (1972) sketches the dimensions of the need.for specifically
trained allied health educators. Similarly, ,the World Health Organization
0973) makes qualitative and quantitative recommendations about the preparation
of allied health educators. % ,

The inescapable conclusion from a review orthis portion of the literature
is the obvious need to develop specific guidelines for the preparation of
allied health educators which can be used by institutions interested in
developing teacher preparation' programs. Oalloway's (1970) report of a
research project in teacher preparation for health occupations educators
furnishes useful guidelines and references for short-term teacher
preparation workshops.

226,
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THE LITMATURE ON COLLEGE TEACHER PREPARATION

An extensive literature exists on preparation of effective college

teachers. One of the difficulties for someone who would like to draw on
this resource is the lack of oommentatois who have been willing to pull

together these diverse theories into a comprehensive model of teacher

preparation, Ut is clear that those authors, who have been most successful

in this regard are those who have focused their attention on the preparation

of two-year college teachers. This may be because there appeais to be more,

consensus on the role of the two-year college teacher as opposed to his/her

counterpartin the four-year institution. Because of the emphasis on

teaching and service (with limited focus on research) i allied health

teaching, the literature on Community college teacher preparation was

especially relevant.

A useful bibliogriphyprepared byRoss (1972) reviews the major

, approached to community college teacher preparation. It is apparent

from the literature that strong support has developed for the systems

approach to the teaching-learning process. Two books of particular

significance to the systems approach to instructioncshould be noted.

Cohen and Brower (1972) have provided dhe of the best critiques of the

current status of community college teacher'preparation. ik Modest

Proposal: Students Can Learn by Roueche and Pitman (1972) is a superior
example of the development of an eclectic theory for applying the.

findings of recent research in learning theory to college teaching.
The challenge remains to adopt some of the best of this research in

college teaching to the improvement of allied health teacher preparation._

While the literature on college teaching is too broad to cover

in a re iew of this nature, ti)e sophisticated inquirer should be aware

of the portance to continuously monitor the contemporary literature

in colle e teacher preparation. Thus, anyone seriously concerned with
the topic should regularly consult the following journals in hiWher

efforts to stay current: Tnge, Community and Junior'College Journal,

.Resealfh in Education (ERIC), and Review of Educational Research.

.4, 7'
In addition to following he research literature on college

teaching, it,is important to assiduously read the professional journals

of '1/sallied health professions. Increasingly these journals e

began to report results of experimentation with different approaches

riculuri and teaching methodologies. A useful aid to staying

current with this literature is the annual bibliographic report Ipublished

by Ohio State University entitled Education in the Allied Health Professions.---.

THE LITERATURE ON CONTINUING AND INSERVICE EDUCATION

Most,of the literature reviewed in this pai-t 0 the search consisted 0

-of descriptive reports on limited programs developed-by individual .

institutions. According to O'Banion (1972), tKetonly real leadership

In the field has, been provided by the American Association of Community

and Junidr Colleges (AACJC) through its stroniidvocacy of development

/
1
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of meaningful inservickpr
developing'institutions-Or
of the more successful EPDA
been sponsored by the Educat
sponsored in recent years.

-

rams. A report of the AA= (100) on its
ram contributes a; useful review of some
(Teacher Preparation Programs which have
ion Professions Development Att) programs

I
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Selec4ed Annotated Bibliography'.
on

Allied Health Teacher Preparation

/

. .

.

Canfield Albert A., et. ah "Cohpetencies for Al tied Health Educators."
.

?

Journal of Allied Health p(1979):180-86.
1---i-

The authors list 10 broad goals-for teacher preparation:
programs in the allied health field and several specific
coMpetencies that must be attained by students in these
programs. J,

4.

Cooper, Signe. "Faculty,Preparation for Continuing Nursing Education."
Journal of Continuing Education in Nursing 3(May /June 1972):12 -18.

The author notes that contrhuing education is necessary in
nursing in o'l'der to keep practitioners informed of new
developments in the field. Teghers of continuing nursing
education need experience in the fields of nursing and adult --

education.

.

urg; J.; 4,1Wse, 0:; and Perry J..'Review of Allied Health Education.
Lexington, Ky.:' University of-Kentucky Prg7,T9747---

This review is a collection of thoughtful and often insightful
esWays by prominent scholars from several allied health
professions. The authors provide an interesting series of
philosophical perspectives on the role of the.all led health.

educator. The'topics include dental educatioh, clinical
laboratory work, radiologic technology, the physlcian's
assistant, 'and occupational therapy.

Improving Teaching in Medical
Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1979. s'

Holcomb,, J. David, and Garner, Arthur E.
Schools:A PracticathHandbook.. Springfield,

This book summarizes' research onteach
objectives, and evaluation of teaching
a practical orientation and can app

fields.

ing methoils',.behavisitat

and learning., It has
lied to the allied health

Holloway, .Lewis D., ed. Guideljner-ani§upportive Papers for Plonning
and Conductinn Short-Term Teacher Education Activities. Iowa City,

- Iowa: University of low', 1970.

Thls,report of a work conducted for a'U.S. OffICe of Education
training institute fot teacher educators contains a series of
lesson outlines for six modular units, including designing learning
programs, the educational process, and evaluation. 6

229'
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Lazerson,Alan M. "Training for Teaching: psychiatry Residents as Teachersin an Evening College." Journal of MedicatEducation 47(1972)1576-78.

The, author notes that the communa mental health movetent
occurs im.professiOnal, university, and community settings.

'

He expreises the belief that content mastery'alone is riot
a sufficient badkgrouqd for teaching: He describes his
department's Training for Teaching Program,'in which psychiatry
students, in conjunction withthe school of education, study
education and gain teaching expedenee lip the evening college.

Light, Israel, and Prey, Don C. "Dual ResponstbiPty for Allied Health
Manpower Training," Hospitals: ,Journal of the(American Hospital,
Association 47(1973)185-90.

.

The authors suggest that:colleges must provide theory and
hospitals must provide practice in order to produce competent .

allied health perOonnel. Too often only a college degree -

is required to get a job. Hospitals Nould develop accurate
statements of competencies needed for the various allied
health positions to help make preparation more meaningful,
Clearly written contracts'between,hospitals and cdlleges
would help define-the role of each of the Cooperating
institutions in allied health education. Joint committees
on allied health education could help colleges and hospitals'
become morecooperative partners.

I

McTernan Edmund J., and 'HawkinS, Robert O. Educating Personnel for the ,Allied Health Professions and Services -: 4dmin#strati onsLderation's.St. Louis: C.V. Mosby CdMpany, 1972. -

This gxcellenereference for allied health educators
contains several chapters that deal with allied health
as a functional concept that needs tote incorporated- into,
teaching programs. While -the book is not ahow-to manua.l,,
it does contain a series of 22 articles on topics ra ng
froM instructional technology to core curriculum. THe
articles offer guidelines for teaching in the allied health
professions. ,

PoSthuma, Allan B., and Barbara W. !'Effect of Faculty Personality on'
Occupational Therapy Students.'! American Journal of Occupational,
Therapy 27(1973):480-83. '

.

The authors examine and refute two related. hypotheses
/ through an experiment in a lass of occupatlonll therapy-

students. The refuted hypo eses are that students whose
personality, profiles are mo t like those*ofpthe faculty
wodld get the best grades, and that studenti" personality
profiles would change over time to become more 1 those
of the faculty. The students least like the faCS4 were.
found to receive the best grades, and students became:

4. less like the faculty over time. The dixeirtions of
student personality change indicatedthat the successful
students, 'rather than the faculty mmbers, were the model.

335
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Semi ly, Rosem ary Clinical Teaching Of Ph al Ther Students..
.r Dissertatio Cotmi 'versity* 1974:

? . .

,i . .. -.. 4
.

% <P, '' The primary mission of clinical teachers is.paCing students
.-. -' after tiagnosing the4r readiness'Od selesting appropriate \

,, ' clinical problems- . .41.. .

. .

Velctman, Donald J. Comprehensive Personn 1 Assessment System, for Teacher
. Education Programs. Washington, D.C.N,Nalional Institute-,Hof_

- Education, U:S. 'Department of Health, Education;, and Welfare;.

1973. Mimeo: I .% 1

'
4 ,;..

, . ,

author describes a sistem'used in assessing students
.., .

Aeacher,educatioi program. The system assumes, no .

.4 ect model but attempt-kta treat each individual as
. ntique'o that ,the prograOltan be tailored to..maximtze

fhe potentialof each individual The assessments are
,,,,:yiewed*as inkrdiatiob rather thagras evaluation, and

.

"il, the results are made known to the student. .

IN, v: . .

:
World HealfrOrlaniz 'on. The Training and Preparation of Te hersJO

-Schotils of Medic and'of Allied Health Services. Technic e

,-
..' : ,TWIFf;;-No. ---grit-1.7i: World Health Organizat1111,1979 (obta'

from the NationarLibtary of Medicine, Bethesda, Md. 20014).
, .

- .
,

.

- This repori%emprgpses the views of an international grwp

-7. of experts regarding, the ,needs, goals, and methods of teacher'

ttaining programs in the allied health field. The report

.antains suggestions- relating to the _Objectives and
curricula of such programs. The-World Health Organization's

--,own teacier preparation program is discussed, and its

cOntintotion is'recommended. . 1,
-.
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Selected Annotated Bitil ism aphyft -..
oh Or . .a College Teacher Prepa on ,

.a. . '. . , -,-
k .;

. .i.s.

..J. Bitter, Maryann D., and BoudBoudreaux,, Mirtha C. "tisirig.a Computer. To Teach

,, ...

Nursing.'" Nursing Forum 8097f:234-54, *-04' ? )
llI

,. . a

li- I'
Theauthorsdescribe a computer-based course in. a nursing

, ,

department. Since suclya Bourse is studentdirected," the * %
s -become active learners' rather thatf'passive leArners.

.0---' 5 nts paced themselves', used individualized approaoliei,' /-
-1,1 got immediate; feedback; Aa experiment shoWed that

.students' in this course mastered the cognitive meter 4U more
,,.
4,

than twice as,quickly as students in the, sarire course 6ut -
4

taught by conventional methods.' Ccxnputerrbasecr educition,
,supplement, rather thap replaces, theqeacher. The teacher -,

capiain more time-for clinical instruction and individual 4,' -.

gultiance by using-the computer,to teach cognitive materlata . '11' 'a
t

!"-
Coffin, Al

(
rthurt-M., end Brewer, f,lorence B. Confronting ideRtity: Abel:Community

College Instructor. Englewood Cliffs, :-(Prentice-Hal I ; 1972.,
.14%.

. The authors' suggelAt that due to the. rapid. growth and niultiple4 goals of community colleges t ethers 'in cbrrountty
. tend npt tohaVe cjearly de r d professional 'gbelst They .

. suggest that themost:effec community allege teachers, ... :P.
generally use the behavioral 'o jective roach and Utilize.
al l. available e _technology to promote sty ht learn ini. Because -

the authors would like to-see community col leger.faculty members 1

a _,- thetrpwirroles. and institutional Idebt i tY in itermS ,' -, .
of tudent, deve pment;,..they include a mo del program for preOa fing,-1' , community college teachers. . ..- .

a

a
4

I - A I'

Cohen, Wallace F. "Knowing .the Stud t and the.Col lege." Community and ,

Junior College Journal 4 s 1972):1k18. , *
-4. -'` . A e '

The author comments, that'comunily college faculty members
.- must know not only their s t matter; they must also') --. I ;know how students learn., how to and thdgoalsof. -,

the institution. ,The best means t t achleyi these' ends is,
through,' the development of preseryie and inservice training.
programs. ,

,
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.

DuBbis,eEdgene E. "Training and Nurture of Community College Persdnnel."
Improving tol,lege and University Teaching 20(1972)f112-17.,

. .

The author, states. that teachers 4n higher education generally
have little formalapreparatiOn for teaching,.Phat knowledge-'
in a field is felt by most tobe.adequate preparation for
teaching. AlthvoUgh some programs are designed to.prepare
people for community college teaching and administration,
these.pograms are too smal and too.few in number. The
author conclude& that thes programs generally are not 7-

innovattvegnd. do not me the needs of community col leges.
--He states that thelqern p should be the most important
part of such ptograms,..but in most of }the programs in which
it s used it ha ittle He sees the need for growth
andlgreat Chang these programs.

- 4.
Kumpf, Patrick C. An,Anitlysis of the Needs

Preparation. Dissertation, University o
CommuNg ty Co4l e Teacher

Ciftinatti, 1974.

The author concludes that community college teachers should
have a master's, degree in their major disciplines, as well

) as electives in education an& an internship. Those already
employed should haye access to inservice programs.

Reade, Harold C. The Preparation of Mississippi Public Junior Colle\ge
Teac'hets. Dissertation, aniversity of Southern Mississippi, 1973

lest

. jhe authorkfoundmast of the faCulty members he studied to
, have had little or nai,specifie preparation for teaching in

junior college. Most faculty and administrators in the sample
. flt a need for such preparation.'

,

Ross,,Naomi Uy Community College Teacher P ation Programs in the.United
States: \A Bibliography with Introductory_Notes. 'University Park, Pa.:'

Center fOr the Study of High,Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1.97 t1

I.

a

The introductory section dOrthis 'annotated bibliography gives
a general view of;ommunit college teacher prepbratigive
programs. In it the author suggests three categories into
Which such programs can be givided. The,actual bibliography
is classified under seven headings and cross referenced.,

4 I

kOpeche, John. t. ,- and Pitman, John.'A Modest Proposal: Students Can Learn,'

San Francisco: jossey-Bass,197I.
-

/ (
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Selected Annotated Bibliography
on

Continuing and inservice Ebucation
' '9

..
Y.

1,
. F ..1

American Association of Junior Colleges. Faculty Development in the Junior
l'C011ege: A Second' Interim Report, on ,the.ProgYam with Developing
"!.Institutions. Publication No. 10. Washington, D..: American /

Association of Junior Colleges, 1970.
-...

,

This paper contain a discussion of the various programs. involving Comma; college teachers that, were conducted
0 with EducatioikP fesgjonal Development Act money and

1. t

4 coordinated by t American Assocoation,of Juinior Colleges.
It is an interesting took at a vin4ety of inservice programs.

4

drt

Anderson, LaVeta Ann., Effects of a-Training'Progrim for chi Assistants.'
Dissertation, University ofMissouri at Columbia; 197 .

\''The author concludes that teaching assistants ind Other.
\, faculty members who partickpated in a teacher training '

program became more 'familiar with the writing of behavioral.,,,

, objectives and with the, use of statistics in evaluation.,
-.

Participants'- attitudes toward the use ofeducational,
,theory-in teaching became more positive. Parti&ipants'

-;. .. subsequent classroom behavior included less lecturing
iit

, and elicited more 'student response. -
.,

.-
.. `

., .
(

.

. _. .
'Keenan, Virginia R. "Orienting -Staff tc1)9c21;I:Tze: Goats." Community and

/JunilorloCollege JouPnal 430)ctober, '

t
.

N
A.

,

The author notes that coMmunity college faculty members
.- N have diverse preparatory backgrolsna.-- As a oesuit,,feW

of them are fully aware of the goals of ';he community
.

college, so faculty development is necessary:
,1'

,

t

LeCroy, R. Jan. "Training.in the Multi-College District. "' ComUnity-
. and Junior College,Journal43. (October 1972)07.

A

The author suggests that while each campus in a'muki-campus ;k
college needs a different emphasis .14 its'ficulty
prograh, leadershap and funding must come from

the cent& administration..

234
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JDI:lanion, Terry. "Staff Development PrioAtTes ;the Seventiet."
.

."Community and Junior College Journaf*(0c r 1972)00-11.-
. ,

The author advocates inservice stiff development propms
in the communi colleges, as oppoved to preserviceprograms'

and as' oppose to sending staff to univerSitiesfos inservice
prgOares. Sta developMent is necessary bed'ause'mqny .

two-year colle faculty members have vilues_opposed to the

philosophy of unity coil es and becadte many faculty

%embers lack 'teaching tkill 'risen/ice programs in nearly,.

all states suffer from poor- planning-and poor'financial.
backing, but the author)suggests that Florida is an e4ception

and hould'be used as an example.. ,

.

Pelham, Peter D. ';training-on a Junior College Campus." 'Communit9 and

Junior College Journal 44(October 1972):18.
-

-e

The author suggests that gradUate training in the disciplines
does noradecivately preparedeommmnity'ipllege teachers.
The best preparation is aeachi -ng internships.

Per ; J., and,Hawthorne M. ,Study of Allied Ilealt ducation. Washington,.

. D.C:: American Association of Cosmunity and' for Colleges, 1972,.

y -

%

This publication is a report on the national study of allied

health education which considered the role of thecoM6unity
college in meeting health manpower needs in primary and

ambulatory care! One of the most significant conclusions
of the study calls for the establishment of a center for
allied health information. The commi'ssion's recommendations
include many suggestiOns with respect to continuing education,

caMMIunity involvement, end teacher competencies. An excellent

bibliography is included. ''-

Rose,t, "Ani-lpi-Service Program for Teaching As'sistants." Improvin9

Collegeand University teaching 26(1972)000-102.

This ar-tict describes an experimenta) program for teaching

aisistantsa Teaching Assistants met in classes

todiscussteaching and learning, torstudy oral communication,
'and.to study college level- instruction. The colkse on

'nit-ruction was catiletency based,, and, the eight general

objectives of'the course are listed. The course advocated .

a criterion referenced **tech to instruction. One problem

encountered was' the Jack'of literature on college lever

instruction. The author' suggests, that most doctoral students
becoMe faculty members,so(t.paching experiente should be a

part of most doctorarprograms. 7

er
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Simmons, Howa-rd.. "Priorities for Training Minor' taff." Communrty
. 'and Junior College-Journal, 43,(Qctober,1972):15-16.'

The abhor suggests that since the pool of minority members_
qualified.- to join community col lege ttaffs is .sma 1.1 ,
marginally qualified minority persons should be recruited
and improved through internships.. .

A I
Sims, David M., and Bounds, Glen I. 'EDPA, at a- Community- Co lege."

.

Conmuni ty and Junior College Journal 4.3 Cdctober .1972) :14-15.

.

The author, discribe the professional development' program
at their tnstitution. The program includes support for ; . ,

fesearckon teaching,:facul-ty workshops, and participation
in the area's Graduate Career Development Center for
Community College Personnel.,

. a .
Werner, Arnold; and Schnetder, John M: "Teaching Medical Students

interactional Skills." New England Journal-of Medicine 290(May-1974): ..
1,232:(37. . ,.

, . ,
* ,. .

The authors describe a course designed to teach Medical -

_ -

students 'to interact with patients. :the study of communication ' I
skills is amajor part of,',--1,he Course. The-students prantiCe.these skills in simulated interview lettings. instructois
use uniform teaching'methods, and sta*ent behavioral changes
ar4 measured. _ v.
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APPEND II B

Description of Field-Testing

ln.July 1975 field-testing of
this resource guide was consigted.
into four one-meek workshops. The

were as follows:

Pate.

July 7-11

July 14 -18

July 21-25

July 28-August 1

4

each ofhe modules contained in
The various modules were combined
dates and topics of these workshops.

Title of Workshop

Classroom Methods and TeaChing Techniques

Use of Instructional Media Presentations

Evaluation of Classroom Lea7ing

Clinical Education and EVal tion

`Numb'er of

Participants.

10

aP.

12

17

Participanti,in these four workshops were sel cted from a pool of

applicants'deawn from a five-State area. They rap esented the full range

of allied health professions and were all actively ployed in'teaching

positions In postsecondary allied health educational programs,

Each workshop was such anttensiuNexperience that parti 'pants
found theMselvIt involved in structural activities mpto twelve rs

per dlay. Despite the pressures of this rigorous schedule, the par ipa

were unanimous in their opinion that the workshops had significant Dv

'on their development as educators.

Prior to the field-testing, extensive planning went'into the development
AVid sequencing of the content for each module. During the field- testing,

the project staff met, each evening %po assess progessstowards achieving

the identified objectives, This formative evaluation resulted in

numerous revisions of'the original plan.. Institutions using this resource

guide w141 find.continuous formative evaluation an important facet of di

their administration of the faculty development program.
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